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POTr.NTIAL REFINEMENTS AND INNOVATIO:;2
IN AUTOMATIC INSPECTIO:N AND TEST TECHI::IQUES

R. K. Gunial
J. F. King
3. J. Ring
Raytheon Compazy
Andover, Mass.

01810

ABSTRACT
This paper will describe the evolution of the Improved HAK and SAM,-D
automatic test systems in use at Raytheon's U .st Andover Massachusetts
facility, and will develop projects which wi,.i continue the erolutionary
process toward more cost effective test sys ems employing the most current
technology.
IMPROVED HAWK TFST SYSTEM
The Improved HAWK automatic test system was conceived and implemented
in the period 1967 - 1969.
The driving t orce for a highly sophisticated
and versatile automatic test sy':tem was conversion of the HAWK missile system from the tube technology of the 1950's to the solid state technology, of
the 1960's.
With this conversion and the advent of a digftal coputer in
the grouad support equipment came a relatively high volume of many types of
modules to be tested.
In the early-to-mid 1960's, the minicomputer was making it's presence
felt in the electronics field, but was still corparatively expensive.
These
facts, coupled with the high cost of computer peripherals and the problems
relative to system management, drove Raytheon to the test system configuration shown in Figure I which was initially in..alled with approximately
20 test stations on-line.
The test stations, which were part of this initial configuration,
shared the same basic structure shown in ."igure 2 and consisted of the
following types:
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Missile Stations
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

High Frequency Modules
Low Frequency Module3
Stick 'Chassis) Stations (3 types)
Hydraulic Actuator

Microwave Stations
(1)

Randome Test

(2)

Antenna Test (2 types)

(3)
(4)

Microwave Component
Microwave Subsystem

Although these station types are dedicated t. vastly different ends,
they Ere all comprLsed of the same basic components and constructed from
the same basic architecture.
Tais system (which is described in detail in Append!x A) is now
operating with approximately 50 production test stations at Raytheon's
West Andover facility, and has recently been deployed in three Eu-opean
locaions in support of the NATO HAWK program.

SAM-D TEST SYSTEM
The SAM-D Automat±c Factory test system, put into operation in 1973,
was on evolution of the Improved HAWK Automatic Factory Test System. The
SAM-D system is a multi-computer distributive intelligence te - * system organized around a central computer with extensive mass memory and other
peripherals. This central c-.puter is time shared by up to 32 satellite
computers, each of which is the resident real-time process controller in an
automatic test station. All software, such as a monitor, an editor, a compiler, a loader, an operating system, test programs, and diagnostics are
available from the central computer library to be ,un In real-time on the
station process controllers. A test station operator interface terminal
consisting of a CRT display, keyboard, and printer permits the preparation,
editing, debugging, and execution of programs co occur simultaneously at

each test station.

The system architecture still retains the advantages5

of centralized electro-mechanical peripherals and configuration management.
The communication between the central computer aiud its many satellite
test station process controllers is accomplished with a high speed (50,000
16 bit words/second) serial interface system designed to appear as a DMA
(Direct Memory Access) peripheral on each computer. The orgar.'.ation of the
SAM-D Automatic Factory Test S:stem is more completely describee in Figure 3
and Appendix B.
Each test station is configured from standard bu.ldLj blocks that
are designed to fulfill those functions which more 'han one station type
has in common. In most caces, these are refinements of the building blocks
of the Improved HAWK system, redesigned to incorporate state-of-the-art
Thus,
components, reduce spape requirements, and improve maintainability.
the computer, instruments, control systems, power systems, enclosures/racks.
£~trfacc
etr
Ic~Lii ure sxanaarazca.
%nd opc
The significant improvements achieved by the SAM-D test system architecture, as it evolved from the Improved HAWK test system base of experience, are as follows:
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(1)

A CRT display and keyboard which permits extensive and efficient manmachine iteraction.

(2)

An on-line compiler and editor which permits program deveiapment to
occur at each test station w~th the results of any changes able to be
evaluated "on-the-spo".

(3)

I'iprofed diagnostics which allow the maintenance technician to communicate with the test station instrumentation in source-like lLnguage
statements by means of the CRT display and keyboard.

(4)

An improved high level language with additional features such as
statements to facilitate writing programs to test digital devices.

(5)

Larger and

(6)

Real-time program execution which results in repeatabie timing and
more independence from the central computer.

(7)

Double the number of satellite test stations which can be served by one

faster mass memory aveilable at

the central computer.

central computer.
The manufaeturing technology projects which are defined here-in are
evolved f im the experience gained :n the design, development, and day-today usage of the two automatic test systems which we have mentioned.
These projects do not necessarily focus on drivers for the recurring
costs of test equipment (see Figure 4), but could result in the reduction
It
of non-recurring development cozts and increased equipment utilization.
is these latter areas which are most likely to yield significant test related cost reduction over the life of any given missile program.

MISSILE MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY PROJECTS

Automatic Part

Identification

Title:
Manufacturing Technology Project to provide a system for the
automatic reading and recording of part and serial number information
of units tested on automatic equipment.
System/Panel Area/Component:

HAWK - SAM-D/test equipment/co:,trol system

In the utilization of sophisticated automatic test equipment for
Problem:
high volume multi-unit terting of missile s)stem hardware, it is necessary
to supply the controlling computer with the part number (to obtain the
correct programs) and serial number (to identify retained data and control
Existing schemes for supplying this information are either
configuration).
to di-l the information into thumbwhel switches or key the information
into a keyboard (teleprinter or other).
Both of these systems are relatively slow, and are subject to a high
incidence of operator error.
This project would investigate alternatc methods for
Proposed Solution:
capturing this iniormation in a more automated fashion using punched identi-

ficatiii cards, or bar coding techniques such as are employed in retail
stores

7

Project Cost and Duration:
Engineering development

Estimated costs are as follows:
and docmeztation

$IL6,000

Prototype material and fabvication
$2
Estimated duration of project is

12-15

0.0 D

montns.

Benefits:
Benefits to be derived from this project are the rtdilction in thE
unit set up time fTr test, and the redu.tion in errors made in acquiring
part identification information.
Potential Cost Savings - i,; of Missile test time
1% of Ground Eqkipment MI (Major Item)
tect titze
Assumption:

This project has application only tv a high volume p-oduction

-nvironment.

Automatic Fault Isolation Techniques

Title: Manufacturing T~chnology Project to develop automatic fault isolation techniques.
System/Panel ArealComponent:

hAWK

-

SAM-D/test equipment/NA

Problem: When using automatic test equipment for the high volume testing
of missile system hardware, troubleshooting and tault isolation becomes a
significant problem. It is normally not feasible to provide z.n off-line
facility for this purpose and therefore, the expensive and hig. ly productive
automatic equipment is used for troubl--hooting.
Solution:
Investigate alternate methods of fult isolation whic:, wouLd
th, automatic test equipment more efficiexLly. Some of the techniques
which would be investigated are as follows:
(1)

ze

The use of infra-red scanning techniques to generate ana store the
thermal profiles of known good units wi2.ch may then be compared with
the thermal profile of failed units.
The resulting difference data
may then be used as an aid in fault isolation.

(

Techniques for capturing and storing the signal levels for all internal
nodes at each step in the test sequence of a good unit.
Also develop
zuitable method. for presenting this iniormation to a tes. operator
while troubleshooting a bad unit.

(3)

The development of techniques to aid in the fault diagnosis of digital
devices utilizing the input/output fault signature of the failed unit
in conjunction with computer aided analysis.

Project Cost and Duration:

Estimated costs are as follows:

Engineering development and documentation
Pteeir%
mAtpri~a and fabrication

650,000

4OOO0

1,050,C0O
Estimated duration of project is 18 months.

8

Penefits:
The benefit which will be derived from this project is to increase the throughput of automatic test equipment by reducing trouble-

shooting time and erroneous fault diagnosis.
Potential Cost

Savings -

10% of Missile Test Time
10% of Ground Equipment MI test time

Assumptions:
The benefit will only be obtained if the existing philosophy
is to use the automatic test equipment for test and troubleshooting, and
that the applicable programs have sufficient volume to varrant the investment.

Standard Building Blocks

Title:
Manufacturing Technology Project to develop standard building blocks
for factory and field test equipment of common architecture.
System/Panel Area/Component:
SAA-D/test equipment/control systems, data
processors, switching networks, special panels/displays, executive software,
and UUT software.
Problem:
Automatic test equipment incurs a high development cost due to
its complexity and extensive software development effort.
This high cost
relegates its use to high volume manufacture.
Therefore, the many benefits
of automation; reduced test time, repeatability, data collection, data analysis, efficiency, accuracy, machine aided troubleshooting, and others are
not available to low volume complex electronic assenablies in the factory
or to the low quantity/large variety mix of the field.
Proposed Solution:
Develop a test system tailored to module and chassis
level of military eleci6ronics systems, applicable to the factory and depot
level.
Typical activities would include:
(1)

High level instrument control oriented test language, compiler and
operating system compatible with different assembly languages.

(2)

A standard building blocA
operator interface).

(3)

Switching networks standard building blocks.

(4)

Instrument interface standard building blocks.

(5)

Digital pin(s)

for test

station controller

(processor and

electronics module standard building block.

Project Cost and Duration:

Estimatsd costs are as

Engineering labor and documentation
Prototype material and fabrication

follows:

1,0 5,000
320,000

1,345,000
Estimated duration of project

is 18 months.

Benefits:
The benefits that accrue from this proJect %ie lower automatic
test equipment development costs through tne use of stanar
eui±ang biocas
of hardware and software which can be assembled into test stations configured to accomplish a unique sroup of related functions.
Additional task
specific benefits are detail I below:

9

(W)

(2)

(3)

The high level computer language task will accrue the following
benefits:
(a)

Provide a standard building block for automated test equipment
potentially common to laboratory, factory, and field.

(b)

Enable the power of the RATEL instrument control oriented language to be used more universally.

(c)

Simplify the design and use of microprocessor based test equipment by providing the capability of programming in a proven test
instrumentation oriented high level language.

(d)

Lower the software development and support costs of automatic
test equipment based on computers or processors other than Raytheon 700 series minicomputers.

(e)

Potential Savings -

40%
80%

of Executive soft-are Development
of UUT Program Development Cost

Cost

The standard controller and operator interface task will accrue the
following benefits:
(a)

Provide a standard building block for automated test equipment
potentially common to the laboratory, factory, and field.

(b)

Provide a standardized operator interface which is independent
of test station conf!gurat i on whether it be testing DC power
supplies or microwave components.

(c)

Station control, data gathering, and housekeeping functions, both
hardware and software, are standard "off-the-shelf" and low in
cost.

(d)

Minimize test station console space requirements
hardware.

(e)

Potential Savings -

The standard switchin
benefits:

for automation

90% of Test Station Process Controller
Development Cost

networks task will accrue the folloling

(a)

Provide standard building blocks for automated test equipment
potentially comtmon to laboratory, factory, and field.

(b)

Reduce cost of switching which is presently vendor special and

station unique.
(c)

Permit standardization of software and display relative to switching functions thus lowering housekeeping software -nd training
requirements of new personnel assigned to test station ope-ation
or maintenance.

(d)

(4)

Potential Savings -

50% of Test Station Switching System
Developmont Cost

The standard instrument interface task will accrue the following
benefits:

10

(5)

(a)

Provide standard building blocks for automated test equipment
potentially common to laboratory, factory and field.

(b)

Reduce cost of instrument interfaces by reducing number of unique
designs, thus, lowering do.umentation, troubleshooting training,
t.nd spares stocking requirements.

(c)

Potential Sa~ings -

50%

of Test Station Control System
Development Cost

The pin(s) electronics module task will accrue the following benefits:
(a)
Provide a standard building block for digital test equipment
which is potentially ccmmon to laboratory, factory, anl field.

(b)

Provide larger memory (greater than 1000 bits), dynaLic I/0 control, and high speed to facilitate dynamic troubleshooting by
furnishing the capability of looping on large, self-initializing
test pattern sequences.
This feature would provide the capability
of probing internal states with a synchronized oscilloscope.

(c)

Lower digital test station development and recurring build costs
with standard building block.

(d)

Increase flexibility of test station configuration by providing
fully programmable pin(s) electronics which can be combined in
variable quantities with other equipment to meet specific testing
needs.

(e)

Increase speed of testing by reducing package size, capacitance,
and signal line lengths.

(f)

Utilize higher density MSI and LSI technology.

(g)

Potential Savings

-

25% of Digital Test Station Development Cost
5% of Digital Test Station Build Cost

Assumptions:
These tasks are based on an evolution of an existing automated
test system which has already achieved a high degree of modularity and
hardware standardization.
The tasks also assume a mature modular software
architecture and a proven high level .est language.

High Density Interconnecting Network Testing

Title:
Manufacturing Technology project to aevelop techniques
and testing high density interconnecting networks.
System/Panel Area/Component:

for handling

SAM-D/test equipment/fixtures-adapters.

Problem:
Interconnecting networhs, such as thick-film multilayer ceramic
substrates and small dense multilayer printed circuit boards, which have a
high density of component interface points are difficult to test.
High
densities, such as .004 inch pads .008 inch on center, render probing and
complete testing for continuity and leakage impractical using presently
available techniques.
However, the removal of c.mponents at the next higher
level of assembly is often a destructive process.
Therefore, testing at
the network level is necessary to minimize the scrapping of good integrated

11
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circuits and other expensive components which were assembled to a bad network.

Proposed Solution:

Develop fixturing techniques to make connection to high

aensity interconnecting networks and test them for continuity and leakage.
Investigate both a mass probing technioue and a programmably positioned
The mass probe would effect connection to all compoprobe pair technique.
nent interface points simultaneously and then utilize an automatic continuity and leakage test station with enough capability to 100% test the network.
The programmably positioned probe pair would position two probes by
computer control to locate and effect connection to two points of the netThe test station would the,, perform a continuity or
work under test.
leakage measurement as required.
The sequence would be repeated as often
as required to test all runs for continuity and all hazardous (adjacent or
crossed over) run pairs for leakage.
Project Cost and Duration:
Engineering development and documentation
Prototype fabrication

160,0o

40,ooo
200,000
The duration of this project is expected to be 15 months.
Benefits:
(1)

Increased yield at the next higher level of assembly.

(2)

Eliminate scrap ciused by destructively removing assembled
good components from a defectzve network.

(3)

Eliminate unnecessary and futile troubleshooting
assemblies containing a defective

(4)

Potential Savings -

and rework of

network.

2% of Ground Equipment Standard Module Cost

Availability of an automatic continuity and leakage tester
Assumptions:
The computer portion
large enough to accomodate a mass probed substrate.
of this test ;tation must be capaole of being interfaced to a set of X-Y
positioners and the software flexible enough to allow programmed control of
The test system is assumed to be available on a nonthese positioners.
interferring rent free loan basis.

Beam Lead Device Handling and Testing

Manufacturing Technology Project to develop techniques for handling
Title;
beam leaded integrated circuits.
System/Panel Area/Comonent:

SAM-D/test equipment/adapters-fixtures

Problem:
Beam leaded integrated circuits (BLIC's) are complex electronic
circuits produced on a single silicon chip with a large number of delicate
the probability
Assembly of untested BLIC's increases
input/output leads.
Good
of introducing a C fective BLIC to the next higher level of assembly.
BLIC's may be destroyed, or substrates damaged, in troubleshooting, isolating
hthcozre,
the faulty component, and rewcrking the defective assembly.
testing at Ghe BLIC level is very desireable. Reliable, efficient, lowcapacitance and non-destructive techniques for effecting connections between

12
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the many I/0 ports of the BLIC and suitable test equipment art
available.

not

yet

Proposed Solution:
Develop the capability to fixture, make: conecQtion to,
ant test beam leaded
tegrated circuits having % ltrje nimber of I/O pinls.
Two methods would be investigated:
(1)

Handling and testing in a carrier.

(2)

Handling and testing from a tacky

Project Cost and

coated glss sllde.

Duration:

Engineering dovelopment and docume itation
Prototype fabrication

160,000
40iu0

;00,O0u
The duration of the project is expected

to oe

15 months.

Benefits:
4

(1)

Improved yield at the next higher level of assembly.

*

(2)

Minimization of damaging rework at next higher level of assembly.

(3)

Reduced troubleshooting at the next higher level of assenbly.

(4)

Potential Savings - 21'4of Ground Equipment

Standard Module Cost

Assumptions:
Automatic test equipment which is capable of performing
dynamic functional tests (pattern test at speed) and DC parametric tests is
available to demonstrate! the performance of the developed fixtures/carriers
on a non-interferring rent free loan basis.

Automated Printed Wiring Board

Inspection

Title:
Manufacturixg Technology project to develop computer supported automatic inspection system for the inspection of printed wiring boards and
assemblies.
System/Panel Area/Componrnt:

HAWK - SAM-D/test equipment/NA

Problem:
The general practice in industry today is to visually inspect
printed circuit boards and printed circuit board assemblies for workmanship and assembly type faulls. Since this inspection is a rather routine
task, 3t is very much subject to operator fatigue.
Therefore, the probabl
ity that defective units will proceed to the next operation ind event,lly
to test is relatively high.
Proposed Solution:
Develop a computer supported system which could scan
the surface(s) of a printed circuit board (or printed circuit board
assembly) using videcon or possibly X-ray techniques.
Tne result., of
this
scrn would tfien be digitized
aaid fed tn a computer wher, the. data
wouad be compares wiar
a stored, acceptable patLern for Ltt |arLi :u± ir 4vice.
Srolct Cost

and Duratior:

Estimated costs
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are as

follows:

-

Engineering development and documentation
Prototype material and fabrication

3(10,000
C00,000
500,000

Estimated duration of project is 20 months.
Benefits:
Benefits to be derived from the project are the reduction in
inspection .anpower, a potential reduction in inspection time, but most
significant a near elimination of inspection errors.
Potential Savings -

50% of Printed Wiring Board Inspection Time
Near Field Antenna Testing

Title:
Manufaciuring Technology Project to provide a means of making nearfield radiation measurements on larGe antennas.
System/Panel Area/Component:

SAM-D/test equipment/NA

Problem:
A need exists to make antenna measurements of large antennas
indoors. This need is present because of expensive material handling
equipment required to lift large antennas to test sites which are generally
high above ground level, the large cost of real estate for long outdoor
ranges, and the down-time due to weather on all outdoor ranges.
An indoor
configuration would minimize the requirement for handling equipment and
the amount of real estate needed, and would eliminate any station down-time
due to weather.
Proposed Solution:
The project would be split up into two phases.
First,
a study would be made to identify and analyze the tradeoffs required to
select the best possible test methods. At present, two methods are available for investigation, however,this does not eliminate other methods which
may come to light during the study. The first of these methods would refocus
the energy impinging on the antenna under test to the transmitting antennas
which would be located at a distance of several aperture dipmeters away
from the antenna under test. Once this was done, antenna patterns would be
taaen as on any long antenna range. The second method would be to probe
the near-field of the antenna very accurately, then use this data to
synthesize the far-field pattern of the antenna. While the first method
would be more straight-forward and less complex, it is applicable only
on antennas which have complete phase control over the aperture - namely
a phased array. The second method would be applicable for any antenna.
Project Cost and Duration:
Engineering development and documentation
Prototype material and fabrication

125,000
250,000
375,000

Estimated duration of the project is 18 months.
Benefits:
follows:

The overall benefits from this type of test system are as

(1)

No production down time due to weather.

(2)

Minimal real estate required.

(3)

Minimal handling equipment required.
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(4)

ZA

Lends itself to automatic testing thus cuttlig down teat time and
increasing accuracy.

APPENDIX A

V

1.2

SYSTEM STRUtTURE

1,2.1

Hardware Structure

(1)

1.2.1.1
General. The Improved HAWK Factory Test Computer System is an
automatic test system composed of a central computer and peripherals which

9

are time shared between from 1 to 16 r3motely located test stat'ons.

These

stations share a modular organization consisting of a standard Test Station
Interface (TSI), a standard Test Station Control Panel, and a group of

Instrument Control Interfaces (ICI's).

[

Fthe

*

The balance of esch test station

is function dependent and can be as different, station to station as are
available measurement and stimuli instrumenation.
The control of

this instrumentation is accomodated by the ICI and associated software
driver designs.
objectives:

The resulting test system satisfies the following system

Maximizes test station throughput.
operator intervention and decision making.

*Minimizes

Provides the ability to test virtually any type of electrical or

electromechanical UUT (Unit Under Test) covering the frequency spectrum

from DC to X-band.

Provides the ability to construct

and maintain test data

files with

fast recall capabilities.
Maximizes system availability.
Minimizes programming knowledge required in the preparation of UUT

programs.
Provides a flexible and modular system with building bl- k type expansion capabilities to accomodate future testing requirements.

Minimizes cost of construction and system maintenance.
To achieve these objectives, the
functions and/or tasks:

a.

Computer System performs the

fol.cwing

Control
(1)

Provides automatic control of all programmable stimuli,
measurement instrumentation, and interconnection switchink!

networks within the various test stations.
networks

w

i

Pnain

t

.

the diital control

information required by a test station to perform a UUT
test.

is

b.

c.

d.

Data Handling
(1)

Accepts measurement data from the test station instrumentation for each test performed.

(2)

Accepts input data from the test itation operator such as
that information which identifies the part being tested and
thcse decisions resulting from visual observation and
interpretation.

(3)

Interprets test data and makes dicisions as to its
validity, conformance and acceptability.

(4)

including
Implemcrts automatic chronological data collection
time and date of data receipt and provides immedtate or
delayed access to this data or a summary of test results.

(5)

Organizes test data from each UUT into common format and
units and collects this data on IBM compatible magnetic
tape.
It performs any data conversion required, maintains
test histories, and provides limitel statistical analysis
of the test results.

Diagnostics
(1)

Provide ccntinual monitoring and confidence testing of
data transmissions, critical station parameters, and UUT
stinuli.

(2)

Provide programmed aids to maintenance personnel to assist
them in ascertaining the health of the test system and
diagnosing failures to the lowest level possible.

Library Maintenance
(1)

Provides off-line compilation and debug of UUT test Drograms
to generate object programs.

(2)

Provides means of iatroducing, maintaining, and updating
UUT program files and provides the test station with
accessibility to these programs.

To achieve the system objectives, the test station performs the follo.,ing
tasks:
a.

Interfaces the UUT to the test instrumentation.

b.

Provides accurate power, stimuli, and other inputs to the UUT
as required by the Test Requirements Specifications (TRS).

c.

Provides loads to the outputs of the UUT as required by the TRS.

d.

Makes accurate measurements of the outputs of the UUT ac
required by the TRS.

.

as requirted amorig the
Fruvideb interconnection ana svitc'ng
UUT, all instrumentation, and power sources.

f.

Provides digital communication for control and data handiing
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g,

between the Line Computer Interface and the station instrumentation and switching circuits.
Interfaces the station operator to the computer and the
Instrumentation and switching circuits.

h.

Interfaces maintenance peruonnel to the computer and instrumentation and switching circuits for diagnostic tasks.

1.2.1.2
Functional Description. The test system is depicted in figure
1-2-1 and the functions of the blocks are described below:
a.

The

704 Computer-executes control and UUT programs to accomplish

on-line testing or off-line data processing.
b.

The Computer Teletype - permits the computer operator to
exercise control over program execution during off-line processing or input change directives during on-line testing.

c.

The Fixed Head Disc - provides fast access memory expansion
during on-line testing for system program and UUT program
storage.
When used in conjunction with a limited amount of
core in a swapping technique it expands the virtual core size
to over 400,000 words.
It is not available during off-line
processing.

d.

The Cartridge Disc - provides UUT program storage during online testing.
It is a Real Time Operating System (RTOS)
storage device for all off-line processing.

e.

The Line Printer - outputs hard copy documentation during
off-line processing.
It is not available during on-line testing.

f.

The Card Reader - provides a general input medium for reading
IBM type 80 column punched cards during off-line processing.
It is also available during on-line testing to input UUT programs
in object form either for immediate usa in the test of a UUT,
or for update of the Cartridge Disc UUT program files.

g.

The Card Punca - outputs IBM type 80 column punched cards
during off-line processing.
It is used during program compilation to output UUT programs in object foria.
It is not available during on-line testing.

h.

The Magnetic Tape Transports - provide a long-term slow access
bulk storage capability.
They are used during system
install.ation to build the Fixed Head Disc and the Cartridge
Discs.
They are used during on-line testing to collect bulk
data from
UUT testing and as a storage medium for diagnostic
core dumps.
They are used during off-line processing to
input data which was collected during on-line testing.

i.

The Teleprinter Multiplexer ana Teleprinters - provide
communication channels to the test station operators during
on-line testing to output information to the operators and
receive directives from the operators.
£rIese cnanncl
are
independent of the LCI-TSI test station data communication
channels.
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.J.

The Clock - provides real time information to f',e computer
for time interval calculations and time of day.
It is not
available during off-line processing.

k.

The Line Computer Interface (LCI) - provides bidirectional
data communications between the Computer and the Test Station
Interface (TSI).
The LCI provides an interface channel for
transmitting programming information to the test station and
receiving status, interrupt, and measurement data from the
test station.

1.

The Test Station Interface (TSI) - provides a bidirectional
communication interface between the LCI and the test station.
It provides and accepts bit-serial data streams to and from
the LCI and provides and accepts parallel bit patterns to and
from the Instrument Control Interfaces (ICI) &,nd the control
panel.
The T3I performs ICI selection, interrupt handling,
serial to parallel and reverse convercion, timing control,

and error checking for each station.
m.

The Control Panel - receives

test station operator inputs

via switches and push buttons and transmits this information
to the computer via the TSI - LCI link. It also receives
program status from the computer via the LCI - TSI link and
outputs the status to the operator via vitual displays.
N.

The Instrument Control Interfaces - provide level conversion,
date storage, format conversion, timing, and control for each
programmable device in the test station. It makes each unique
device compatible with the standard TSI.

o.

The Interconnection and Switching Networks - provide fixed
signal and power routing wit±An the station as well as
variable interconnections under program control as rcquired
among instruments, power sources, and the UUT.

p.

The Instrumentation - provides stimuli, power, and measuring
capability ai required by the TRS.

q.

The Adapter - accomodates any unique interface and connectlon
requirements between the test station instrumentation and
interconnection system and the UUT.

1.2.1.3
Hardware Description. The principal characteristics of 4he
hardware blocks (refer to figure 1-2-1) which make up the oystem are no
follows:
.a.

The 704 Computer - has the following features:
32K of 1.0 microsecond core memory
16 bit word with parity
Hardware multiply and divide
16 levels of interrupt
Direct Memory Access (DMA)

b.

The Com.puter Teletype - is an A8R35 TELETYPE with keyboard, in?.
ribbon type mechanism printing on teletype paper ,tt a 10 character
per second rate with 72 characters per line, 10 characters per
second 8-channel paper tape reader, and 10 charucterr per accoad
6-channel puper tape punch.
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c.

The Fixed Head Disc. - is a 384,00) word disc with 370,000 bits
per second transfer rate and 33 millisecond maximum access time.

d.

The Cartridge Disc - is a 1,280,000 word interchangeable disc
cartridge with a maximum access time of 180 milliseco"lI and a
transfer rate of 781,000 bits per second.

e.

The Line Printer - provides a 132 iharacter per linj printout at
a 1000 lines per minute rate on up to 6 part fsn-fold computer
paper.

f.

The Card Panch - produces from 100 to 4,10 IBM type 80 column
punched cards per minute.

g.

The Card Reader - reads up to 1000 IBM type 80 column punched
cards per minute.

h.

The Magnetic Tape Transports - provide IBM compatible 75 inch
per second tape handling at 800 bits per inch on 3/ inch computer
grade magnetic tape.

i.

The Teleprinter Mvltiplexer and Teleprinters - provide up to 16
Printout
remote teleprinter terminals operating in ASCII format.
is on rolls of 8 1/2 inch wide thermal paper at 30 characters per
seco::d and 72 characters per line. Input is via a standard keyboard.

J.

The instrument Control Interfaces - accept 32 bit parallel data
words from the TSI and output the required control signals to the
instrument for which they were designed. The, receive data from
the instruments an" forward it to the TSI in 32 bit parallel data
words.
They also provide timing and control unique to each instrument.

k.

The Interconnection and Switching Networks - consist of cables,
switching networks, and connectors as required to handle power
and signal routing in the test station.

1.

The Instrumentation - is commercial itimuli and measuring instrumentation chassis, specially designe. stimuli and measuring instrumentation chassis, and control chassis as required by the functions
to be performed by the specific test station.

m.

The Adapters - are boxes (or platters for IH200) which contain
circuits, loads, and interconnections for adapting the UUT to the
test station. Any special requirements imposed by the TRS are
handled by these devices.

n.

The Line Computer Interface (LCI) - accepts data from a queue in
the computer in 16 bit parallel computer DIO transfers at the maxit then transmits this data in a bitimum computer I/O speed.
serial echo-checked fashion at an 80,000 bits per second rate to
In a reciprocal manner
any remote test station within 2000 feet.
the test station cani communicate with the LCI at an 80,000 bits
per second echo-checked data rate and the LCI will transfer th9
received and stored transmission to the computer at its maximum
DIO rate under computer interrupt control. The LCI also provides
station interrupt information for transfer to the computer under
computer interrupt control.
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o.

The Test Station Interface (TSI) - is the test station end of t'le
data communication channel between the computer and the station.
It receives serial data from the LCI and converts it to 32 bit
parallel data words which it directs to a selected Instrument ConIt receives 32
trol Interface (ICI) or Computer Control Panel.
bit data words from a selected ICI or Control Panel and transmits
this data in bit-serial form to the LCI.
It also handles operator
or instrument interrupts which it passes to the LCI during polling
sequences.

p.

The Control Panel - is a display an/Input panel in the test station having lever switches for inputting part and serial numbers,
pushbuttons for inputting status and directives, ana lights und
numeric displays for outputting program status.

1.2.1.4

Packaging.

The Test System is packaged as follows:

a.

The 704 Computer is functionally partitioned into module3 which
plug into an interconnecting backplane. The display and control
panel swings out from the front of the cabinet to permit easy
access to these wodules for replacement purposes. The computtr
is housed in a standard 19 inch relay rack type cabinet which is
in one bay of the computer cons'.e. The WANGCO Magnetic Tape
Transports and Controller, the Card Reader/Punch controller, tne
Fixed Head Disc and Controller, the Cartridgu Disc and Controller,
.nd miscellaneous power supplies are also mounted in relay rz':~h
typp cabinets which are part of the computer console.

b.

The Clock, Lire Printer Controller and Teleprinter Multip..texr
are mounted in a peripheral control chassis which iLs in
rTay
rt
rack typ. cabinet as part of the computer console. !nis tcriphural control chassis contains a wire wrapped backplane intv wichl
the functional modules are plugged. The functional modulez ure
wire wrapped circuit cards holding up to 60 standard dua. Ln-line
packaged (DIP) Intergrated Circuits (IC's).
These circuit cards
are the same design as those used to package the T21 and i('!'z
in each test station. They are easily replaceable for low system
MTTR (Mean Time To Repair) yet are easily repaired due to la-i:.
IC's.
One or more functional modules are required t itlo.t
each major sub-system.

c.

The Line Computer Interface (LCI) is packaged in a 19 :ncn r lay
rack type cabinet in the computer console. This zub-syz*,
-'s
to
packaged on wire wrapped backplanes having plug-in Ii soct
accomodate a large number .f DIP IC's.
There is one iar v backplane and two foldout smaller backplanes to complete tht chssiz.
The IC's are upside down in operation with the backside wiri:g of
the backplane exposed for ease in troublesnooting ana sira
tra.ing.

d.

The TSI is packaged in a logic basket in the bac4 of tacn tezt
station. It is distributed over wo wire wrapped circuit cards
each of which can hold up to 60 IC's. Each of these cards contains a 120 pin I/O edge-of-card connector for backplane interface and an 80 pin edge-of-card connector for cable interface.
The ICI's are packaged in similar fashion such that the logic
ba;sket

!ip Lziwc

u

epvific

seacion

eoni±gLr~t±:

mvre±y

uy

plugging in the apprupriate modular ICI's.
All other aspects of
the logic basket are standard and do not change from station to
station.
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e.

The Line Printer is a specific cabinet aas is the Card Punch and
the Computer Teletype. These are free standing units attached to
the computer console by cables.

f.

The Card Reader is a table top unit which connects to the comruter
The test station teleprinter is also a
console with a cable.
table top unit connected to the test station via a cable.

g.

The Control Panel is a 19 inch relay rack type chassis that is
installed in the test stat'on in a location convenient to the
operator.

h,

The instrumentation is generally packaged in 19 inch relay rack
type chassis as built by the vendor. These chassis are located,
with due regard to function, within the bays of the station console.

i.

The interconnection cables and switching networks are packaged in
varying forms as the test station needs require.

J.

The computer console, line printer, card punch, card reader and
Computer TELETYPE are located in an air conditioned area of approximately 70 square feet. Each test station and its associated
table top teleprinter can be remotely located up to 2000 feet
from this computer complex. The stations are connected via three
The teleprinters
95 ohm twisted shielded twin conductor cables.
are connected via three wire telephone cables.
Software Structure

Test Operating System - General. The T-st Operatin System was
1.2.2.1
developed to respond to the many design objectives of a quasi real-time
operating system functioning is the central control media of an overall test
system. The software modules function in this capacity via a series of
planned interactions which echieve the end result - run the tcst stations
by executing a UUT program and thus test parts. The dissertation which
follows attempts to show these interactions and to establish for the reader
a philosophical background in the software operation. Some poetic license
is taken to avoid the depth of detail which would tend to cloud the overall
understanding.
One of the prime considerations in the develupment of the test operating
system was the division of tasks between the operating system and the UUT
program. The more functions adopted by the system, the less repetitive
tasks had to be performed by the UUT program. When tempered by the constraints of a mini-computer with its relatively limited computation and
memory capability, a system of common execution packages evolved. All
of the blocks shown in Figure 1-2-2 (unless otherwise noted) are in core at
Both the control and execution secall times (resident operating system).
tions are utilized by eact UUT program as it executes in turn. The disk is
used by the system to bring UUT programs and selected portions of the operating system in and out of core - but more on that later.
Functional Organization & Description. The Test Operating System
1.2.2.2
consists of a series of core resident routines designed to control the dynamic scheduling of events within the computer and providpc tha 4ntnrfon
between the Unit Under Test (UUT) program and the computer peripheral and/
or test station hardware. These functions are accomplished through the
(Reference Figure 1-2-2).
following specific routines.
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a.

Execution Controller - The Execution Controller controls the sequence of execution for all programs and routines by continually
scanning a table of information (Test Station Control Table)
pertinent to the status of each test station and the UUT program
being utilized by that Test Stcation.

b.

!nterpretive Run Time Executive - The Interpretive Run Time Executive Routine interprets the output of the TECOM Compiler and
transfers control to the designated routine, either the Fortran
Run Time System Package or to the Command Statement Routines.

c.

Command Statement Routines - The Command Statement Routines a.,
the execution packages for the test oriented TECOM Compiler statements (i.e., ENTER, MEASURE, LOOP, etc.).
They transfer control
to the designated Instrument Driver or Peripheral Handler.

d.

Instrument Drivers - The Instrument Drivers control the generation
of data to be transmitted to a given instrument and passes it to
the Test Station Output Transfer Routine through the Transfer
Storage Table (XFR1).

e.

Test Station Output Transfer Routine (TSOT) - The TSOT Station
Output Transfer Routine appends routing information to the transmission stored in the XFR1 table. The final transmission is
queued in the Transmission Storage Table (TST) for transmission
by the Line Computer Interface Handler.

f.

Line Computer Interface Handler - The Line Computer Interface
Handler contr3ls the flow of transmissions from the Transmission
Storage Tables to the Test Station via the Line Computer Interface
(LCI); and controls the retrieval of data from the Test Station
instruments and stores it in the Test Station Control Table.

g.

Instrument Receivers - The Instrument Receiver Routines control
the conversion of the data returned from the instruments through
the Test Station Control Table.

h.

Peripheral Handlers - The Peripheral Handlers, Magnetic Tape,
Clock, Teleprinter Multiplexer, Fixed Head Disc, Moving Head Disc,
Console Teletype, and Card Reader, control the data transfer
between their respective devices and the core memory.

i.

Computer to Computer Interface Handler - The Computer to Computer
Interface Handler controls the data transfer to and from the other
computers when the system is structured in a multi-computer configuration.

J.

Real Time Microwave Handler - The Real Time Mircowave Handler
controls the transfer of data directly from the LCI Handler to
the Pixed Head Disc Controller.

k.

Load and Swap Routine - The Load and Swap Routine controls all
core and Fixed Head Disc allocation requests made by the execution
controller. The Load and Swap Routine enables the Operating System to fnction as if it had unlimited core memory (over 400,000
words of virtual memory).

1.

Unit Under Test (UUT) Programs - The UUT Programs are interpretive
level programs written in the TECOM language which consist of a
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:sequence

of control instructions to be executed by an automatic
test station to determine the acceptability of a UUT.
m.

Non-Resident Systems Routines - The Non-Resident System ioutines
are subroutines used only by the execution controller. They are
written as ze-entrant, self contained packages which are loaded
into core as needeF.

n.

Multi-User Packages - The Multi-User Packages are utility subroutines used by many of the operating system routines; as a
result, the many interconnections are not shown in Figure 1-2-2.

1.2.2.3
Fixed Head Disc Storage Organization and Description.
The Fixed Head Disc is the principal input device for the loading of the
Test Operating System. The disc is divided into three distinct sections
as shown in Figure 1-2-3.
Th, first section contains all needed processors to perform the loading of
the Test System (i.e., RTOS, XRAY, QUEUE, and LOADER).
These processors
are under the control of the Real Time Executive (XRAY) and use the Real
Time Operating System Monitor (RTOS). This section also contains the diagnostic packages used to maintain both the central processor and all associated peripherals.
The second section contains all routines, packages, handlers, etc., which
comprise the Test Operating System. They are written and stored in relocatable text. The Test Operating System (packages, handlers, routines, etc.)
is loaded into core by the relocatable loader (RESLOAD) via the XRAY
directives:
o
o
o

Resident Subroutines (RS)
Resident Task (RT)
Queue, Load and Execute (QU)

The third section of the disc (all remaining sectors) is subdivided into
four logical files as part of the Test Operating System initialization.
File zero is again subdivided into two subfiles used as temporary storage
by the UUT load routine, and as temporary storage of UUT programs by the
UUT swap routine. File one is used to store (in ABSO form) the Non-Resident
System Routines loaded during system initialization. File two and three
are used as temporary storage of Real Time data by the Real Time Microwave
Handler.
1.2.2.4 Moving Head Disk Organization and Description. The purpose of this
section is to describe the ccnfiguration, content, file structure and access
technique fo: the moving head disk, Figure 1-2-4.
The moving head disk may vary in unique installetion configurations but must
have a minimum of one (1) and may have a maximum of four (4).
Each disk is
addressed as a unique unit by Moving Head Disk Handlers.
The content of the disk(s) is arranged into three (3) major categories:
a.
h.
c.

Of'-line Processing Bootstrap and System
Tnaexed Seauenttal File Descriptor and Key Indexes
uUUT Program ObJ,!ct Text

The Off-line Processing Bootstrap and System resides on disk zero (0) ir
approximately the first two hundred (200) sectors. It contains the off-line
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FIXED HEAD DISC BOOTSTRAP PRO,'RAM
REAL TIME OPERATING SYSTEM MONITOR (RTOS)
REAL TIME EXECUTIVE (XRAY)

USED TO
LOAD TEST
SYSTEM
UNDER
CONTROL
OF THE
REAL TIME
EXECUTIVE
(XRAY)

QUEUE,
RESLOAD,
SPECLOAD,
LCI-DIAG,
CLK-DIAG,
EXTEND, etc.

PROCESSORS
AND
DIAGNOSTICS

LAST PROCESSOR

RELOCATABLE ROUTINES
(ALL ROUTINES, PACKAGES, HANDLERS, ETC.
WRITTEN IN RELOCATABLE FORM)
LAST RELOCATABLE ROUTINE
UNUSED DISC
UNUSED DISC
81

UUT LOADING TEMPORARY STORAGE
FILE 0

SECTORS

4300
SECTORS

UUT PROGRAM TEMPORARY STORAGE
(RESOLVED ABSO)

170
SECTORS

TEST SYSTEM ROUTINE (ABSO)
TEMPORARY STORAGE

FILE 1

160
SECTORS

REAL TIME MICROWAVE TEMPORARY STORAGE
(AREA 1)

FILE 2

160
SECTORS

REAL TIME MICROWAVE TEMPORARY STORAGE
(AREA 2)

FILE 3

Figure 1-2-3.

Fix.i Head Disc Storage Organizaticn
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Moving Head Disk File Structure
(Indexed Sequential)
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moving head aask file operating system (DFOS), and processor packages
(XRAY, QUEUE, an DSKDMP) to support the oft-line function of printing a
requested sector or sectors of the multi-disk file on the Line Printer.
In as much as the major body of the moving head disk(s) is arranged in sequential file organization, an area is appropriated to file description and
The file descriptor is a one (1) sector area located on the
key indexes.
cylinder following the OFFLINE Processing Bootstrap and System and contains
information regarding size(s) of file(s), number of entries in the file(s)
and sector pointers required by the disk handler routine. The sector which
follows is allocated to a primary (master) index of part number keys and
their respective sector pointers to secondary (second level) key indicies
in which the actual UUT Object Text will be found. There is one master index key-pointer set for each second level sector. The next ten (10) sectors
are reserved for Key-pointer sets (second level) that point to specific sectors
of the file(s) wherein the UUT Object Text resides. The actual UUT
Object Text in Header-Iext format occupies the remainder of the fields).
The entire file, from one (1) to four (4) moving head iisks, is treated as
a single continuous file with relation to the key-pointer indexes and is
arranged in part number sequence for access.
The access of information from the Moving Head Disk Controller is via the
Moving Head Disk Handler routine which upon receipt of a request for a
specific WIT object program performs the following functions:
For each request the file descriptor is examined for information regarding
file size, location of indexes and other pertinent data required for search.
The primary index (master) is read next and scanned to find the sector
The identified
address of the proper secondary (second level) index.
secondary index is read and scanned to find the sector address at which the
UUT Object Text Header is located. Finally the header and appropriate
object text is read for transmittal to the requester.
4.1

TEST DATA RETENTION

4.1.1

Data Logging

The IH Test System automatically logs test data on magnetic tape as part of
the test execution. The Test Operator is provided control over test data
retention via a "Save No Data" switch which is integral to the control panel.
Illumination of this switch causes the system to restrict its retention to
a header record (used to identify test station activity when the station
The operator is
is being used and for what purpose it is being used).
notified via the teleprinter that test data is not being retained. This iz
done to prevent accidental testing without data retention. The "SAVE NO
DATA" switch only has control over logging (parametric data is still compared to specification and accept/reject decisions are still made even when
In iti normal state the switch is not illuminthe switch is illumirated).
ated. All parametric data is stored at the point it is compared by the UUT
program and the test system subsequently logs the data onto magnetic tape.
Test data is always available on the Teleprinter at the operator's discretion.
4.1.2

Test Data Buffer Construction.

The logging process employed by the test system involves constructing a test
data buffer which is appended to the UUT program. The header portion of
the buffer is built-up as eac% test is initiated. Assuming the "Save No
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Data" dwitch is not illuminated, additional information is posted by the
test system when an "INIT" statement is encountered and test data reading

0time

increments are appended as each "Save" data statement is encountered in the
UUT program.
The process continues until the buffer is filled at whi,:l
the buffer is logged to tape.
When the program is terminated, a%cept/
reject disposition and stop test time are posted to the header.
4.1.3

Data Transfer

The actual transfer of data to magnetic tape is a function of the computer
configuration be.,.,ilized.
In a single computet configuration, the test
data buffer is logged directly onto the tape.
In z multi-computer configuration with line and collection computers. the data is transferred from
the line computer(s) to the collection computer via the CCI.
The data is
read into special buffer storage areas provided for this purpose and is
transferred to tape.
Since data buffers fill asynchronously, the actual seruence in which test
data records are logged onto tape, is random.
Off-li e processing is required to resequence the data tape into a format which can be processed in
the classical fashion.
Reporting and analysis programs also are available
for producing management and engineering reports.
5.1
TECOM (Test Compiler) is a procedure oriented language for generating programs to perform acceptance and/or alignment tests on assemblies
or subsystems typical of a sophisticiated weapons system.
The programs
direct an automatic test equipment system containing a configuration of
programmable instrumentation which apply stimuli and obtain measureme,ts
from the unit under test (UUT).
The programming process consists of translating the procedures for testing UUT's into TECOM Programs which automatically or semi-automatically conduct the unit tests.
The TECOM language is comprised of two groups of statements.
The
statements of one group resemble several FORTRAN statements (e.g., DIMEASION, DO, arithmetic IF, etc.).
This group provides common engineering
expression. notation, and program control capabilities required to solve the
test problem.
Special function statements comprise
engineer to select such functions as:
o
o
o
o

the second group.

These allow the

Address required instruments and define their function, range, etc.
Route stimuli and measurement instruments to the UJT.
Specify numerical limits and tolerances.
Generate the commands which start, measure and -,ntrol the test.

The major benefit of TECOM is that the engineer can program his test
requirements in a language which appears natural for him using only common
engineering vocabulary terms.
In addition, the engineer is relieved of
the responsibility for repetitive control functions (i.e., program start
up, data l.mit specification, data retention, pass-fail decisions, etc.)
by making these system tasks controlled by the UUT Program.
The higher
level language aspect of TECOM minimizes engineering training time, reduces
programming and debugging time, and also makes the test program self documenting.

REFERENCES
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Extracts from the "Improved HAWK Factory Test Computer System" manual
Raytheon Company Missile Systems Division, Andover, Massachusetts.

APPENDIX B
A Distributive Intelligence Factory Test System for Electronic Assemblies

INTRODUCTION

Sophistication of modern electronic equipment and the stringent reliability standards imposed by the military have resulted in the development
of a Distributive Intelligence Factory Test System used in the manufacturing
process of electronic assemblies for the SAM-D missile system. SAM-D is a
US Army Missile system with major new capabilities that has as its mission
air defense of the field army in the 1980-and-beyond time frame (1,.2).
Assemblies tested range in variety and size from microcircuits to phased
array radar antennas.
A major design feature of the test system includes the utilization of
modularized hardware and software construction techniques to facilitate
maintenance, system expansion, and system flexibility (3).
A standardization program for commonality of instrumentation, program language, mechanical
configuration, and test adapters minimizes station design effort, simplifies
the software generation, and enhances the maintainability and maintenance
logistics of the entire test complex. These philosophies are based on the
experience gained in another successful test equipment system designed for
factory testing of electronic assemblies - the Improved Hawk Automatic Test
System (4).
This paper presents the system overview and a general description
covering the characteristics and responsibilities of each major functional
area. Subjects include the test system organization and operation, test
data processing, the RATEL programming language in which UUT (unit under
test) programs are written, UUT program characteristics, and station support
software.

SYSTEM OVERVIEW
The factory test complex is configured as a two-level hierarchy of
computer systems (Figure 1).
At the top level, a Central Computer system
performs supervisory control activities over the second level - a network
of remote Automatic Test Centers or Stations that perform the test requirements.
The Central System, operating on a time sharing basis, is responsible
for not only maintaining a complete library of UUT programs and support software packages for distribution to the test centers but also for formatting
and rc^ Ar
tda
Ana
-a
nt frnm thA teat centers.
The Test Centers are structured as "Intelligent Terminals" with their
own Process Controllers for providing real-time local control of UUT test
sequences. The major responsibility of the Test Centers is to perform UUT
testing. This involves executing a test sequence, evaluating the response
from the instrumentation, determining the responses' acceptability, and
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requestinL transfer of the test results to the Central Syster for permanent
storage.
Other responsibilities include debugging all on-line station/UUT
hardware, compiling and editing source text requested from the central
systeri, and coordinating all communications between the Process Controller
and the Central System.
Stations are configured for testing electronic assemblies that have
compatible characteristics (e.g., analog, digital, etc.). Consequently,
"hile sharing many common design features (particularly communications and
boftware), the Test Centers differ in the speciali?.ed instrumentation necessary to perform the particualar test function (i.e., analog instrumentatio
for analog assemblies).

CENTRAL COMPUTER SYSTEM

PROCESS
'CONTROLLER

PROCESS
CONTROLLER
AUTOMATIC TEST
STATION

Figure 1.

AUTOMATIC TEST
STATION

Factory Test System

CENTRAL 6YSTEM ORGANIZATION

The major hardware components comprising the Central System as shown
in Figure 2, include a Raytheon 704 computer with 32K 16 bit words of core
memory, a custom designed Multiplexer communication link to all the Aatomatic Test Stations, an Informaticn Storage System model 714D disk with
13 million words of storage, two 9-track Pertec magnetic tape units, an
80 column 300 lines/minute Data Products line printer, a Documation model
1000 card reader, an ASR35 teletypewriter, a specia± design digital clock,
and a Calcomp model 565 digital plotter.
The Central Computer controls the storage and retrieval of UUT programs
performs data collection, and provides managerial control over ',he entire
test complex.
The Multiplexer provides the communication link between the
Central Computer and the network of Process Controllers at the Test Centers.
The Disk provides permanent storage for UUT programs as well as the test
station support software (compiler, editor.
.
The Tape units are used
to log all system activities and test resultb from the test centers for
later off-line processing.
The Line Printer produces the hard copy listings for test data and UUT programs.
The Card Reader serves as the primary
input device for enLtzrizi8 *,n diSk aew "UT pr:gram: an. zn
data b
.

The Teletype provides an interactive man/machine interface link to the
Central System operations. The Digital Clock is used by the Central System
during activity logging and is accessed by the test system for monitoring
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of tlme dependent events.
Hard copy graphic plots of UUT test data and
other pertinent information can be obtained via the Digital Plotter.

TEST CENTER ORGANIZATION
The major hardware components

comprising a typical test

center also

shown in Figure 2, include the Process Controller - a Raytheon 704 computer
with 28K 16 bit words of core memory, a custom designed Multiplexer Interface, a custom designed Standardized Interface Package (SIP), and an Operator Interface Terminal (OIT) consisting of a TEC model 415 message oriented Data Screen with an alphanumeric keyboard and full cursor
control,
a set of Operator Special Function Keys, an Operator Special Function
Display Panel, and an 8J column 30 character/sec TI model 722S Printer. In
addition, each Automatic Test Station contains the necessary set of commercially available programmable and non-programmable stimulus/measurement

instruments required to support the desired testing function.

A program-

mable switching matrix unit interconnects the station instrumentation Yo the
UUT via a UUT adapter unit that is interchangeable and programmable.
Figure

I

3 shows one of the Test Centers and figure 4 shows a closeup of an OIT.
Figure 5 details the Operator Special Fumnction Keys and Cursor Controls.

CURSOR CONTROLS &
2 FUNCTION KEYS

DSL

CS

CM

IC

T

IL

a--

HOME

DC

FUNCTION KEYS

SEMI

STOP

ATTEN

AUTO

ABORT

STEP

MEAS

TEST

DATA

---P.

PAUSE

DISP

PRINT

DL

YES

NO

CONT

RES

ALL

DATA

REPEAT

it

LOOP

EEOL

EEOP

Fig.5 Cursor Controls & Operator Function Keys

The Process Controller performs all the test control and man/machine
interface functions at rhe test center.
The Multiplexer Interface unit
completes the communication channel between the Central System and the
Process Controller. A hardware bootstrap is provided to initially load the
local Proces- ControlJ.er.
The SIP hardware provides the control interface
between the Process Controller and all programmable instruments.
The 0IT
accomodates the human interface to the test stati
processor.
The CRT
prc'~dc
fcr vLal
direoives, tne Keyboard for daua entry by the opelator,
the set of Spt:ial Functiun Keys for entry of operator options durlng
testing, and the Special Function Display for status reporting .f these
options.
The Station Printer is used for selective hard copy data reporting
as required by the operator.
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FACTORY TEST STATION CONFIGURATIONS
Presently, eight station configurations are available for testing the
following categories of Electronic Assemblies:
o
0

o
o
o
o
o
o

Digital Modules and Microcircuits
Pulse/Analog Modules and Microcircuits
Interconnecting networks (substrates and Printed Wire Boards)
High Frequency Analog Modules and Microcircuits
Digital Subsystems
Missile Uplink Decoder Tray
Antenna Elements
Radar Aatenna System Group

To fully comprehend the scope of the testing problem, a synopsis of each
station follows:
Digital Station - tests high speed (up to 10 MHz) modules and microcircuits
performing a) dynamic functional tests (exercise a digital device by applying a predetermined binary pattern at typical operational speeds and observing the logic response). bl DC parametric tests, c) propagation delay
tests.
Pulse/Analog Station - tests modules and microcircuits (pin uonfigurations
The station
from 14 to 120 pins) which require detailed waveform analysis.
provides sinewaves, squarewaves, and ramps at frequencies ranging from
1 Hz to 10 MHz and pulse stimuli from 10 Hz to 10 MHz with pulse widths
UUT measurements are made for periods, frequencies,
from 10 NS to 10 MS.
Rise/Fall Times, progagation delays, overshoots/undershoots, DC Resistances,
DC/AC voltages, time to voltage levels., time between voltage levels, storage
times, AC/DC currents, offsets/amplitudes, and VRMS tests.
ContinuitZ/leakage Station - tests substrate and printed wire boards performing a) Leakage tests (detect up to 1 Megohm shorts), b) Continuity
tests (no run exceeds 5 Ohms), and c) Resistance tests (Ranges of 10 Ohms

to 10 Megohms).
High Frequency Analog Station (see Figure 3) - tests modules and microcircuits requJring RF response measurements in the frequency range of DC to
500 MHz with RF levels of -114 DBM to +33 DBM and DC voltages of 0 - 50.0
Vdc.
UUT measurements include Gain/Insertion Loss, Bandwidth, Phase, I/O
VSWR, group delay, dynamic response, noise figure, switching time, frequency/
period, intermodulation distortion, DC voltage, and Pulse response.
Digital Subsystem Station - tests a wide variety of assemblies composed of
The heart of the test station is a cusdigital modules and microcircuits.
The HSIC is a 72 bit
tom designed High Speed Interface Controller (HSIC).
wide (partitioned into an 8 bit control section and a 64 bit data section),
256 word deep stimuli random access memory and a 72 bit wide, 256 word deep
response random access memory. The HSIC can present to the UUT up to 64
lines of information in parallel, or up to 32 bits in serial as well as
monitoring up to 64 lines of information from the UUT. The HSIC together
with a frequency counter/timer, oscilloscope, power supplies, and pulse
generators determine a uU!*s rcuwLs.
Missile Uplink-Decoder Station - is dedicated to testing the uplink-Decoder
Missile Tray, this unit performs thz switching and control functions of
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the missile from pre-launch through the mission.
A custom designed Data
Generator Panel provides all the necessary inputs to the Uplink-Decoder and
together with the station instruments (counter/Timer, DVM, Oscilloscope,
Power Supplies) determines the unit's response.
Antenna Element Microwave Station - tests the Phase Shifter Element Assemblies of the SAM-D phased array antenna.
Tnie station provides the required
RF power (C-Band Sweep Oscillator, Microwave Amplifier, microwave panel to
control the RF signal, and frequency counter) to the element assembly.
Element measurements include transmission characteristics (both amplitude and
phase) as well as reflection characteristics (amplitude and phase).
Both
single frequency and swept frequency measurements can also be made with the
system.
Radar Antenna System Group (RASG) Station - is dedicated to testing all the
phased array antennas of the SAM-D Ground Radar Systems. The station a)
v rifies the response of a Peripheral Electronics Assembly (PEA) box of the
r..dar to simulated status signals, which would reflect most system condit-ons, b) uses a RASG test set to load data into beam steering storage
register modules of the radar and subsequently sending the data back to the
test system for verification. c) checks
out the PEA performance by monitorin; antenna row and column outputs, and finally d) verifies the capability o' the PEA box to perform phase shift element built in tests.

AUTOMATIC TEST

.3ATIO; OPERATION

An Automatic Tezt Station operates on a "Sign on/Sign off" basis.
The
operator "Signs Jn" by selecting a UUT program and one of several modes of
operation:
Test a production unit, troubleshoot a UUT, or program maintenance (Compile, Edit functions).
Each mode configures the station to
the selected activity, blocking other activities until the current mode is
"Signed Off".
A special diagnostic mode is available for exercising and
troubleshooting all station hardware.
When production testing, the station communicates the program request
to the Central System via the station Multiplexer.
The Central System
searches the Di-' for the correct authorized program and transmits it to
the requesting test station.
Software interlo-ks exist between the UUT
program, Central System, and the test station such that programs can only be
executed on the test station to which they apply.
The station then executes
the test requirements, makes accept/reject decisions, and transmits teat
data back to the central facility for analysis ana retention.
Finally,
the operator "Signs Off" his activity, and the station returns to a quiescent
state awaiting the next mode selection.
If the UUT being tested requires special manual instrument adjustments
or settings, instructions are sent to the operator by the UUT program via
the CRT.
The operator performs the desired action and program execution
resumes.
Two major station features are the "SEMI-AUTO" and "ATTENTION" operAtor options (two of the special fun-tion keys - see Figure 5).
Selection
of "SEMI-AUTO" allows the operator to alter, via keyboard directives, the
current programmed state of an inutrument.
Selection of "ATTENTION" (mutually exclusive with "SEMI-AUTO") allows the operator to display the last
programmed state of any inztrument, to display the instrument routing
showing the various programmable interconnections of AC/DC signals between
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'he test system and the UUT, and to trace the execution of a UUT program.
Both options serve as useful tools when debugging UUT orograss.
The following sinort list of additional station feature3 provides an
insight into the
flexibility of the test operating system.
Most features
are combinations of operator options (refer to Figure 5) which can be exercised concurrently.
o
o
o
o
c
o
o
o

o
o

Suspend testing operatioas (STOP) , allowing optio.is to be
initiated/terminated, and then resume (CONTINUE)
Terminate program execution (ABORT)
Ppnt both accept and reject test data (PRINT + ALL DATA)
Display both accept and reject test data (DISP + ALL DATA)
Suspend operations when a failed reading is encountered (PAUSE @
+ REJ DATA) and then resume (CONTINUE)
Execute a single test instrumentation directive (PAUSE @ + STEP)
followed by a series of (CONTINUE's)
Execute a single test sequence of directives (PAUSE @ + TEST)
followed by a series of (CONTINUE's)
Continually execute a series of test directives (execute up to end
of loop and set its position (LOOP), then begin program again
executing single step up to the start of the loop and set its
position (DSL).
A UUT program can request the operator to respond to a test
statement (YES or NO).
A UUT program can request the operator to respond to a test
statement (REPEAT or CONTINUE)

TEST DATA

One of the most significant benefits n1 an automatic factory test
system lies in the common recording, retention, and analysis which can be
applied to the test data.
As the dat, is received from the station instru-

mentation, it is validated (va.ae is compared to applicable specifications)
and converted into standard engineering units.
The data is then sent to
the Central System along with identifying information (units of measure,
test number, test reading, accept/reject decision) for temporary storage
on Disk. At the completion of a UUT test, a Pass/Fail indication is
applied to the 'est data, and then the entire data record is transferred to
tape. A list of serial numbers and their Pass/Fail indications is maintained in the Central System for the "lot" being tested. At the completion
of the "lot", a list of UUT serial numbers along with their Pass/fail
statistics are furnished to production control personnel.
At regular intervals, the test data tape is put through off-line
processing for adding the collected test data to the historical file and
for producing daily and weekly test activity management reports. Analysis
programs are also available to rerort on selected data of interest.
THE RATEL PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE

UUT programs are written in a Raytheon Automatic Teat Equipment Language called "RATEL". RATEL is a FORTRAN based I.,.erpretive Language
designed for both analog and digital test problems. It includes nearly all
the capabilities of Raytheon 704 FORTRAN IV and SYM II (Assembly Language).
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RATEL provides to the user two related language processors. The first is
a one pass Compiler that translates the RATEL version of the program into
an interpretive language version of the program. The second processor is
a Run Time System Interpreter which executes the interpretive language
program generated by the Compiler. A unigue aspect of the RATEL Compiler
is its ability to perform full Syntax editing-minimizing the possibility
of generating code which might place a test station in an unstable state.
Five basic groups of Data Structures are defined:
o

Single Precision Incegers

-16 bit decimal (-32768 to +32767)
-1 bit hex (X'0O00' to X'FFFF')
-15 bit octal (0'00000' to 0'77777')
o
o
o

0

Mid-precision floating point reals (-i0**38 to +10**38)
Alphanumerics (up to 12 characters)
Bit patterns (up to 96 bits) generated in terms of
-Hex (4 bits/digit-max 24 digits)
-Octal (3 bits/digit-max 32 digits)
-Binary (1 bit/digit-max 96 digits)
Binery fields (up to 96 bits) generated in terms of "O's", "l's"
and "X's" (Don't Cares)

RATEL supports complete alphanumeric manipulation. A special data type,
ALPHA, allows the programmer to directly manipulatc alphanumeric strings.
Specir' statements replace one string or substring with another, convert an
integer value into its alphanumeric equivalent, and compare two strings
branching on the restilt.
A special data
RATEL al~o supports complete bit pattern operations.
type, BUFFER, allows the programmer to directly manipulate bit patterns.
The bit operations are performed either on a single parameter (shift left/
right logical, shift left/right circular, invert, 2's complement, bnd an
end-end reversal) or between two parameters (add, substract, multiply,
A special statement,
divide, logical and, exclusive or, and inclusive or).
LET, is used in place of the normal assignment statement for replacement
operation. A unique feature of RATEL is the ability to reference selected
bits within a bit field. A special data type, REGISTER, allows the programmer to directly access and operate on any bit groupings (in any order) as
though the entire grcup were a continuous block of bits.
Another feature of RATEL is that of program segmentation. When a UUT
program becomes too large to incorporate in a single program load, the
programmer can divide it into smaller indejendent sub-program units called
The complete program is executed one
"SEGMENTS" (maximum of fifteen).
stgment at a time, called in any desired order (not necessarily Seg 1,
Seg. 15) or frequency. A fundamental concept to segmentation is that of
Global variables are those defined in the main
Global and Local variables.
program of the first segment and are accessable from any part of the program
Local variables, however,
(other main programs, subprograms and segments).
are those defined within subprograms and segments (other than the first) and
are accessable only to the subprogram unit in which they are defined.
The test capabilities are provided by an extensive selection of test
orinte

.....
verb t-

.....
t'
r

d.iided
.at.goJlAc
int-

even

%A

Table i).

The following paragraphs outline the RATEL test statement highlights.
Instrument Control Statements - direct the actions of programmable instruments. They include the following operations:
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I.

II.

jstrument Control Statements
Clear
Enter

-

Reset an instrument or station
Set up an instrument

Loop
Input

-

Pur an instrument in a local loop mode
Take Data from an instrument

Matrix and GPR Communication Statements
Latch

-

Close a Matrix pnint

Unlatch

-

Open a Matrix point

DEFMXT

-

SETGPR
RESGPR
DEFGPR

-

Define an ass6ciation between Matrix points(s) and
alphanumeric symbol(s)
Set "1" to the indicated GPR bit position(s)
Set "0" to the indicated GPR bit posicion(s)
Define an association between GPR bit position(s) and
alphanumeric symbol(s)

III. Time Control Statements
DELAY
TIME

IV.

V.

VI.

-

Wait a period of time
Get Time of Day

Program Control Statements
TERM
ABORT
REPCO
YESNO
SENSE
SEGMNT
TEST
SANDS
SBD

-

Normal completion of test
Signify abnormal completion of test
Ask operator for a REPEAT/CONTINUE decision
Ask operator for a response YES or NO
Sense a software/hardware switch
Retrieve a program segment
Define a test number, name, and reading count
Spec and Save numeric data
Retrieve a classified frequency

GETAD

-

Retrieve adapter code

Table Processing
CATDB

-

Catalogue a dita block

GETDB

-

Retrieve a data block

Non-Direct Read-out of Instruments
MEAACV

-

Measure the ACVM Ballantine 3571

MEASWG
MEAVVM

-

Measure network analyzer - GR1710
Measure vector voltmeter - HP8405A

REDACV
REDSWG

-

Read the ACVM Ballantine 3571
Read network analyzer - GR1710

REDVVM

-

Read vector voltmeter - HP8405A

VII. Dedicated Instrument Statements
REDPW
MONITOR
MONCUR

-

Read RF Power Meter HP432C
Monitor a power supply for a desired voltage
Monitor a power supply for a desired current
TABLE I • RATEL TEST ORIENTED STATEMENTS
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o
V1

0

Power reset or initialize an individual instrument or the entire
test station
Prepare an instrument to appiy a stimuli or to take a measure-

ment.
o
o

Command a measuring instrument into a continuous measurement
mode
Direct an instrument to make a reading according to its programmed preparation.

Matrix and GPR Communication Statements - a) Route stimuli and measurement
signals through the test station Switching Matrix to and from the appropriate UUT pins, b) supply up to 48 bits of digital data via a general purpose
register for functional testing on devices requiring DC patterns, and c)
supply up to 48 bits of digital data in parallel to a UUT.
Time Readout Statements - give the UUT programmer the facility for realtime clock monitoring and for instituting program delays during execution.
Program Control Statements - cause the test station to perform unique automatic test station actions. These include the following operations:
o

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Terminate execution, perform finish-up functions on the unit
(e.g., accept/reject decisions) and then return all station
hardware to a quiescent state.
Generate an abort condition
Permit the execution of a program to pause and then branch
a
an operator response from the special function keys (Figure 5)
Examine certain test station operating conditions (e.g., in
production mode testing, current unit has a failed reading,etc.)
Transfer control from one executing program segment to another
Provide to the test system the starting location, test number,
and total count of a test reading sequence
Specify and permanently record numeric and bit pattern test data
readings
Retrieve classified frequencies
Retrieve integer code value of adapter connected to a UUT

Table Processing statements - direct a communication to be made to the central system to catalog or retrieve data structures.
Non-direct Readout Statements - , few programmable measuring instruments
generate outputs which exist as DC voltage levels and thus are not directly
available in digital form. The RATEL non-direct readout statements determine these measurement values by programming intermediary devices to convert
the DC voltages to digital patterns and then performing the necessary data
manipulations and conversions to standard units of measure.
Dedicated Instrument Statements - are designed for certain instruments
(such as power supplies) which must have dedicated verb type statements to
prjgram them).

UUT PROGRAM

Each UUT program is written as a completely self-contained RATEL coding
module with the exception of the calls to station support routines such as
the Math Librp.ry and Instrument Drivers.
Instruments are programmed by
specifying their programmable functions in standard engineering terminology, for example:

T;!~~ 771

-7

.&

7-7F".7r

ENTER (DVM, VDC, 100)

INPUT (DVM, VOLTS)
Execution of the ENTER statement prepares the digital voltmeter to take a
DC voltage reading on the 100 volt scale. Execution of the INPUT statement causes the Digital Voltmeter to actually perform the read action and
return the value in the variable VOLTS.
Programs are initially created via cards and entered onto Central's
disk from the card reader. An alphabetic revision and numeric compile
During program generation and incount idencify every program statement.
vestigation, unlimited program modifications can occur with each generation
Program revisions are also associated
identified by a unique compile count.
with production serial number effectivlties for the UUT. UUT programs have
the following characteristics:
o
o
o
o

o

Programs are named from the production control part number assigned to the unit.
Comments are allowed on each statement line as well as in Comment
stntements
The user can generate his own assembly language procedures for
referencing by the UUT program.
Symbolic names may be any length for the programmers convenience
with the first five characters being unique (characters after the
first five are ignored).
The Central disk is accessable during program execution for
retrieving and cataloging data areas

S.zATION SUPPORT SOFTWARE
Each station Process Controller is software controlled by an Executive
program called "MONITOR/TASK MANAGER". Activating the test station via
the bootstrap load brings in the Executive program. The "MONITOR/TASK
MANAGER" responds to the mode selection made by the user/operator to bring
into core from the Central System the desired support sybtem or test program.
To manage test program execution, a Run Time System Interpreter is included
as part of the UUT program sent from the Central. Support systems include
a Compiler and Editor for program maintenance and special software to assist
in station maintenance.
Since a significantly large variety of units are being tested, every
effort is made to minimize program generation, validation, and execution
time. A RATEL source EDITOR gives a programmer the interactive capability
via the Keyboard/CRT to perform on-line maintenance support for any UUT
program. The EDITOR performs program displays, selective statement displays, tnd maintenance activity (adds, changes, deletes) resulting in
program modifications.
It also locates all references to a given character
string within a selected program unit. During program validation, an online Trace option helps the user follow the program path and the computation of values by printing information about program identifiers (value of
variables, DO loop parameters) and structure points (all branch labels and
subroutines entered/exited). The user enters and exits the Trace mode at
will, via the Keyboard/CRT.
(ATTENTION option).
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tCONCLUSIONS
The Distributive Intelligence Factory Test System being used in the manufacturing process of SAM-D electronic assemblies has been in daily operation
since 1973.
The SAM-D Missile system is currently in the Engineering Development phase which precedes the Production and Deployment phases (5).
The test complex described here support: thp eight stations used in the
SAM-D Development phase. Initial launches f-om White Sands Missile Range
have been a "Resounding Success" (6,7). Just recently, (8), an important
flight test was "Impressive". It is projected that as requirements for
specific test functions expand and the test work load increase, more test
stations will be designed and ultimately integrated into the test complex.
On closing, it should be noted that while the test system is currently
being used to test SAM-D assemblies, its capabilities could be extended as
a factory test system in other application areas.
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PERSHING Ia TEST EQUIPMENT

J. Frank Dement
Martin Marietta Aerospace
Orlando, Florida 32805

ABSTRACT
Pershing Ia maintenance philosophy is described, followed by functional descriptions of
selected pieces of test and checkout equipment for use in forward area, rear area, and
factory test and maintenance work. Normalized cost data and cost drivers are presented
and tvo manufacturing technology projects are proposed.

INTRODUCTION
This paper, which was prepared for the Army Materiel Command Missile ManufacLuring
Conference, Test Equipment Panel, describes the Pershing Ia (prior to addition of the
Automatic Reference System and the Sequential Launch Adapter) missile system.
Major missile systems such as Pershing have a large number of pieces of test and
checkout equipment. Therefore the test equipments described here were selected so that
each major area of use would be represented by a major piece of equipment.

THE PERSHING WEAPON SY TM
The Pershing Ia Weapon System is a tactical, mobile ballistic missile system possessing
the capability to respond effective'y to any nuclear or major nonnuclear threat to the
United States or its allies.

The system is comprised of all firing battery components required to conduct launch
operations as well as equipment necessary for rear area support and maintenance functions.
Firing battery autonomy is the keynote requirement.
In its basic scenario, the missile delivers a nuclear warhead to a preselected target
out to a range of 400 miles from the launch point (Figure 1). When the missile is fired,
the first stage rocket motor is ignited, Pershing liftoff occurs and the missile begins a
predetermined pitchover maneuver toward the target. When first stage burnout is achieved
the missile enters a coast period. At the end of the coast period, first stage separation
occurs and the second stage rocket motor is ignited to accelerate the remaining missile
sections along the flight path. During second stage burn, the guidance computer constantly
computes the missile's velocity and displacement. When the proper values of attitude,
range, and velocity have been attained a thrust termination signal is applied, second
stage separation occurs, and the warhead is spun at 32 rpm to stabilize its forward motion
as it continues on a ballistic trajectory to the target.
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Pershing Ia Firing Battery Components
The various components required to conduct launch operations at the firing battery
are the missile, erector-launcher, programmer-test station and power station, azimuth
laying set, battery control cenvral, and the radio terminal set. The latter two devices

are utilized to maintain communicatijns with higher headquarters so as to control and
coordinate firing battery operations. All of these components are mounted on whe.led
vehicles (Figure 2) except f- the azimuth laying get which is transported on a 2 1/2 ton
cargo vehinle and unloaded for use.
Missile. The Pershing missile to a two-stage, surface-to-surface ballistic weapon
capable of engaging targets out to 400 miles. It has an all-inertial guidance system
which places the nuclear warhead in a preEelected ballistic trajectory by using data inserted into the guidance and control -ompter before liftoff. Once the missile is airborne, it is completely free of ground control and therefore unaffected by all known
methods of guidance countermeaFures.
Erector-Launcher. Desipned for simplified transportation and fast erection and firing
of the Pershing missile, thi erector-launcher is capable of paved road or cross country
travel. At the firing site automatic erection and leveling contribute to a very rapid
rate of fire. The erector-launcher (EL) with missile aboard is towed by the XM757 tractor.
The erector-launcher (EL) with missile aboard can also be transported by C-130, C-133, and
C-14,l

r-of

Programmer-Test Station and Power Station. The programmer-test station (PTS) in
carried on an M656 vehicle and features uolution of firing equations, rapid missile checkout and countdowns, with complete computer control, and automatic self-test and malfunction
45a.

Lcaron

isolation. Additionally, the PTS performs tests that simulate airborne missile operation,
programs the trajectory of the missile, and controls the firing sequence. The power station, .hich provides the primary electrical and pneumatic powei for the misolle and ground
support equipment at the firing position, is transported on the same vehicle.
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Figure 2. Pershing Ia Firing Battery Components

Rear Area Support Components
All elements of the system are maintained in a state of combat readiness by the rear
orea support equipment.
The system components test station (SCTS) is used to perform rear &ra maintenance of
the Pershing system (Figure 3). Housed in a mobile center, the SCTS under computer control tests missile sections and assemblies, cards, relays, and modules from the guided
missile and associated ground support equipment. Diagnostic programs are also provided
for verification and troubleshooting of major SCTS assemblies. The SCTS contains a dismounted PTS and has facilities whereby one missile guidance section can be teste! and
another repaired simultaneously un Yr controlled temperature conditions. Power for the
SCTS originates from the power station -iiuiva:,nt.
The power station equivalent (PSE) provides the same outputs as the fii±ng battery
power station but is capable of more sustained operation. Comprised of two trailermounted power stations and one facilities-distribution trailer (Figure 4), the PSE
furnishes all the power required for rear area checkout.
Several shops and semitrailer vans (Figure 5) are assigned to the rear area to prvide facilities for electrical and mechanical maintenance and repair, parts storage, and
offices for direction and control of direct support and general support maintenance
Separate reusable shipping and storage containers (Figure 6" are provided for each
of the four missile sections. The containers protect the missile sections from the effects
of excessive vibration, abnormal handling, and intolerable atmospheric conditions.
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Figure 4. Power Station Equivalent
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Pershing Maintenance
The maintenance of the Pershing Weapon System is broken down into three areas of concern:

Forward Area (firing battery), Rear Area, and Depot.
In the forward area the PTS ,s programmed to accomplish a self-test routine to verify
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fault

detection is accomplished automatically by the PTS. In the case of a missile failure,corrective maintenance is accomplished by the replacement of the defective missile section.
Upon detection of a PTS failure during countdown, the countdown program will callout a
diagnostic tape program which will fault isolate the PTS to the failed subassembly. PTS
45d.

power station and erector launcher fault detection is accomplished through the use ot
manual testers and self contained panel indicators.

•

Rear area maintenance is accomplished mainly with the SCTS which is augmented by a
complement of tools, test equipment and repair facilities contained in special shop sets.
Missile section and subassembly test, fault detection, and isolation are accomplished
in the SCTS. Section corrective maintenance is limited to assembly replacement. Missile
assemblies are functionally verified in the SCTS and the missile guidance and control computer is fault isolated to replaceable plug-in subassemblies. All other missile subassemblies are repaired at depot.
Self-test tape program routines are periodically conducted to verify tle SCTS functional integrity. Upon detection of a fault, special diagnostic tape programs are called
out which will fault isolate the respective SCTS assembly. Corrective maintenance cnnsists of replacement of defective assemblies, subassemblies, cards, relays, test connectors,
cables and wiring.

-

Depot maintenance functions encompass the capability of the field and the manufacturer.
The depot has the facilities for overhaul, repair and test of components using tools and
test equipment similar to, or the same as those used in the factory.

j"

The Programmer Test Station
The programmer-test station (PTS) functions as a mobile fire control center for the
Pershing system. PTS equipment controls prelaunch and launch sequences, computes missile
presets and firing azimuth, and provides communications, power distribution, and lontrol.
The PTS also provides basic test and malfunction analysis, including fault isolation and
self-test capabilities. The primary operating circuits of the PTS are contained in three
groups of functional equipment: a console, a computer, and an adapter (Figure 7).
The
console is used for the following: manually entering information into the computer; initiating, controlling, and monitoring the firing sequence; and performing fault isolation
procedures. From the console, the operator applies power to the computer and adapter,
enters the program for the fire sequence, and enters the data (manual data entry) pertaining to the firing position location, the target location, and the type of warhead burst.
Command signals, digitcl in format and properly programmed by the computer, are applied to
the adapter. The adapter either converts these signals into analog signal voltages or
buffers them for use in presetting the missile guidance section, monitoring and c,-trolling
the operation of the ground support equipment, and checking the missile sections when in
containers. In addition, the adapter converts monitor and command signals from the missile, ground support equipment, and missile sections in containers and sends them to the
computer for analysis and to the console which indicates the status of the fire sequence.
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Figure 7. Programmer Test Station Block Diagram
The PTS is housed in a shelter constructed of foamed-in-place panels. The basic
shelter is approximately 7 feet high by 8 feet long by 7 feet wide. There are four
isoskids, one on each corner, for shlter protection in case it is accidently dropped.
Five cable entry panels provide access to all cable connections. The arrangement of the
45e.

interior of the PTS shelter is shown in Figure 8. The operators console is composed of
a number of panels which contain the switches and displays used by the operator. The
countdown panel, the tape reader, and the maintenance panel are considered to be functionally part of the computer. The remaining panels include the utility panel, the azimuth
laying control panel, and the phone control-voltage monitor panels.
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till

Left Side View

Right Side View

I - REMOTE FIRING BOX
2 - AZIMUTH LAYING CONTROL
BOX
3 - PHONE CONTROL PANEL
ASSEMBLY
*4 - ADAPTER
*5 - CARD AND MODULE TEST SET
*6 - POWER DISTRIBUTION ASSEMBLY
*7 - SIGNAL DISTRIBUTION BOX
*8 - COMPUTER

1 - LAUNCH CONTROL PANEL ASS'MBLY
2 - MAINTENANCE PANEL ASSEMBLY
*3 - UTILITY CIRCUIT BREAKER PANEL
ASSEMBLY
4 - TELEPRINTER
5 - TAPE STORAGE CABINET
*6 - CONSOLE
7 - VOLTAGE-PHONE MONITOR PANZL ASSEMBLY
8 - COUNTDOWN CONTROL PANEL ASSEMBLY
9 - AZIMUTH LAYING CONTROL PANEL ASSEMBLY
10 - TAPE READER
*COMMON TO PTS/SCTS

Figure 8. PTS Interior View

The controling and sequencing element in the PTS is a general-purpose computer. The
computer is a stored program, parallel, binary, fixed point machine, whose major components
are a central data processor, an input/output assembly, four core memory units, a power
supply assembly and an electrical equipment racK assembly. The basic word length is 23
data bits plus sign and parity (25 bits total). The memory is magnetic core, random access,
with a 4 microsecond cycle time. The computer is normally supplied with 16,384 words of
memory capacity, but can be expanded without redesign. The computer employs 45 basic instructions, but by using microprogramming techniques, up to 300 instruction variations are
available to the programme', The memory is protected ao that accidental interruption of
T1e
.red.
input power to the computer v111 not enuanp rhp arnnn-nra %f the me-r t-o
input and output circuits o, the computer are compatible with devices using field data
codes. A simplified block diagram of the computer and control console is shown in Figure 9.
The control console provides the controls and indicators by which the operator controls and monitors the operation of the PTS. From the console, the operator controls the
application of power to the adapter and the computer, enters data, and observes indicators
that display the status and condition of the fire sequence. The console contains the
azimuth laying control panel assembly, voltage-phone monitor panel assembly, maintenance
45f.
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panel assembly, tape reader, countdown control panel assembly, utility panel assembly,
teleprinter, and launch control panel assembly, utility panel assembly, teleprinter, and
launch control panel assembly.
The countdown control panel assembly is used for manually entering data into the com-

puter during program execution. A visual display indicator on this panel indicates which
phase of the program is in progress, the reason for hold conditions when a hcld cindition
exists, and the cause of a malfunction w:en a malfunction occurs.
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Computer and Control Console Block Diagram

The tape reader is used for entering punched tape program data into the computer.
The teleprinter provides a historical record of all data and all information displayed
on the countdown control panel assembly informaticn readout indicator during a fire
sequence.
The maintenance panel assembly is used in conjuncticn with prepunched diagnostic tape
when fault isolaticn procedures are being performed on the computer. It contains three
aiphanumeric display tubes. A number is displayed for each step of the test. Comparison
of the number displayed with similar numbers in the repair data tables results in isolation of the malfunction.
Th. adapter serves as the electrical interface betqeen the computer and t' missile
system. All electronic circuits of the PTS which are not part of the computer, the utility
circuits, or the console equipment are included in the adapter (Figure D0).
Operating under the control of the computer, the adapter circuits perform most of the
actual controlling and monitoring function of the PTS. There are 215 control lines which
.
ndxnr'r circuits: this number can be
.
.^- . .,gh
can b swiLIA Ud u&I u Off by thC ZC-n-p"
increased to 360 without basic design changes. An additional 215 lines ars: monitored for
the presence or absence of signals; this number can be increased to 396 without basic
design changes. The adapter accepts digital informatinn from tie computer in the form of
an 1'-bic parallel word, converts this information into analog information or buffers

45g.
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digital woids for presetting the guidance systm and sequencing the countdown of the missile for flight. Circuits within the Pdapter also convert analog information from the
card and module test set (CMTS) and the ground support equipment to digital information
for the computer.
Th- adapter circuits consists of 70 printed circuit cards (18 different types) and
231 moduies (5 different types). The modules are plugged into the register board and the
printed circuit cards are containe. within the electrical equipment rack.
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The functions and interfaces of the adapter are shown in Figure 11. The operations
and -ontrol function, using reset, row select and data from the computer, generates the
cowmand signals necessary for the operation of the adapter, the CMTS, the azimuth laying
equipment and the console. This function also generates echo signals to the computer on
campletion of a function.
The command and mo-loring function, on comand from the operations and control function, produces control signals for use by and monitor sig-als from the missile, ground
support equipment and the CMTS. Status is ovided by this functicn to the control panel
and the remote fire box.
The platform alignment function, in conjunction with the azimuth laying equipment,
aligns the missile platform. This function is controlled by the operations and control
function.
The ac/dc stimuli function, under computer control, generates the necessary stimuli
for platform alignment, command and monitoring, measurements and presetting functions.
It also supplies stimuli to the missile, ground support equipment, CMTS, and missile
secLions in containers.
The measurementb function, under computer control, measures ac/dc voltage, frequency,
The card and module test set (CMTS) operates automatically in conjunction with the
computer and adapter to test the cards and modules of the adapter, the CMTS, and the circuit network moduld of the computer. Operating under computer control, the CMTS connects
h5h.
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power, internally generated stimuli, and adapter-generated stimuli. Any test loads required are also connected. The CHTS monitors and measures the circuir outputs and Zhe
results are sent to the computer. The computer compares the results % th predetermined
standards to determine whether or not the circuit outputs are within piestored tolerance.
If they are not, the test is halted and the readout of the failure test is displayed.
System Components Test Station
The system components test station (SCTS) is used in performing rear area maintenance
of the PIa system. IZ utilizes a computer and tape programs for testing missile sections
and assemblies, cards, relays, and modules from the guided missile and associated ground
support equipment. Diagnostic tape programs are also ptovided for verification and troubleshooting of major SCTS assemblies. The SCTS contains a dismounted PTS and has facilities
whereby one missile guidance section can be tested and another repaired simultaneously
under controlled temperature conditions. The major assemblies of the SCTS are divided
into two categories: PTS assemblies and SCTS assemblies (Figure 12).
PTS Assemblies. The major PTS assemblies used in the SCTS are the adapter, card and
module test set, power distribution cabinet, console, computer, utility circuit breaker
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panel assembly, and signal distrioution box. The PTS assemblies are used when testing
missile sections, PTS circuit cards, and PTS modules. These asserablies perform the same
functions as in the PTS.
SCTS Consoles and Assemblies. The major SCTS consoles and assemblies are pneumatic
test ccnsole and assembly tester (Figures 13 and 14). Other significant assemblies of the
SCTS are the distribution console, the cable and tape storage cabinets, oscilloscope, and
ac/dc differential voltmeter.
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Assembly Tester

The distribution console distributes primary power to all SCTS major consoles and
assemblies within the SCTS van. In addition, it routes test signals to and from the missile sections under test. The distribution console contain3 a patchboard receptacle, a
-c
..... - relay oanel, radio frequency interference (RHI) filters, and a
storage area for technical manuals.
-t-'

A rotary inverter supplies precise 115 volt, 3-phase, 400 Hz power to the assembly
tester and to the applicable Ut's on the assembly rester.
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Block Diagram Assembly Teszer

The air conditioner-heater control panel Is used to set the air temperature output of
the air conditioner-heaters. The air conditioner-heaters supply either cool or warm air
as required to maintain the interior at a temperature of 770 F t60F.
Storage cabinets are provided for the UUT cables and programmed tapes used during
assembly tester checkout of a UUT.
An oscilloscope and an ac/dc differential voltmeter are used during UUT testing when
adjustments and critical voltage measurements are required. The are also used for fault
isolating and troubleshooting the assemblies within the SCTS.
The assembly tester provides necessary stimuli, loads and switching operations tar
functionally testing certein assemblies, printed circuit caids, and relays of the Pershing
weapon system. Programmed by row and column select signals from the adapter, the assembly
tester performs essentially three functions in the following order: generation of the
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required stimuli and loads, application of the selected stimuli and loads n the unit under
test (UUT) and preparation of the UUT responses for measurement by the adapter and computer.
Stimuli and loads selection is accomplished, under computer control, through relay
matrix controlled interface relays to signal buses or tc two special connectors on the UUT
connector panel. Host of the buses are time shared. From the signal buses, stimuli and
loads can be routed to signal routing function for application to a UUT or to signal
measurement function for verification of proper value.
A signal matrix consisting of 75 relay tree cards can switch fu.,ctions to any one of
150 pins on three UUT connectors. The matrix switches stimuli and loads to the UUT and
routes the UUT response co the signal measurement function where the signal is digitized
for comparison to preprogrammed tolerances.
The digital logic analyzer (DLA) is used in conjunction with the assembly tester to
test ard fault isolate the guidance and control computer (G&CC) as a UUT. Under program
control, the DLA is capable of loading a 16-bit binary word into the G&CC registers and
memory-controlling the starting of the G&CC central processor; simulating G&CC input-output
control functions; testing the G&CC input-output bus, address bus and the communication
signals, and monitoring the logic levels of preselected signals generated in the G&CC.
The pneumatic test console (Figure 15) performs tests on the guidance section platform air supply system when the guidance section is mounted on the test dolly inside the
SCTS van. It also tests the ability of the guidance section to remain pressurized during
flight. The replaceable items in the platform air supply system that can be tested are
the pressure switches, .1ir pressure regulator, heater, and heater thermostat. The highpressure air supplied by the pneumatic test console is also used to precharge the hydraulic
actuators, if required, during their UUT testing.
Software
The forward area software used in the PTS consists of fourteen major tape programs.
These tape programs are countdowns, diagnostics, missile sections, and trainers.
The above tapes are batch processed with a large data center computer using an assembly
program. The assembler program is a FORTRAN program which will accept the three levels of
language used (D84 symbolic, Pershing symbolic and D84 Octal) to produce the software.
The D84 symbolic is an interpretive language on a one for one command. The Pershing symbolic is a special language that allows the program to call on subroutines after being
decoded by an executive subroutine. The D84 Octal is strictly machine language code.
The rear area software used in the SCTS consists of twenty-four major programs. These
programs are used for diagnostics, UUT testing and calibration. The above programs are
developed by the use of a FORTRAN Assembly program which is processed at a Data Center.
The assembly program accepts input of a special language (SCTS) which was developed for
rear area programming. It controls I/O drivers used during the UUT testing. Forward and
rear area programs are documented and punched on mylar tape.
Scope of Software
Forward Area (PTS)

Rear Area (SCTS)

Fourteen Major Tape Programs

Twenty-four - Major Tape Programs

nrngrnme

1,

3 ccvsndl,4f

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

2 diagnostic programs
2 missile section
2 middile in-container
2 trainer
2 card test UUT
1 computer diagnostic

1.

2 executive

2. 2 airborne loader
3. 2 diagnostic
4. 17 UUT master tapes
130 individual programs
5. 1 calibration
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Assemblies

1 - Pressure test set

5 - Pneumatic test chassis

2 - Pnvatic chamber
3 - Hand Pwp
4 - Pnematc control panel

6 - Storage drawer
7 - Storage cabinet
8 - Connector panel

Acceptance Testing, Pershing
Factory (acceptance) testing of the Pershing system is for the most part performed
using manually controlled equipment. An example of this is the test equipment at control
point 713 where full up guidance sections are tested.
Tests are limited to those functions which interface with other items; e.g., other
missile sections and the ground support equipment. A complete test of a "go" G&C section
requires two men and 32 hours.
The guidance and control section test set at control point 713 serves to confirm that
the assembly of components previously tested at the subassembly level does, in fact, function correctly as a complete subsystem. It also assures the success of subsequent electronic and mechanical =arriage of the G&C section with the other missile sections and with
Its tactical ground support equipment. To most efficiently meet these objectives, the
design of CP713 test equipment io based on a philosophy which restricts the test interface
to those input-output parameters affecting marriage and/or identifying problems to a blackbox, or component level, using conventional troubleshooting practices. The G&C section
test set consists of a group of test consoles working in conjunction with a turn-tilt-table
are usd ort
TM14.ZU 0ule
test stand on which thu auLIuU-uIudux-LtuL 16ja.utd.
following major functions: operating power supplies and miscellaneous monitors, guidance
and control test and evaluation, and turn-tilt table control. The operating power supplies
and miscellaneous monitoring console group (three consoles) provides for both electrical
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power and hi-pressure nitrogen distribution, monitors continuously, and as required,
various electrical voltage (both ac and dc), contains driver amplifiers for the recorder
galvanometers and a control actuator simulator. The guidance and control test and evaluation console group (four consoles) provides for control and monitoring ,i the guidance
section test and contains a mixture of standard and special purpose test equipment designed
to provide a stimuli, control, sequencing, monitoring and recording capability to fully
exercise, test, and fault isolate to the component level. It provides for the performance
of both static and dynamic tests and functions principally under manual control of the
operator. To preclude damage to the equipment under test, to synchronize application of
stimuli, and to provide for correlation of critical output data, a limited number of
sequencing operations use a hard-wired programmer. The third, and final group of test
equipment is the turn-tilt table controller and consists of one console. Its function is
limited to control and monitor of the mechanized mount for the G&C section.

CP713 DETAILED HARDWARE DESCRIPTION
Operating Power Supplies, Monitoring Group
The operating power supply monitoring console group contains the following equipment:
1.

Nitrogen Panel - Provides for automatically controlled, regulated and monitored hipressure nitrogen supply fir inertial platform air bearings and critical cooling
applications within the G&C section.

2.

Noise Analyzer Panel - Provides for a continuous monitoring of the guidance and control computer output lines to detect out-of-tolerance noise conditions.

3.

Voltrip Panel - Provides for a continuous monitor and alarm system for the on-board
3-phase inverter power supply voltages. In addition, it provides for manual measurement of phase-to-phase voltages.

4.

Power Supply Panels - Provide current limited, remotely controlled direct current
sources to simulate the on-board battery supplies.

5.

Jack Panel - Serves as a common distribution point for all 28 Vdc power for both test
and operation of the G&C section. It also piovides for a pin Jack monitor on every
junction in the missile umbilical to permit manual test measurements to be performed.

6.

Phi Monitor Panel - Consists of three manual ranging VTVM's for continuous, separate
monitoring of the inertial platforms' pitch, yaw, and roll output signals.

7.

Ac/dc Readout Panel - This unit is a standard NLS digital multimeter and is used to
manually measure continuity and both ac and dc voltages. It can be patched into the
overall system to semiautomatically indicate selected test parameters.

8.

Beta Simulator Panel - Provides a simulation of both the first and second stage control surface actuators and is used to perform closed loop tests of the guidance
system. Provision is also made for pickoff, conditioning and display of the computed
guidance commands to the individual control surfaces.

9.

Galvo Drivers Panel - The four galvanometer driver amplifiers for the analog data recorder are housed in this panel. They are normally patched into the system to condition the control actuator command and platform command signals for analog recording.
AiltrnaLely, ttiey can be parched to any signal uClIud £ n ubLuzvulull L1UL lb
accessible on the Jack panel.

10.

Ac-dc Converter Panel - This unit is a commercial ac-dc converter. It is used to convert ac test signals for measurement and display by the digital multimeter.
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The guidance and control test and evaluation group contains the following equipment:
1.

Analog-Sequence Recorder Panel - This unit is a comercial four channel analog and 30
channel event recorder. It normally provides a permanent record of the individual
command signals to the three control surface actuators As wall as the inputs to the
inertial platform servo loops during a stabilization test. The 30 channels of event
recording capability is used to provide cozrelation of turn-tilt table angles and
control actuator conmand signals. Typically, the event channels are used to monitor
and record those functions involved in prelaunch preparation and simulated flight
that are time critical and sequential in nature.

2.

G and C Control Center Panel - Provides for integration of the control and monitor
capability of the G&C test and evaluation group. In this capacity is provides for all
command switching circuitry, contains monitors for all G&C supervision indicators,
and provides for the set-up capability for manually troubleshooting the control computer. Selected test functions using hard-wired sequential programs are initiated
from this panel and a continuous monitor of critical temperatures within the section,
such as the G&C compartment temperature, io provided.

3.

Inertial Platform Auto-Sequencer Panel - Provides for the automatically sequenced
operation of the inertial platform during start-up, run, and shut-down operations
and monitors critical parameters, such as air-bearing temperature, to insure safe
and non-destructive operation.

4.

Network Tester Panels - Three separate panels are provided to test the electrical
harnesses of the guidance computer, the control computer, and the inertil platform.
Test capability is limited to detection of excessive, or destructive volta&es on
harness wiring. Normal continuity testing is performed manually using the digital
multimeter.

5.

Guidance and Control Computer Data Panel - Contains logic to interface a test program
with the guidance and control computers. Capability is provided to transmit dlgital
data words, monitor data transmissions, displby digital data and indicate sequence
steps and control function status. Incidental monitoring capability to test the
missile inverter power supply frequency is also provided as a part of this panel.

6.

Simulated Flight Time Generator Panel - Provides for a remotely controlled variable
time gate generation capability to clock the sequence of events required to perform
guidance computer integrator and simulated flight tests.

7.

Accelerometer Monitor Panel - Provides visual display of the three guidance channels
of the inertial reference platform. Monitoring capability is continuous and interpretation is assisted by green-band markings on the meters.

8.

Sequence Contro3 Panel - Provides the necessary control switches, indicators, and
electronic ct.cuits to enable and set up the guidance computer for performance of a
simulated flight test.

9.

EBW Termination Simulator - Provides a means for safely monitoring the output voltages
and operating times of the various exploding bridgewire firing circuits in the
guidance section.

10.

Platform Monitor Panel - Provides for access to all functions available on the test
receptacles of the alignment amplifier (part of the test set) and the inertial reference platform servo amplifier to facilitate uanual test and troubleshooting with
standard test equipment.

11.

Alignment Amplifier Panel - Contains an alignment amplifier identical to the tactical
prelaunch unit to earrh reference the platform erection and stabilization servo locns.
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12.

Inverter Monitor Panels - Two separate panels are provided to sample the missile inverter power supply frequency. One provides a binary coded data word to the other
for comparison with a preselected set of tolerances and generates an alarm in the
event of an out-of-tolerance condition.

The turn-tilt table is controlled and monitored by a single console containing one
control panel. It provides for automatic or semi-automatic sequencing of a test program
to appropriately exercise the Guidance Section in a routine of pitch, yaw, and roll
movements.
COST DATA
Tables I thru V show the cost of components and the amount of that cost as applied to
different production categories for Pershing equipment. The percent figures within the
chart indicate percentage of the total equipment cost.

COST DRIVERS
Table V lists cost drivers of test equipment for Pershing Ia. From the listing it is
apparent that military requirements are the principal drivers cost. Given the restraints
of military requirements, it becomes extremely important to carefully study requirements
versus cost during the conceptual stage of system design.
Those items that are underlined on Table V can be worked to reduce costs.

TABLE I
Pershing PTS, SCTS and CP713 Composite Coets
PTS
(percent)

SCTS
(percent)

CP713
(percent)

50

28

33
-

-

-

-

1
23
7
2
7
3

1
38
13
4
7
3

5
21
15
6
9

2
-

-

-

2
1

6

4

Simulators
Data processors
Software

Displays
Printed circuits
Cables/harnesses
Power Supplies
Enclosures
Racks
Z v.rcnnntn!
Documentation

-nrrn1

Coa= test equipment
Final aasembly and test

45q.
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TABLE Il
Test Equipment Cost Elements
PTS

Subsystem

Percent
Production

Fabri-

Coat Element
Material

Parts

0.4
0.4

3.5
4.1
2.0

cation

Assembly

Inspection

Support

Cost

Hardware
Stimuli system
Measurement system
Power syst-.
Control system
Environmental control
system
Data processors
Switching networks
Special panels/
displays
Cables/harnesses
Enclosures/racks

0.3
0.4

1.4
1.6

0.2
0.3

0.2
0.2

6.0
7.0
2.0
2.0

2.0

0.6
0.1

50.0
7.8
1.2

3.3
0.4

0.6
0.2

0.4
0.1

0.3

50.0
iJ.0
2.0

1.4
0.5

2.8
5.7

1.6
2.5

0.6
0.6

0.3
0.2

0.3
0.5

7.0
10.0

1.0

1.0

Software
Executive
Unit under test
Documentation

2.5

100.0

Support

Percent
Production
Cost

TABLE III
Test Equipment Cost Element
SCTS
Cost Element
Subsystem

Material

Parts

0.6
0.7

5.8
7.1
4.0

Fabrication

Assembly

2.4
2.8

0.5
0.6

Inspection

Hardware
Stimuli system
Measurement system
Power system
Control system
Environmental control
system
Data processors
Switching networks
Special panels/
displays
Cables/harnesses
Enclosures/racks
Software

0.4
0.5

0.)
0.3

10.0
12.0
4.0
2.0

2.0
1.0
0.1

25.0
12.0
1.2

4.4
0.4

1.2
0.2

1.0
0.1

0.4

25.0
20.0
2.0

2.6
0.1

5.2
7.0

3.0
1.8

1.2
0.3

0.5
0.3

0.5
0.5

13.0
10.0

0.5
I r-

Executive
Unit under test

0.5
5

Documentat ion

4.0
4

5r.

1

100.0

TABLE IV
Test Equipment Cost Elements
CP713

Subsystem

Percent
Production
Cost

Fabrication

Assembly

Inspection

Support

23.2
12.6
6.0

8.4
3.8

2.8
4

2.4
1.2

0.8
0.4

40.0
20.0
6.0

0.4
.5

5.4
2.9

2.2
1.0

0.6
0.3

0.3
0.3

0.1

9.0
5.0

2.6

5.3
6.6

3.0

1.1
0.3

0.5

0.5
0.1

13.0
7.0

6.5

62.0

18.4

6.5

4.7

1.9

Material

Parts

2.4
0.6

Hardware
Stimuli system
Measurement system
Power system

Control system
Environmental control
system
Data processors
Switching networks
Special panels/
displays
Cables/harnesses
Enclosures/racks

Software

100.0

I

Executive
Unit under test
Documentation

TABLEIV
Cost Driver.
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Syetam Requirements
Specification of unnecessarity tight tolerances whether they be mechanical or measuremenL is costly. The cost in manhours to machine to ±0.001 versus 0.005 is approximately 3
LO ±.
A 3.1 pCtisext
Will,' -"'
CrC.-Ce teetln&
Cnet hy a fernr of five over a 0.5
percent measurement.
Speed of testing may drive test equipment costs both in software and hardware.
time testing may drive software to a lower level language.
45S.

Real-

Form I engineering documentation requires approximately 30 percent more effort than
use of good commercial practices. For test and training equipment, strong consideration
should be given to eliminating requirements for form 1 documentation, particularly where
small quantities are involved.
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Non-standard parts are expensive to a system. Not only do they often cost more,
because quantities required do not reach price break levels, but they also impact life
cycle costs because they generate another line item in the in.entory.
A large system such as Pershing has many separate and distinct test sets because of
the many and various types of tests which must be performed. Universal test systems have
generally proven unsuccessful because ot the large costs involved. An alternate approach
to a solution of the problem would be universal "smart" modules.
New and unfamiliar processes should be avoi4ed in the design of equipment where small
quantities are involved and learning curves thereforo cannot be applied.
Solder connectors require apprcximately twice the time required for crimp connectors.
Shielded wire, besides being somewhat less reliable, requires about twice the time of
a single connector.
Star-valued components have a double cost impact. The selection, installation and
test takes about 30 minutes longer than a non star-valued item. Because of stocking requirements the procurement costs art about 10 times higher.
Adequate test points are a must for economical factory testing. For every needed
test point not provided the time to test that function increases by a factor of ten.
A realistic tolerance tree should not use worst case. Tolerances should be statistically averaged to optimize factory yield versus time. This cruld possibly be the subject
of a study to generate proper methods of establishing tolerance trees. These trees should
start at the lowest specification level (component) and be carried up to the user location.
All lower level specifications must be tailored to a probability that the next level
specification can be met.
For the most part, life cycle costs are determined by the number of personnel required to operate and support (O&S) the system. Manufacturing Technology proposals 1 and
2 are aimed at reduction of these costs. For the Pershing system the yearly OS costs are
approximately 0.8 times the cost of the original equipment (less the missile round). This
means that for 10 years tie O&S costs are eight times the original acquisition costs. It
is interesting to note that on Pershing, personnel and battalion support increased 5 percent in 1973 over 1972 and 16 percent in 1974 over 1973.
Pershing and SPRINT I offer a meaningful comparison of on-line "ersus batch compiling
of test programs. Pershing programs must be assembled or compiled on a large data-center
computer whereas the SPRINT I programs can be assembled or compiled on-line. Pershing
program changes or corrections require a minimum turn around of 24 hours with a typical
time of 3 days. This problem is further compounded for classified programs since housekeeping requirements have forced the data center into a posture of accepting classified
work only twice a week. Although the most important factor is schedule delays, the machine
time charge by the data center is not insignificant. SPRINT I program assembly or compilation is completed under the programmer's control. Small changea in the program can be accomplished in a few minutes. Program quality is improved because the progrmmer can compare
alternate approaches for optimization. Based on Pershing/SPRINT experience a rule-of-thumb
Y th d.nrenter bill for two years exceeds the Lost of installing test program online development capability, substantial dollar savings can be rea!ized b) 6Q! 1&
Manual test equipment in the factory significantly increases test costs. Reductions of
85 to 90 percent can be realized by using fully automated testing rather than manual testing.
45t.
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MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY PROJECTS
Title:

Manufacturing Technology Project to Provide Specifications and Costs for Standard
"Smart" Test Equipment Modules.

System/panel area/component:

Pershing/Test and Checkout/Test Equipment

Problem
Large systems generally breed a large number of different special test sets with the
attendant 0 and M costs. Universal test sets because of their complexity have not proven
to be the panacea for this problem. The modular approach woul aioy, a rest set of the

required complexity to be put together.

Proposed Solution
Perform a study of many systems to establish the parameters which must be measured,
their tolerances, timing requirements, etc. Then write specifications for modules which
use microprocessors for "brains." Several much modules could satisfy the majority of the
requirements for electronic testing.

Project Cost and Duration
Benefits
Reduction i. engineering and factory test costs and reduction in 0 and M costs.

45u.

Title:

Manufacturing Technology Project to Provide an Automated Means for the Removal of
Compound Coating Lor Printed Circuit Board Fault Isolation

System/Panel Area/Component:

Pershing/Test and Checkout/Printed Circuit Boards

Problem
Printed circuit boards are a large cost item. No good way exists to remove conformal
coating so that fault isolation of printed circuit boards can be automatically performed.

This increases both factory rework and 0 and M costs.
Proposed Solution
Perform a qtudy of this problem with the following as suggested candidates:
1.

Look into different coating means in an attempt to find one with acceptable qualities
wlrch could be chemically removed.

2.

Look into chemicals which couid remove presently approved coatings without board or
component damage.

3.

Study mechanical means such as sandblasters, lasers, or hot-spatula, numericallycontrolled devices.

Implement the most likely solution.

Project Cost and Duration
Benefits
Reduction In factory rework and 0 and M coBt5.
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CHAPARRAL TEST EQUIPMENT

B. B. Pegg
Aeronutronic Ford Corporation
Aeronutronic Division
Newport

Beach, California 92663

CHAPARRAL MISSILE SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The Chaparral Guided Missile System, (Figure 1) one of the Army's very effective
and successful missile systems, is a highly mobile system currently fielded to provide
world wide protection to the forward area of the field Army against hostile aircraft
flying at low altitudes. Variations of the Chaparral system make it suitable for fixed
emplacement. Shipboard adaptations (Figure 2) have been demonstrated and have provided
the Navy with an anti-ship missile defense capability. The missile used by the Chaparral
System is a ground-to-air adaptation of the Sidewinder Air-To-Air heaL seeking missile.

FIGURE 1
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The basic configuration of the Chaparral Missile System is the M48 Fire Unit. The
M48 Fire Unit is highly mobile and comprises the M54 Launching Station mounted on an
M730 Tracked Vehicle. This M730 tracked vehicle is an M548 Cargo carrier with minor
modifications. Figure 3 shows the major system components. The M54 Launching Station
has provisions for twelve MIM-72 missiles, four on the launch rails and eight stored
in integral stowage compartments. The missiles may be one of three versions:
(a) MIM-72A Chaparral Missile.
(b) MIM-72B Chaparral Training Missile.
(c) MIM-72C Improved Chaparral Missile.
WEAPONS SYSTEM TEST EQUIPMENT (WSTE)

General
This presentation describes the test equipment associated with the Chaparral
System. Since most of the equipment associated with this program was developed approximately ten years ago, no attempt will be made to show a detailed cost analysis. Instead
a general description of the various test equipments utilized will be presented. One
exception will be made, where relative costs on a current basis are available, this
exception being the launcher test set (AN/TSM-8b). This test set has been produced in
a total quantity exceeding 100 units and is currently being procured in small quantities.
Test Equipment for Chaparral can be divided into two major categories, namely
Field Test Equipment commonly referred to as Weapons System Test Equipment (WSTE) and
Production Support Equipment comprised mostly of by Special Acceptance Inspection
Equipment (SALE). Each of these major categories have two subcategories, namely the
missile test equipment and the launching station test equipment.
WSTE Description
Table I shows the breakdown of fielded test equipment used to support the M54
Launching Station.
Table II lists t:he Missile Field Test Equipment used to support the MIM-72A Missile
and MIM-72B adaptation. This missile is in the cyrrent inventory associated with
Chaparral.
The items classified as Weaponz System Test Equipment, as previously menticled,
were developed approximately ten years ago. Several pieces, such as the M-71 launcher
aligiment fixture and the AN/DSM-79 Missile Tester are adaptations of items previously
used on other military programs.
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TABLE I.
Name

WEAPONS SYSTEM TEST EQUIPMENT CHAPARRAL LAUNCHING STATION (M54)
Designation
Description and Use

Test Set, Guided
Missile System

AN/TSM-85

This is a portable tester used to perform
fault isolation tests in the field on the
M-54 Launching Station. It is housed in two
metal cases. One contains the Test Set
Assembly and the other the Cable Assembly
Group.

The test set assembly contains: a meter
circuit for measuring voltages and resistances
on a 0 to 10 scale, external meter jacks,
test switches allowing connection of the
test bet to various signals in the fire unit
and routing test signals from the test set
to the fire unit.
Alignment Set, Launcher

M71

This is a portable optical sighting fixture
in a metal case. Three pieces, joined,
allow check and adjustment of alignment
between gunner's sight and the launch rails.
The assembled alignment set incorporates two
hangers, similar to those on the missile,
for installation on the launch rails. The
center section contains an elbow telescope.

Shop Equipment, Guided
Missile System (Support
Maintenance Shop Set)

AN/TSM-96

This heli-hut shop set provides facilities
and test equipment for test and fault isolation of fire unit components to a support
maintenance level of replacement. By use of
the AN/TSM-IOl Test Set, faults are isolated
to a circuit board or other replaceable
assembly. It is also used to test the TSM-85
and the DSM-79 test sets. The shop set is
truck transportable, environmentally controlled, and uses a trailerized 25 kW, 208 V,
400 Hz Power Supply.

Test Set, Guided
Missile System

AN/TSM-101

This test set, the principal item in the
AN/TSM-96, is a shock-mounted, three-bay
console with electronic equipment for fault
isolation and repair of units under test.
It contains standard test equipment, two
control-indicator panels, power supplies,
two connector panels and a power distribution
panel. A cable group is used for connection
of each unit under test to the test set.
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TABLE II.

WEAPONS SYSTEM TEST EQUIPMENT CHAPARRAL MISSILE (MIM-72A AND MIM-72B)
Description and Use

Name

Designation

Shop Equipment, Guided
Missile System (Organizational Maintenance
Shop Set)

AN/TSM-95

This heli-hut shop set provides work and
storage space for equipment used in isolating
system faults to an organizational replacement level. It also provides for assembly
and disassembly of missiles, as well as the
capability for test of missile guidance
sections. The shop set is trijck transportable, environmentally controlled and uses
a 25 kW, 208 V, 400 Hz trailerized power
supply.

Test Set, Guided Missile

AN/DSM-79

The AN/DSM-79 is used to test the guidance
section of the missile. It is a selfcontained unit in a two-piece aluminum case.
It consists of av electronic section, a
mechanical section, and a grcup of accessories stored in the cover half. This
tester is used in conjunction with the
pneumatic subsystem in the AN/TSM-95 shop
set, and the available 400 Hz, 115 V power
supply. This test set is automatically
programmed, and performs ten dynamic tests
on the guidance section, with a GO-NO-GO
readout in 2-1/2 minutes.

Design/Cost Drivers for Launcher WSTE
The shop sets and the Launcher Test Set (AN/TSM-85) were designed concurrently with
the design of the Chaparral M54 Launching Station. While cost considerations were
definitely a factor, primary goals for designing these equipments were (1) effectiveness
in trouble isolation, (2) portability, (3) ease of operation, (4) world wide usage, and
(5) ease of maintenance of the testers themselves. Large scale production was not
attained on any of the items. The AN/TSM-85 was produced in a total quantity in excess
of 120 units during several procurements. This unit is currently being produced in
small quantities and Figure 4 shows the current relationship of materials versus labor
for its major components. The percentages depicted are based on these very small
quantities and would no doubt be different if a large scale production run was made.
In any event, the quantities involved are such that cost reductions in this area have
minimal total program cost impact and, therefore, is not a fertile ground for cost
reduction programs.
Cost Reduction Already Accomplished on Missile WSTE
So far in this discussion, the descriptive material presented for support of the
missile in the field (Table II) has been based on the MIM-72A and MIM-72B versions of
the Chaparral Missile. The Improved Chaparral Missile, MIM-72C utilizes a redesigned
guidance section, AN/DAW-l. During the recent improvement program which resulted in
a significant improvement in missile performance and reliability, attention also was
directed to minimize the field support required. This was achieved. The test equipment
required to support the MIM-72C guidance section will be an IR flashliaht. This will
permit the guidance section to be handled as a "round". If it meets the IR flashlight
test, it is suitable for flight. This approach will permit the phasing out of the
AN/DSM-79 Missile Test Set and eliminate the requirement for c. air compressor system
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FIGURE 4.

AN/TSM-85 CHAPARRAL GUIDED MISSILE LAUNCHER TEST SIT COST ALLOCATION
BY MAJOR ITEM
TEST SET

CABLE SET (307. OF TOTAL)
LABOR

TEST CONTROL UNIT (70% OF TOTAL)

MATERIAL

LABOR

CASE*

2%

987.

CASE*

CABLES*

4%

96%

MATERIAL

2%

98%

CONTROL PANEL

35%

65%

CARDS

33%

67%

HARNESS

967.

4%

MISCELLANEOUS

60%

40%

*PURCHASED ITEMS
within the AN/TSM-95 Organizational Maintenance Shop Set.
be retained as a missile assembly shelter.

This shop set will probably

Summary
We believe the Chaparral launcher WSTE has been a cost effective design and, therefore, is not a useful area for cost reduction efforts. This was accomplished largely
by simplicity of design approach and concurrent design of test provisions into the production, rather than the all-too-cortjon approach of designinS the test equipment after
the product is designed. In the dr.sign of the Improved Chaparral Missile the user
overall cost problem (hardware and personnel) was recognized and worked by designing
the product to substantially eliminate the need for missile WSTE.

FACTORY SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
General
So far we have considered the test equipment fielded as part of the Chaparral
System. The test equipment used in the production of a system can have a marked
influence in the cost of a product. As with the fielded test equipment, let us separate
the M54 Launching Station production equipment from the missile equipment.
M54 Launching Station Production Test Equipment
Factory test equipment used to support the production of Chaparral launching
stations is primarily in the Special Acceptance Inspection Equipment (SAIE) category.
This equipment was designed, documented and controlled to provide points of acceptance
by the customer, in this case, the Missile Command of the Army. Key characteriscics
that reated co poinc of ac~epLaulc i1iu.ds~i;
(a)

Specified Performance Parameters.

(b)

Quality Requirements.

(c)

Spares Requirements.
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In addition, other factors influenced the design of this test equipment such as
quantities ultimately to be produced, production rates, and last but by no means unimportant - how much will it cost, are major factors.
Design of the SAIE for Chaparral occurred concurrently with the product development.
This permitted testing considerations to be incorporated into production configuration.
This fact probably contributed greatly to the relative simplicity of the Chaparral Test
Equipment. Launching Station production rates were approximately 20 per month during
parts of the initial production period of 1967 to 1971. The total quantity of M54
launching stations produced was in excess of 400 units. By careful standardization and
maximizing usage of available commercial equipment such as oscilloscopes, digital voltmeters, power supplies, stimuli generators, counters, etc., equipment costs were kept to
a minimum. This also resulted in long term low costs for calibrations and maintenance.
Table III shows the SAIE utilized during the M54 launching station production.
Also indicated are the SAIE that was duplicated for use at the Chaparral Depot located
at Red River Army Depot. Since the depot was tasked to maintain, repair and return to
the field, equipment that is equivalent to a newly produced item, the decision to duplicate tce factory SAIE permitted "like factory" testing and also resulted in a lower cost
because no design effort was expended to satisfy depot needs. To supplement the SAIE in
fault isolation and troubleshooting, additional test fixtures were also supplied. These
supplemental test fixtures, referred to as Fault Isolation Test Fixtures, FITF, have since
formed the nucleus for small quantity user depots.
Several representative pieces of Chaparral SAIE are illustrated in Figures 5 through
8.
Even though designeL and fabricated almost ten years ago, this SAlE was used until
1971. In 1973, this equipment was returned to active use to support additional building
of Chaparral launching stations, with a very minimal amount of refurbishment.
Again, no specific cost drivers have been identified as being pertinent to cost
reduction efforts since design for long term usage has resulted in a very cost effective
set of SAIE.
Missile Guidance Section Production Test Equipment
Background. The Chaparral MIM-72A and MIM-72B missiles have been produced in significant quantities. The Chaparral missile production when added to the overall Sidewinder
missiie production, results in a very large total quantity. Since all of the Chaparral
MIM-72A and MIM-72B missiles were produced by manufacturers other than Aeronutronic
Division of Aeronutronic Ford Corporation, no attempt will be made to describe the
variety of SAlE that has been used or still exists. The Aeronutronic Division is currently proposing to MICOM the initial production of the improved Chaparral Missile
MIM-72C. This production program for the MIM-72C missile will utilize approximately
twenty pieces of SAIE to support this procurement. As a cost savings approach, it is
planned to use many pieces of equipment from other missile buys, this equipment having
been supplied to Aeronutronic as government furnished property. In addition, a number
of stations will be designed and fabricated to test the improved performance requirements
of the AN/DAW-l guidance section. These manually operated or semiautomatic type of
testers in most cases will cost effectively meet typical production rates.
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Cost Improvement Area. No attempt will be made to identify a project associated
with test equipment that would lead an effective lowering of missile systems costs. The
technology required to create test equipment that would result in long term cost reductions already exists, Computer control, micro processors, and similar technology are
available today and would permit building test equipment that would greatly reduce oper-

ator test times. This reduction in operator test time is a significant step in reducing
overall missile systems costs. The problem is -- how can these improved technologies be
utilized effectively? This may not require a project however it could appear to take on
the status of a major program. Test equip.:ent, especially that used in support of a
production program, is usually procured as part of an initial production effort. This
initial production procurement, because of funding policies, usually must stand alone.
Its costs must be justified and be within tne funds available for the current fiscal
ycar. As addional procurements are planned for future needs, each procurement must
stand alone. This is necessitated because of funding policies, and the desire to keep
each procurement open for competitive bidding. This is where test equipment and the
testing operation costs start to show up in this cost cycle. Since most single buys are
for a limited quantity and a missile producer can only gear up for this single limited
quantity, he uses less than optimum efficiency in the designing of test equipment and as
a result has higher-per-unit cost associated with each missile produced. This results
in higher costs on the initial buy. Because of competitive follow-on procurements, not
only does the initial manufacturer again quott using the nonoptimized techniques, but
his competitors must also follow suit. As a result long term missile systems costs stay
high and never have the opportunity to take advantage of large volume, long term
planning. The solution is to somehow separate the test equipment costing during initial
procurements and have it priced out based on a realistic long term production program,
even if the long term procurement must occur over several fiscal periods. This would
also permit the initial procurement to have the advantages of this optimized test equipment. Since this test equipment would be government owned equiprent, competitive
follow-on procurements could be based on the successful bidder using this government
owned equipment.

The challenge to the government is to overcome all of the obstacles in currently
planning methods and take advantage of long term planning and its ultimate reduction in
systems costs, schedules permitting.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Chaparral test equipment experinnce demonstrates the importance of establishing the
testing approach as the product is being designed, and influencing the product design
accordingly, so that the product is "testable" with a minimum burden on the test equipment design. If this principle is adhered to, along with a "keep-it-simple" philoeophy,

the cost of test equipment to stipport items produced in relatively low quantity should
not be a significant program cost variable. Further, this approach tends to make the
test equipment good the first time and suitable for long term use end reduces the need
or desire ti make "improved" new versions. A companion consideration, being implemented

with tte Improved Chaparral Missile, is to design the product so that field test is not
required, or at least is minimized.
in the area of missile production test equipment it is recomDended that this test
equipment be planned and built during the initial production phase taking into account

optimum future production rates, and most importantly, base the test equipment upon the
total expected productior in the years to come, even though approval L that future
production has not been obtained.
V
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FACTORY TEST EQUIPMENT MICRO-PROCESSOR AND AUTOMATIC FAULT ISOLATION APPLICATIONS

J. L. Farnsworth

Hughes Aircraft Company
Tucson, Arizona 85734
INTRODUCTION

The Tucson Manufacturing Division of the Hughes Aircraft Company is currently involved
in the manufacture of Missile Weapon Systems for the Army, Navy, and Air Force Departments.
In addition to the ongoing high rate production of the Army TOW Missile, this Division is
now implementing for production of the U.S.-ROLAND Missile and participating in the development of the HELLFIRE Missile which, if the Hughes Aircraft Company is the successful contractor, will also be produced at che Tucson, Arizona, facility under contract with the
U. S. Army Materiel Command.
For the past 23 years The Tucson Manufacturing Division has been active in the high

rate production of missile systems of medium to high complexity.

In support of these

missile programs, this DivisioL has developed and implemented a variety of automatic and
manually operated test and inspection equipment. The three major ongoing missile production programs are currently utilizing 277 test stations; of which 26 are operated under

computer control and arother 51 are of the punched card, tape or hardwired controller
variety.

Automated equipment represents 28% of the test equipment complement at the Tucson

production facility and the benefits derived from this automation have proven to be extremely cost effective. This information is presented in Figure 1, Tucson Manufacturing Division
Test Station Complement.
TUCSON MANUFACTURING DIVISION TEST STATION COMPLEMENT

NUMBER OF
TEST STATIONS

TEST STATION CATEGORY

%

Automatic - Co',puter Controlled

26

10

Automatic - Paper Tape/Punched Card/
Hard Wired

51

18

200

72

Manual
IOTAL

277

FIGURE 1
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To further illustrate the types of test otations in use at Tucson and those being discussed in this paper, Figures 2, 3 and 4 are photographs of typical test installations.
Figure 2 is a manually operated test station used for troubleshooting. This test station
was placed in service in May of 1963. Figure 3 is a hardwired automatic test station used
for product Zunctional test and was placed in service in August of 1969. Figure 4 is a
mini-computer based aut-matic test station used for product functional test and was placed
in service in August of 1972.

GENERAL
It has been our experieticc over the past years that test technology has progressed
along two lines. The accuracy tc, which measurements can be made and the apeed with which
they can be made has continuously increased. While the accuracy of a test installation is
usually defined by the requirements of Lie product to be tested, the speed at which this
installation will operate is determined by the following manufacturing considerations.
1.

Feasibility of automating the test function

2.

Cost of impiementing a manual system versus an automatic test zvstem compatible with
productior. rate

*

3.

Recurring labor cost associated with using both types of test stations

4.

Ease of modification to accommodate changes in the product

5.

Floor space requirements

6.

Implementation lead times

Based upon these considerations, a decision can be made to automate or not to automate
a given test operation.

COST TREND DATA
An analysis has been made of the test effort on the TOW Missile program to identify
typical areas in the manufacturing process where meaningful cost reduction techniques have
been and can be effected. In performing this analysis, particular emphasis was given to
those endeavors which in the past resulted in:
1.

Reduction of recurring implementation costs

2.

Reduction of non-recurring implementation costs

3.

Reduction of recurring manufacturing costs

4.

Reduction of manufacturing lead times

5.

Improved system performance

6.

A resporsive, flexible production base

We analyzed only factory test equipment implementation to develop a representative
break-out of test equipment implementation cost elements by test station subsystems. This
Test Equipment. The largest single cost element we found in the implementation of new test
systems is data processors (controllers, mini-computers, etc.) and the labor effort inaolved witi their use. Since these major implementation cost elements are a by-product of
the heavy use made at the Tucson Manufacturing Division of automated test systems to
62
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achieve significant reductions in manufacturing test and inspection costs, further investigation was accomplished to quantify the relationships between type of test equipment employed (manual or automatic) and their costs and benefits. As is shown in Figure 6, Manual
Versus Automatic Test Capabilities, the use of automated test systems results in not only
significant reductions of test time but also in floor space requirements at all levels of
assembly since the number of installations required is an order of magnitude smaller.
The relative costs of implementing a typical test station for a given item is depicted
in Figure 7, Relative Test Equipment Implementation Costs.

RELATIVE TEST EQUIPMENT
IMPLEMENTATION COSTS
..

..

..

.

.....
°

°

.. ..

.

AUTOMATIC
MINI-COMPUTER

MANUAL
HARDWIRE

3

.°

,iPROCESSOR

4I

2
-

I

(FIgure 7)

An automatic station will cost two to three times more to implement than a manual

station to perform the same test function. However, due to the relatively slow speed of
operation of the manual test station a large number may be required to meet production rate
requirements. This typical test station count to meet rate requirements is presented in
Figure 8, Rate Implementation Requirements by Test Station Type. For the application
depicted, it would require thirteen manual test stations to meet production rate while only
two automatic test stations would be required.
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RATE IMPLEMENTATION REQUIREMENTS
eY TEST STATION TYPE

MANUAL
13
121

AUTOMATIC
IHARDWIRE

COMPUTER

/APROCESSOR

9.
NUMBER OF
8_.
TEST STATIONS 7.
REQUIRED
61
5_

41
3_
2

IFlgure 8)

In the final analysis, the primary determining factor as to the most cost effective
type of test station is the cumulative cost, both recurring and non-recurring, to be incurred over the length of the production run. For this typical test station, Figure 9,
Recurring and Non-recurring Cost Comparison, shows th, reduction in this cumulative cnst
which resulted from automation. It is interesting to note that all three bars under the
manual equipment heading must be added together to establish proper cost comparison with
the automatic equipment bars.
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RECURRING & NON-RECURRING COSTS COMPARISON
(100,000 MISSILES)
MANUAL
AUTOMATIC

II

HAROW IRE-

24

COMPUTER PROCESSOR

20

15

10

MlI

IMPLEMENTATION
COST

TEST LABOR
COST

(Figure 9)

SUPPORT
COST

PROPOSALS
In any manufactured product, and ceicainly, sophisticated missile systems are no exception, recurring labor has to be one of the larger and more universal cost elements.
Manufacturing organizations are constantly working to reduce or eliminate labor in their
finished product and the most powerful weapon is automation. However, the successful
application of automation is currently limited by two obstacles:
1.

The high cost of implementing automatic test stations

2.

The lack of viable techniques to handle certain classes of test functions which
consume high levels of recurring labor
Toward these problems, we propose tw#o manufacturing technology projects.

Micro-processor Based Test System Controller
The first, dealing with micro-processor applications is the development of a low cost
test oriented controller which will sign'ficantly reduce the cost of neu automatic test
systems. As was evidenced in the Cost Trend Data the major expensea are associated data
processors (test system controllers) d.Ld the software they use.
For a number of years we have employed specialized computer controlled and hardwired
test equipment to minimize recurring production labor costs. In 1968 the TOW program was
--....

J-wi

A..-..4.

Te.. ..-

i..ant .,alno hnrdwirpd controllers.

This effort, while

successful in achieving its purpose of mechanizing test operations, made evideat that the
use of custom desigved controllers and sequencers entailed:
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1.

High non-recurring design and assembly costs

2.

Long test equipment implementation lead times

3.

Expensive modification when product requirements changed

-

--

Later implementations have taken advantage of the mini-computer technology which
emerged in the early 1970's. It has been our experience that:
1.

Mini-computers have proven to be a cost effective replacement for hardwired controllers
in large and complex test systems.

2.

Where the cost of these computers and their associated peripherals could be justified
a decrease in non-recurring design labor and implementation lead times was achieved.

3.

Use of mini-computers often means incurrtng additional costs above those required by
the specific application because:

4.

a.

Mini-computers, general purpose wide market instruments, contain more capability
than necessary in test station controller applications.

b.

A significant effort is involved in integrating the computer system hardware and
software into the test station.

Mini-computers and their peripherals, while small and rugged compared to large data
processing systems, still require a significant amount of manufacturing flour space
and must operate in a relatively controlled environment.

Due to our experience with hardwired and mini-computer automated test stations, we
feel that the development of a low cost, test oriented controller based upon the new microprocessor technology should be undertaken.
To develop this low cost controller the manufacturing technology project would involve:
1.

Defining the classes of functions now perfcrmed in existing automatic test system
controllers

2.

Determining the input/output and interrupt requirements

3.

Formulating a modularized micro-processor based test system controller architecture

4.

Developing a test oriented operating system environment with emphasis on "easy" interfacing to commercial equipment and custom electronics

5.

Prototyping and testing of the low cost controller to develop performance/cost data
for use in application trade-off analyqis of new antomatic test systems
Development of the low cost controller would produce the following benefits:

1.

Exisring automatic test applications can be implemented more economically.

1.

The efi.ciencies of automation (reduced recurring labor and quantity of manual test
positions required) can be expanded to manufacturing operations where Lurrent implementation costs now make the application cost prohibitive.

3.

r
ninea rho
Reduction in the number of cahlpa. harnanac
into, not connected to, the test system/product interface.

4.

Decreae the non-recurring labor :equlred for Roftware development Sl,.e the ,ontroller
.q,;1 at I oni.
and ics operating environment will e icsIgned for te,t qvct
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Manufacturing floor space requirements for test systems will be reduced since the
micro-processor based controller will be substantially smaller than current minicomputer systems.

The proposed modularized controller would be packaged on plug-in printed circuit cards
(Figure 10). Due to the modular architecture employee, the number of circuit cards used in
rhe controller (for additional memory, input/output and interrupt capability) will vary to
match each specific requirement. In a typical application this proposed controller would be
integrated into a product/test station interface; in this example, a circuit card test station interface adapter, Figure 11. We are currently using this interface adapter technique,
with a mini-computer system performing those tasks which would be performed by the microprocessor based controller, and have found it to be a most effective approach for high rate,
dynamic functional testing of electronic circuits. If the computation and control capability were placed within the product interface adapter (by using the modularized controller) it
be possible to simultaneously test a variety of electronic assemblies on a single test
station. An example of such a test station is shown In Figure 12. While this approach can
yield significant reductions in recurring labor cost, we have made no attempt to quantify
these savings since they will be influenced by any operator interventions required (for adjustment, etc.) during the testing sequence.

Automated Fault Isolation
The second manufacturing technology project we propose is the development of an economically viable approach toward automatic fault isolation of analog electronic assemblies.
This also encompasses the dynamic parcietric testing (rise times, pulse widths, droop. etc.)
of digital assemblies. If we take a look at where the costs lie in the operation of an
automatic analog test station used in a manufacturing environment to test and troubleshoot
products (reference Figure 13, Relative Cost of Automated Testing) it is readily apparent
that the major contribution to recurring production cost is associated with fault isolation
and diagnosis.
The use of an automated test environment as it stands today has shown that functional
test failures which are detected in minutes or seconds require hours to diagnose, isolate
and repair. This situation ties up large quantities of production assets In the expensive
failure/repair loop because faults which are detected automatically are isolated manually.
In the future, as missile systems become increasingly more complex and component density escalates, the amount of production effort spent on fault isolation of defective
product will become an even larger component of the recurring test costs unless effective
nety techniques are developed to ai omate troubleshooting.
Having analyzed the various approaches toward a cost effective method of automatic
fault isolation of analog electronic assemblies, we feel that the most appropriate place
to perform automatic fault isolation is on the same equipment which functionally tests the
product and which detected the fault because:
1.

The product is already on the test system

2.

The functional pass/fail test results are at the test system

3.

The stimuli and measurement hardware/software required to exercise the product are
contained in the test system

4.

Fault confirmation problems will be eliminated

To perform fault Isolation on a eaparate station would mean extra handling of the
product, transfer of test data and costly duplication of test hardware and software.
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This test station would be mini-computer or mics- -processor controlled and would successfully isolate the fault area by using the function.l test resalts plus measurements
made on circuit nodes within the assembly. Since the ease and ascuracy of troubleehooting
depends on the test access available this project will encompas- product probing t.chniques
including the development of an automatic X-Y probe for circii, board fault isolation applications. Figure 14 depicts an automatic probe configuration -.
:ich could be used in thls
fault isolation application. This device will not only speed up the probing operation but
will also eliminate operator induced problems associated with probing an incorrect circuit
node or remaining in contact with the circuit while he measurement is being made.
.ccurate automated fault isolation will also require a comprehensive software package
to determine the nature of the fault and which when aided by mechanizLd probing can rapidly
locate the general area of the fault. At this poinv, possibly via circuit node comparison
with reference standards, the probing system can bu directed by the diagnostic routines to
home onto the failed circuit element. This automatically operated system would eliminate
operator mistakes which result in replacement oY circuit elements determined defective due
to erroneous fault isolation techniques. In addition to positioning the test probes, the
automated fault isolation system would assure correct setting of test and measurement
equipment controls. The main thrust of this Lnvebtigation would be directed toward troubleshooting analog circtits. Development of fea't isolation techniques for digital circuitry
seems to be well under way by several promirn ent companies in the electronic equipment
industry.
The specific tnaks to be undertaken In the proposed manufacturing technology project
are:
I.

The investigation and cost trade-off analysis of the impact on product design and
manufacturing costs associated with various test point access arrangements

2.

The design and prototyping of different probing techniques and fixtures to eliminate
the signal acquisition problems connected with the human operator

3.

The development of a cost effective approach toward automating the decision processes
in fault isolation signal analysis

4.

The implementation of a prototype instrumentation and test system

5.

The testing and evaluation of the resultant fault locstion and diagnostic methods to
determine cost-benefit data

Development of this analog circuit fault isolation technology will produce the following benefits:
1.

Reduce the recurring labor costs attributable to product troubleshooting of analog
circuits by 40% to 70%

2.

Direct reduction of high value production assets in tie trouble-hoot-rework-retest
cycle

3.

Reduction in the number of test stations required to support production since the
same test system is used for functional test as well as troubleshoot duty

4.

Fewer test/zroubleshoot personnel will be required

5.

Floor space requirements will be reduced due Lo fewer test stations

6.

Rework and iXtest Costi will be lowered becaase -f more accurate determination of
failed/faulty iomponents
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During this presentation we have analyzed as it relates to the manufacturing function,
the criteria which determine what types of test equipment should be employed and the cost
and cost drivers associated with both the implementation of test equipment and
its subsequent use. In addition, the historical cost trend for test equipment implementstion has been depicted as test technology progressed from manual to hard wire controller
to mini-computer test systems.
Based upon this inforrAtion, we have proposed two manufacturing technology projects:
the development of a modularized micro-processor based test system controller snd the
development of a viable automatic fault isolation tethnique for analog electronic assemThese two projects, if undertaken, will allow the realization of significant reductions in both the recurring and non-recurring cocts associated with manufacturing high
quality, reliable missile systems.
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PRODUCTION TEST EQUIPMENT TRANSITION
RXDEYE TO STINGER

K. M. Wirgler
General Dynamics

Pomona, California 91766

ABSTRACT
The objective of this presentation will be to describe the transition from REDEYL to
STINGER production. Emphasis will be on the improvement of the automatic production test
equipment and the benefits derived.
INTRODUCTION
The RKDEYE automatic production test equipment was controlled by a magnetic tape
system. When developed in the mid 1960's, it was a very advanced type of automatic

equipment. STINGER production test equipment wili also be automatic, using the latest
in computer control techniques. Improvements in test spe.?d, overall functional capability,
and cost will be dalineated.
REDKYE SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
Introduction
REDEYE is a man-transportable, shoulder-flred, all Arms At: Defense System designed
to provide combat units with the ',apability of destroying low-e.ltitude hostile aircraft.
The Weapon System is shown in Figure 1.
REDEYE Weapon
The REDEYE weapon consist of two principal sections:
Guided Micsile and a Launcher.
Launcher.
and Gripstock.
the missile.

an Infrared Heat-Seeking

The Launcher consistd of th'ree main sections - Launch Tube, Sight Assembly,
It provides the gunner with a means -f transporting, aiming, and firing

REDEYE Missile.

The REDEYE Missile (Figure 2) is a rocket propelled, Infrared

Homing (Heat-Seeking) Missile.

It consists of five major sLctions:

A Guidance Section

consisting of a Seeker Section and a Control Section, Fuse and Warhead, Rocket Motor,
and Tail Assembly.
The Seeker Section contains the Seeker Head and Electronic Assembly. The Seeker
Section optically tracks the infrared energy from the target and supplies steering signals
to the Control Section and the acquisition signal to the Launcher.
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The Concrol Section is cortpoaed of an Electronic Unit and a Motor Driven Wing
Assembly. Two pairs of fins, "olded when the missilo is In the launch tube, unfold and
lock in place when the missile is fired. One pair lowks in place whilc the other pair,
moved by a set of gears a.-d an electric motor, steers the missile in flight. The Electronic
Unit provides the power an, error signals for the steering motor. These error signals are
converted to steering commans which steer the missile to the target.
Target destruction is provided by the Fuze and Warhead Section. All elements necessary
for activation of the sustainer motor and arming of the warhead are contained in the fuze.
Propulsion for the missile is developed by a non-separating dual stage rocket motor
"

section.

A Launcher Battery/Coolant Unit is nsed to energize the Launcher and missile electrical
circuits and to cool the infrared detector in the missile seeker during the prelaunch
sequence.
The REDEYE Guided Missile Test Set is used to determine the operational readineis
of the P.EDEYE weapon and consists of a test unit with a freon gas bottle. The test set
uses an outside power source. The following operatiunal characteristics can os checked
by the test set:
i. Missile response to an infrared signal.
2. Speed characteristics of the gyro in the missile.
3. Response of launcher acquisition indicator to infrared signals.
4.

Alignment of launcher tube with sight.
RUDEYE TEST EQUIPMENT

REDEYE test equipment, designed and developed in the mid 1960's, was a mixture of
both automatic and manual e',uipment. The majority of the subassembly test equipment
was manual while the assembly/nection equipment was automatic. This report will focus
on only the design approach, performance, and cost of the automatic stations which
represented 65 percent of the total toot equipment cost.
Major Test Requirements
Automatic test stations were required for REDEYE production to provide the most costeffective compliment of equipment. Due to the high production rates, 1000 missiles sets
per month, rapid and accurate testing of the hardware was necessary. This could only be
accompl.shed with automatic tsst equipment.
Redaye Automatic Test Stations
Four REDEYE production automatic test stations were designed and fabricated.
automatic statirs were:
1.

P0202, Launcher Test Set

2.

P0233, Board Assembly Test Set

3.

P0203, Electronics Assembly/Section Test Set

4.

P0207, Control Adsembly Test Set
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These automatic stations were magnetic tape controlled test stations and were very
advanced equipment at that time. The stations consited of a general purpose Master
Automatic Programmer (MAP) unit common to all stations, a special purpose electronics
rack and other special ;,,rpos equipment (Rate Tables, Roll Drivers, Cooling Units,
etc.) to meet the uniqu, requirements of each station. A general purpose block diagram
'isshown in Figure 3.
MAP Unit
The MAP, Figure 4, provides automatic control, measuremant, comparison and data
recozding for all REDEYE production test sets classified as automatic.
In order to provide equipment with the maximum degree of standardization at a
reasonable cost the MAP was limited to elements with a high use factor. With the board
variety of sigual switching and control requirements, the responsibility for test point
selection and usage assignments for the control signals to be measured were limited to
AC and DC voltage (0 to 100 volts), frequency (0 to 2 MHz), and time interval (10
microsecouds to 99 seconds).
The use )f eght bit 16 mm magnetic tape was selected as the input-uutput medium.
The simple tape drive mechenism offered more reliable operation of the read-write portion
of the system than the combination of paper tape punch and reader. Increased information
density resulted in program tapes of approximately one eight the length of an equivalent
perforated tape. Thia, in turn, allowed the use of simple continuous load cartridgeii
The same
rather than dual spool drives or complex cartridges for program handling.
The magnetic tape usage also eliminated
units could be used for both reading and writing.
such probleus as chad disposal and frequent lubrication of the short life punch and die
sets.
The Measurement Sectio- of the MAP consists of thret major c0ssis,
Measurement.
(i) AC to DC Converter, (2) Voltage to Frequency Converter, and (3) Counter-Comparator
Chassis. The block diahram of the Measurement Section is illustrated in Figure 5. The
reversible counter was an in-house design capable of measuring frequency, time interval
and frequency ratio. The counter also performed simple calcualtions.
The program tape is of the length required to accomplish the tests
Program Tapt.
It is possible to have several end
allocated to the control of a single MAP syatem.
verification routines stored on a
and
self-test
standard
the
as
wull
as
roe;tines
item
single tape and with the tape search feature automatically located the desired starting
point.
Output Tape. The output tape is allowed to accuiuulate the recorded data for an
eight hour shift, then is replaced. This tape is used to input data into a computer for
parameter trend analysis and preparation of printed copies of the days' results for
record purposes.
Test Stations
In addition, each
Each of the four automatic tesL stations interface a MAP unit.
selection matrix,
signal
unique
its
coutining
rack
electronics
a
test station provided
signal conditioning chassis, logic control chassis, unique stimulus and/or measurement
instruments, and special interface circuitry. Each station also provides the required
Unit Under Test (UUT) fixtures, Rate Tables, Target SimulFtors, Environmental Chambers,
Cooling Gas, etc.

Asan axampie,

TZ 0202 is -F1
the6 ZiOCLronics Sa4rLian Tcai. Su
set performs complete evaluation of a Seeker or Guidance Section.
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The test set consists of the MAP, Electronics Section Test Asembly, Rate Table, and
Vibration Stand. A floor plan of the test is shown in Figure 6. A TE 0203 station is

shown in Figure 7.
The test set is required to perfo.-m the complete evaluation of a REDEYE Seeker or
Guidance Section in approximately 17 c'.nutes, and to indicate at that time whether the
This includes the time required to load and unload the test
item is acceptable or not.
set (approximately 30 seconds). The test set is completely automatic wl."h the exception
of the load/unload operation. The Seeker or Guidance Section is in: ailed in a fixture
which is loaded into the roll barrel on the Rate Table. The Rate fable and all of the
equipment on it are controlled by the Master Automatic Programmer. All the intermediate
function control hardware is mounted in a three-bay cabinet assembly.
Figure 8 is a block diagrem of the test set. It is a collection of basically
The interlock circuitry is the only common link between the
independent subsystems.
subsystems. The digital information bus line- feed all decnding circuits in parallel.

STINGER SY:-4 DESCRIPTION
The STINGER Weapon System is under development for the U.S. ARMY and MARINE CORPS.
It is intended as an eventual replacement of the REDEYE now deployed.
Like REDEYE, STINGER will be a light shoulder-fired weapon, whoce mission is to
provide low altitude air defense for forward area combat troops.

To meet the air threat

of the late 1970's and 1980's STINGER will have much higher capabilltioer than REDEYE.
Although the guidance and propulsion of STINGER are considerably more advanced than those
of REDEYE, the general principles of operation remain the same.
STINGER will be a certified round, requiring no field support equipment.
The STINGER weapon is shown in Figure 9. The notable differenco compared to REDEYE
is the absence of a Guided Missile Test Set. Based on the high availability experience
of REDEYE, it is planned to treat STINGER as certified round. No testing is contemplated
once the weapon leaves the manufacturers plant.

STINGER TF.ST EQUIPMENT
STINGER production test equipment is also a mixt,,ri of both automatic and manual
equipment. The majority of the assembly/section equipment is automatic and represents
approximately 60 percent of the total test equipment cost.

Stinger Automat.ic Stations
Four types of STINGER production autmatic test stations will be desir-ed and
fabricated.

The automatic stations are:
Launcher Test Set

1.

P0202,

2.

P9203, Electronics Assembly/Section Test Set

3.

PSOO8, Board Assembly Test Set

4.

P8247, rontrol Assembly Test Set

Generai U cription
The STINGER automatic ,roduction test equipment is based on a test system design that
has avolved over the past five years. They reflect the latest design of standardized
computer, peripherats, instrumentation and stimulus generation subsystems.
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A typical computer controlled tast station consists of a "CORE" unit which contains
the ccmputer, peripherals, the general purpose instruments, stimuli, and switching
required t* perform the necessary functional tests.
All computer peripherals, test instrumentation, and station equipment are controlled
through the Computer S,;bsystem. Te* Computer Subsyxtem comprises the computer, disc
memory, Cathode Ray Tube (CRT), teleprinter, and line printer. The computer is a general
purpose computer which uses up to 32K Core Memory to provide storage for the BASIC
interpreter, TE instrument drivers and the test program being executed. This disc memory
provides storage for cest programs to be executed and for storage of subsystem routines,
and test data. The CRT is the primary means of comunicating with the computer. This
terminal permits high speed readout and editing. The line printer provides hard copy
printout at a rate of 100 characters per second.
The Instrumentation Subsystem includes items such as the system Digital Multimeter
and Timor-Counter which are accessible through the Switching System. The Stimulus Subsystem includes AC and DC stimuli which are programmable to the UUT. The DC stimulus
consists of accurate digital voltage sources. The AC stimulus can be either digitally
generated by a Digital-to-Analog Converter or by a Programmable Function Generator or
Synthesizer.
Special test fixturcs, adapters, and physical and/or electrical stimulus units are
interfaced with and controlled by the computer subsystems as requ. "ed. A block diagram
of a typical standar-ised automatic test station is shown in Figure 10. The final
configuration of a test station depends on the unique test requirements for a particular
station.
Test Stations
PS203 Electronics Section Test Station. As an example of the STINGER production
test stations the PS203 is discussed. The test set will provide acce,.tance testing of
the Missile Electronics Section. The Engineering PS203 is shown in Figure 11.
Peculiar Inspection Requirements.

Testing and acceptance of Lhe I ectronic Sections

requires the following major subsyctems:
i. Rate Table Subsystem
Provides rate and acceleration stimulus.
2. Roll Subsystem
Provides three fixed roll rates.
3. Coolins Subsystem
Regulates and controls application of cooling gas at 3 different pressures.
4.

Look Angle Subsystem
Provides azimuth control of the target.

5.

Target Select Subsystem
Provides sveral target intensity lavels, This includes an optical section, an IR
w = £ilceriaprture mechanism.
rt.tr
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6. Gyro Drive Subsystem
Provides several selectable gyro spin frequencies in the normal gyro spin frequency
range.
7. Gyro Spin Frequency Comparator
Senssu

the gyro spin frequency.

8. Measurement Subsystea
The folling measurement modes are required:

i. DC Voltage
2. AC Voltage
3. Freqitency
4. Time Interval
5. Phase

.

Unit Under Test, (UUT Pover/Control
UUT paver supplies, current

m'nitoring and special missile function controls.

10. Test Smt and UUT interlocks to protect the item under test.
Although some of the major subsystems may be comerically available by themelves,
for example the Rato Table Subsyttem, other subsystems, for example the Target Control/
Look Angle Combination, are unique and require considerable electrical and mechanical
design and interface effort.
The oveal Ittegretion of all the major subsystem and the development of an effective
Lirdware/software combination require significant engineering effort.
These highly spocialied subsystes and the overall integration are not commrically
available and therefore Special Accsptuica and Inapaction Equipment is required.
Input Stimulus. Ph'/sical stimulus to the Unit Under Test (UUT) will be supplied by
five test set Wusyutems. The Rate Table System will provide an accurate tracking rate
to the UUT. The Roll Syst4m will simulate the normal UUT roll characteristic. A Look
Angle System provides target auimuth positioning. The Gyro Drive System provides spin
rtimulus to the UUT gyro. Selected Infrared (Ii) energy levels are provided by the Infrared
Target System.
Direct stimulus to the UUT is provided by three test set subsystems. The Cooling
System provides high pressure Argon Gas to cool the UT;r detector. A UUT Power System is
used to simulate battery power to the UUT. A UUT Function Control System is utilized to
provide external control of certain UUT functions.
r,.tput Measurement (Monitorius). Signal measurements will be made by a feat Analogto-Digit I Cem-arter. Pre_--z.--inr
.lf "u 4gne via software.
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The primary testing difference bjtween REDEYE and STINGER in an appreciable increase
in the quantity of parameters tc b. Losted. Continuation of tape control equipment
would have resulted in appreciabla Increase in quantity of teat equipment for STINGER.
Computerized equipment was also less expensive as it consists primarily of standard
oeaercial items whereas the tape syste involved appreciable fabrication costs.
COST AND PERFORMANCE COMPARISON
Table I presents a comparison of t!e cost and performance capabilities of the
REDEYE and STINGER automatic test stations. The equivalent hardware is tested on the
stations. The stations can be compared as follows : P0202 - PS202, P3103 - PS203
P0207 - PS247, P0233 - PSO08.

The total development cost for each REDEYE station (including test procedures and
documentation) has been normalized to 100, an arbitrary figure. The total development
cost of each STINGER station was compared to the appropriate REDEYR station. Thu3,
the total divelopment cost of the STINGER PS202 station was 82 percent of the REDEYE
P0202 station.
The normalized cost per parameter in only a figure of merit for each system. It
can be seen from Table I that the cost per parameter has reduced considerably while
tctal test time per parameter has also been substantially reduced. The reduction in
met per parameter is partly due to the substantial price reduction of test equipment
computer and peripheral hardware and partly due to a standardized equipment design.
Test time per parameter is reduced primarily due to the speed advantages enjoyed by
computer controlled testing. The reduction in test times is typically limited by the
unit-under-test response time.
Another cost benefit provided by the computerized !TINGER test equipment was a
As an example, REDEYE
reduction in hardware costs by utilizing software techniques.
required a $10,000 phasefeter. In STINGER equipment the snm function is performed in
rhis wethd completely eliminates maintenance
softvare in conjunction with the voltmeter.
costs and improves system accuracy.
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TEST EQUIPMENT COST DRIVERS
The previous section presented the cost of each major STINGER automatic production
test station compared to the equivalent REDEYE automatic test station. Th'.s section
presents the detail cost elements of the STINGER automatic stations. The "average" costs,
shown in Table II, for the four STINGER automatic stations are expressed in terms of
percentage of the total station cost.
Table II shows that the major hardware cost elements are the Stimulus. Measurement
and Data Processor Subsystem. UUT test procedures and documentation are the major
software cost items. These are average costs since they will vary from station to station
depending on the unique test repuirements.
Documentation
This

Test equipment documentation, drawings, are the major nonrecurring cost elements.
was true with REDEYE and will also be true for STINGER production test equipment.
Appreciable cost reductions could be achieved by greater use of conmerical type
documentation.
Procedures

Another major cost category, but one that may no be fully appreciated, is the cost
for UUT test programs. This includes, primarily, the time to write and evaluate the test
prL-rams. The cost !s obviously proportional to the number and complexity of the UUT's
and parameters to be tested. Although automatic test systems continue to become more
powerful and test programs easier to develop and edit (through on-line CRT program
development and editing) missile hardware also continues to become more complex with
more parameters to be tested. The net result is that programming costs continue to be a major
cost item. Standardization of a programming language, such as ATLAS, throughout industry
will help reduce these costs.
Hardware Subsystams
The Stimulus, Measurement, and Data Processor Subsystems reprexsent substantial cost
elements of a test station since they are typically outside purchased parts (signal
OSP items, especially computers and the
generators, voltmeter, computer, etc.).
associated peripherals, have experienced substantial cost reductions the past few
years while at the same time drastically improving performance capability. This trend
will continue, nspecially as microprocessors become more powerful and influence computer
and instrument subsystems. Another trend reducing hardware costs is the use of more powerful system software when used in conjunction with in-house designed sampling-measurement and
arbitrary function generator systems, to replace OSP instruments.
Another major cost element for the STINGER test equipment is the Target Simulation
Subsystem. The purpose of an infrared target is to provide, to a Heat-Seeking Missile,
a realistic simulation of target parameters. The IR target provides the capability to
checkout the missile performance under controlled enviromental conditions. The Pomona
Division of General Dynamics has placed great emphasis on providing improved target
presentations throughout the development cycles of the IR Seeking Missile.
Other stimuli/input equipment is provided for STINGER. The missile is rolled ansd
preaeated targets at various look angles. Tracking is introduced by mounting the Target
Roll Assembly on a precision rate table. Other environments provided are acceleration
('c
pulled by the missile), wideband vibration, higb temperature, and low temperature.
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Cost Minimization
As mentioned previously the computer controlled test station "CORE" unit
standardized design. Thus, a minimum design cost for new computer controlled
is achieved. The major test station design costs are realized to provide the
interface requirements of the UUT and the required simulators and/or external
measrement instruments (rate tables, gas cooling, etc.).

is a
stations
unique
stimulus or

Another possible long term cost reduction is the standardization of the programming
language ATLAS for computer controlled test stations. A transistion cost to switch to a
new UUT programming may result, but long term advantages will be possible from the use
of a common language throughout the industry.
REQUIRED PROIu

-7

ON TECHNOLOGIES

'he manufacturing technology project of designing and developing prototype production
test equipment during the engineering development stage of a project was implemented in
both the STINGER and Standard Missile 2 (SM-2) engineering development programs. This
has lead to our current design of computer controlled equipment planned for both of these
production prograrg. The advantage of this approach will be reduced TE developed costs,
improved system performancs, and reduced lead time for the production test equipment.
Other manufacturing technologies have becn in the development process in industry
for many years. A very important area, one tbhat may substantially reduce recurring
Ioduction cost of missile hardware, is fault isolation of both analog and digital boards.
Impedance Testing
Impedance testing has been available for several years and continuing improvements
in these test systems have made them very effective in locating faulty circuitry card
components. To evaluate impedance testiug of analog circuits as a means of fault isolation
a comparison of this technique with current factory methods was conducted at General
Dynamics.
The existing production fault isolation equipment is manually operated TE with
stimulus, porver supplies, and measuring devices t-hich are rack mounted and accessed through
the control panel and test fixture. Functional fault isolation is performed using
signal tracing techniques. The impedance tester used was an automatic station with
access to 2-D boards through a vacuum-assisted test fixture via spring-loaded test
probes. The board under test is pulled down on the test probes by the vacuum.
Based on a production rate of 200 missile systems per month the study showed
a projected savings of approximately 100 hours per wonth in fault Isolating STINGER
circuit boards.
Digital Frult Isolation
Complexity of current logic circuits have made test program and subsequent fault
isolation a formidable task. The selection of a digital logic tester and program
preparation method is a complicated task. It depends on the volume of boards to be
tested, the variety of board types, characteristics of boards, and the effectiveness of
later system test. The prime concern is how much it will cost to test or not test
boards over a given period of time.
The important point Ia thet --e-pdc; taat ,& u id digical logic tault isolation
techniques may substantially reduce the recurring cost of circuit board repair. Many
times these capabilities are not considered necessary and to reduce the initial
production development costs these capabilities are eliminated from the bid.

I01

Hardware and Softwiare
To further reduce TE material costs more testing and analyzlg may be accomplished
with improved syatam software. As asiple-data-.ystems and arbitrary function generation
capabilities improve marc measurements and analysis will bit accomplished through
software and use of fast fourier transform techniques.

COST TRENDS
As shown in the "Cost and Performance Comparison" section of the presentation two
facto-s became apparent. First, missile hardware is becoming more complex. This is
identified by the fact that the total number of parameters to be tasted for con
REDEYE and STINGER hardware hab increased. Secondly, the total toot system cost per
parmecar tested is decroasinj. This has partly been about by technical advances, such
as order-of-magnitude increases in speed and memory capacity, and also order-of-magnitude
reductions in cost of computer systems over the past several years. Although the coat
of computer subsystems is still dropping, it id decreasing At a much sloeer rate.
Relative cost. of software is now beginning to increase.
Digital fault isolation capability is an area that will provide considerable cost
savings to production programs. This is an area that is more difficult to quantify due
b the problems in obtaining fault isolation data. New techniques have been developed
which will allow for the cost-effective generation of digital fault patterns and probe
tracing for digital boards and modules.

Title:

Manufacturing Technology Project To Reduce Recurring Fault Isolation Cost Of
Circuit Boards.

System.'Panel Area/Component:
Problem.

STINGER/test equipment/fault isolation.

Manual fault isolation of STINGER circuits cards is potentially vary expensive.

The use of computer controlled stations to perform impedance testing on the circuit cards
could save as much as 100 hours per month of manual fault isolation time.
Proposed Solution: As a minimum this project would provide i'r the addition of impedance
test capability to the STINGER circuit board test station. The .ask would include
hardware design and integratior of an impedance test, preparation of control software,
and the preparation of test procedures.
Project Cost and Duration:

$ 12,000
35,000
8,000

Design
Hardware
Software
Test Programs

TOTAL

40,000

$ 95,000

Estimated duration of the project is eight months.
Benefits:

Bmnefits to be derived from this project are a reduction in recurring fault

isolation costs. 'he technology porject could also be applied to other missile programr.
The reduction in cost for stinger could be up to 100 manhours per month for fault
isolutiom time, assuming a production rate of 200 missiles per month.
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TEST EQUIPMENT COST DRIVERS AND THEIR FUTURE TRENDS

0. T. Carver and J. H. Groff
RCA Corporation
Burlington, Massachusetts 01803
ABSTRACT
A contemporary test equipment supporting Army missile systems is used as a basis for
cost element derivations and cost/technology trends. The Land Combat Support System (LCSS)
is a test and repair system in use with several Army missile systems. LCSS supports four
forward area tactical missile systems; the Shillelagh, TOW, Lance and Dragon in the field
The significant cost factors include
and, to a limited extent, the Depot environments.
both hardware and software elements. The general purpose capability spreads the hardware
cost across a number of applications, and as an automatic test equipment, software costs
are a function of the number of missile systemi items tested. Technology advances since
the era of LCSS design are tending to (1) reduce recurring hardware corts by trade-off for
one-time software investment, and (21 develop automated test design techniques for the
application software.

INTRODUCTION TO LCSS
Purpose
The Land Combat Support System is a common support equipment for missile systems
possessing varied tactical and technical characteristics. It was conceived to provide
maintenance support for major assemblies and subassemblies of the Shillelagh, TOW, Lance
and Dragon missile systems. Although its primary purpose is for direct and general support
missions, LCSS is suitable for use at Depot when augmented with acceptance and inspection
equipment.
The primary objective of the LCSS design was to provide automatic, multisystem
test equipment capable or supporting in the field any land combat missile system and also
be capable of self support. The variation in characteristics of the miss2le system can be
seen from Figure 1.
The Shillelagh missile system is vehicle mounted, uses an IR guidance 1.'nk, and ti.e
guidance system is housed in seven major assemblies. The missile itself is rot repaired
in the field. The TOW is man portable, uses an IR tracker but the guidance link to the
missile is through wires trailed from spools on the missile.
The migeni1
A -_- 4h
n
s.hi!c lagh, is not repaired in the field. Lance is a point-to-point weapon using a modified
inertial guidance sysZ-m, Both the missile and the pre-launch equipment are field repairable. LCSS came into being as a multisystem support equipment scaled to the Shillelagh,
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Lance, and TDW support requirerent.
mnts.

Later, Dragon was added to the LCSS support require-

LCSS is a two-shelter system with the automatic test set in the first shelter (AN/TSM93) while the second shelter .AN/TSM-94) provides repair and storage functions.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
Figure 2 shows the two shelters, cut away to show the test set operator's console and
electro-optical test position. As shown, the shelters can be used from the back of the
transporting truck or can be placed on the ground,
The LCSS is designed for transport by cargo aircraft, standard wheeled military vehicles, and by helicopter. Total weight for each shelter with equipment is approximately
6000 pounds. Each shelter i"cludes an integral heating-cooling system which allows continuous operation throughout the global environments.

*

Integrated circuits are used in all control and digital applications, and this has
made possible the relatively small size of the test equipment. There are two test stations
and one repair station in the shelter plus storage for test tapes, cables, and adapters.
The automatic test system consists of a controller/data processor, input/output
measurements, electronic stimuli, switching, adapters, and internal power. The controller/
data processor subsystem provides the interface between the input/output and the remainder
of the test set. It accepts programmed data from either the perforated tape reader or the
manual input and uses this data to control the operation of the stimuli, measurements, and
switching. It also accepts measurement and control data and performs algebraic addition
and subtraction computations as required to determine the operational readiness and/or
faulty components of units under test (UUTs).
The input/output function provides the inputs necessary for system operation as well
as the outputs required by the operator. The measurement subsystem has the capability of
performing frequency, time-interval, peak-voltage and resistance measurements. It receives
inputs via the switching function from the UUT and from selected self-test -'ints in the
test system. All these signals, whether DC, AC, or resistance, are converted to a binary
coded decimal (BCD) quantity which is then routed through the controller/data processor for
Self-test of the measurements subsystem is
further processing and for decimal display.
accomplished through thi use of internal reference standards. Both AC and DC voltages
The DC voltfrom the stimulus subsystem provide both signol. and power stimuli to the UUT.
ages are programmable in amplitude; AC signals a,- programmable in amplitude, frequency and
Available to the Shillelagh transmitter UUTs are special stimuli
waveform characteristic.
supplied by Shillelagh modulator assembly (GFE). Self-test of the electrcnic stimuli is
accomplished by routing the stimuli to the measurements function. The source and detector
adapters form a subsystem for test of electro-optical devices.
The switching provides the interface between the UUT and the remainder of the test
system. Through test :onnector panels and under program control, signals to be monitored
are routed t. the measurement function. Special handling of sensitive UUT sqi Al may' bc
,uuimplished by tlhe use of probes located on the measurement assemblies.
An external engine-generator set furnishes three-phase, four-wire power with a lineThis prime power is supplied through
to-line voltage of 2U8 VAC at a frequency of 400 Hz.
107
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the power distribution panel.

PROGRAM STATUS
LCSS Is prosently deployed world wide. The original system design studies were
initiated in I364, followed by developmental models and test demonstrations on Shillelagh,
Lance and self-test programs during 1965 and 1966. In 1967, four service test models were
delivered,and military operator and maintenance personnel training was started. The first
initial support sets were deployed in 1968 in support of Shillelagh at Fort Knox, Kentucky.
The same year the first of the engineering test/service tests at White Sands were completed
and LCSS was committed to production.

still

Counting the three developmental models and four service test models, all of which are
in use, there are over fifty LCSS systems delivered.

Test Software
Programming software was, from the beginning, an important part of the LCSS program.
In fact, Army acceptance of overall hardware/software development was based on demonstrations of test programs running on LCSS in test and diagnosis of UUTs.
The contractor's fee
was determined by the ability of the overall test system and its software to detect faulty
units under test and to diagnose failures to the source of failure.
It was expected that
the test system would, in 99 percent of the cases, identify good units as good and bad units
as bad. The LCSS contractor had to correctly locate UUT faults in 90 percent of the test
cases in ordpr to achieve target fee. Above 90 percent he earned fee up to a maximum at
96 percent and over. In more recent contracts the condition for acceptance of the test
program is demonstration of better than 90 percent correct diagnostic capability.
In retrospect we know of no better way to demonstrate acceptable ATE systems than
to require test/diagnosis demonstrations of the hardware/software combination.
The faults
were determined by the Army based on failure mode analysis of the individual UUTs and were,
of course, not made known to the contractor prior to the demonstraticn test. Ynowing the
conditions of acceptance, the contractor instituted a strict series of software design reviews and sampling tests during validation to increase his confidence in the i.ndividual
test programs before submitting them for acceptance.
An assembler, called ASEIP for Assembly Static Error Inspection Program, was developed
early in the LCSS program as a software ai 1 to test program development.
Later, lessons
learned with ASEIP were applied to the development of UTEC or Univers: 1 Test Equipment
Compiler. UTEC is being used for new test program designs and program updates.
As a general o:kpose maintenance tool, LCSS in development had an interface with the
weapon system prime equipment manufacturers and with 1,arious project offices within the
Missile Command. The missile system prime initially developed the test designs
sed on
test requirements for the items under test and help from thic LCSS contractor rel
ve to
test equipment capability and i.nterface.
As a result of the experience with the Shillelagh test programs, a different philosophy
was developed for the TOW assembly programs. Under the previous split responsibility philosophy, there was no penalty if the test program did not find a fault because of missing
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logic. ror the TOW programs, RCA was given complete responsibility for the test logic as
well as the validation of that logic.
In addition, the validation and demonstration process requirements were upgraded so as
to provide an increased number of faults to be inserted and requiring 90 percent of the
faults inserted to be found for individual tape acceptance. In the TOW program, we have
bettered the 90 percent acceptability on all the programs and the group average is 97.1
percent. Later contracts continued these requirements and for the LCSS and TOW GO/No-Go
tapes a 95 percent acceptance criteria was required.

Support Variables
At the time LCSS was conceived, the maintenance philosophy for the prime systems called
for piece part replacement in the field. This support concept applied as well to the LCSS
itself and presumed repair of PC boards by replacement of IC chips. This meant that diagnostic software would be needed for subassemblies down to the piece part, or in some cases,
to the non-repairable module.
Aside from the software, impulse soldering devices were
planned for the TSM-94 Repair and Storage Van so that IC chips could be removed and replaced.
This maintenance concept has been modified to the point that conventional piece parts
(transistors, capacitors, etc.) would be replaced in the field but not IC's. Also, PC
boards composed primarily of IC's would not be repaired in the :ield. This has the effect
of shifting the card repair work load to Depot level, while requiring spare card stocks at
the intermediate maintenance level.
Similarly, there have been significant shifts in expected
missile systems over the period that LCSS and the weapons were
variables, support concept and weapon deployment, point to the
ing the support requirement which the test system was intended
value of flexibility in application.

deployment of the various
in development.
These two
need for continually exaninto meet and to recognize the

COST DRIVERS
The LCSS systems, divided into the functional elements used to assess component costs,
is shown in Figure 3. With some exceptions, the shaded functional elements can be matched
to the costs shown in Table 1. One of the exceptions is the electro-optical bench which
contains several cost components and a judgement was made in dividing the bench costs.
The test equipment cost information shown on the matrix in Table 1 is based on costs
in production of sixteen systems. The sixteen systems were produced as the last run of
production s, that costs incorporate end-of-run learning curve re,:urring costs.
The categories of hardware content in the matrix, such as stimuli, measurements, etc.
are indicative of the major elements of the test equip ment. The data processor and the
ccntrclz;7t=
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cost. The LCSS contains an electro-optical subsystem which does not quite fit the catogory of test equipment subsystem. The electro-optical subsystem was allocated partly to
measurements and partly to enclosures/racks; the latter because of the optical bench assembly which is a precision mechanical assembly.
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From Table 1, the highest cost content comes from the stimulus, control system, and
unit under test software, - each being over 15 percent. The stimulus subsystem is largely
and reflects the requirement for accurate and stable signal generation.

Fanalog

The control subsystem is predominately digital. Although digital components cost per
function have dropped dramatically compared to analog functions, the control subsystem is
quite complex. Its role in modern automatic test system architecture is changing and this
is one of tho significant technological trends.
The urit under test software deserves special mention because this cost element is
significant, because it is the often misunderstood, and because it is the subject ol a
technology p'iposal. Just as manual test equipment must be supplemez.-ed by a test procedure or test progran, to become usable, test programs are needed to supplement autcmatic test.
The test program, like the test procedure, is unique to the prime equipment being tested.
Its development is a one-time cost. The cost element shown in Table 1 as unit under test
software, is the cost of test program7 (both software and interface adapters) for t'.se
missile system programs which were phased in time with the build of sixteen systems.
The cost relationship between test equipment hardware and UUT software will vary with
each project because this relationship is a function of:
(1) The number of test equipment sets being built, and
(2) The number of UUT test programs required.
To say simply "The software costs as much as the hardware" or "software costs are three
times the hardware costs" is not adequate, although each statement may be true. It is
more useful to consider hardware cost by cost elements as indicated in Table 1. It is
more useful to examine software costs by a common denominator such as "cost per test" ,)here a test includes all the steps necessary to connect, stimulate, measure, and make a
decision as to the test result. "Cost" is the total cost of the finished product, - a
validated test program ready for field use.

FUTURE TRENDS
Hardware
In test equipment hardware there are two technology trends which tend to reduce cost rather - which tend to aold costs constant in spite of increasing material and labor costs.
First, more of the test equipment functions are using digital rather than analog devices.
LSI and hybrid technology in test equipment application permits more logic functions per
component, following a similar trend in the prime missile systems hardware. Second, the
control processor subsystem is taking on more of the stimulus/measurement function. This
means that it is not necessary to build hardware signal gen-rators for each test equipment a recurring hardware cost. This is accomplished by replicating software algorithms for the
control processor. These two trends are typical of what has come to be called "third generation" automatic test equipment.

On the basis o. cost per test step, the trend over the past ten years is indicated in
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Figure 4. The cost reduction has come from adapting production techn'iques in place of the
model-shop environment of early UUT software develcpments. In the area of digital programming, the recent cost reduction has been made , imarily through the use of automated
test program generation (ATPG) tools. ATPG is itself a software program. ATPG, as with
computer aided design, automates the test design function and does it so well that stepby-step validation of the end product is not necessary. Validation was formerly about 45
percent of the test program cost; for digital programs subject to ATPG, the cost is insignificant.
With reference to Figure 4, first generation autcnatic testirg equipment (ATE) relied
on a fixed-memory programmei-comparator to contrul a series of Ciscretf, devices for each
stimulus generated and each parameter measured.
Second generation ATE added computer control, wideband stimulus generation and multifunction meters for measurement.
There are two ATPG problem areas which are susceptible to solution by concentrated
effort supported by adequate DoD funds. The most prominent is analog test design. There
has becn soi.z work in this area in the past, but the problem remains unsolved. Test design
(e.g., servo amplifiers, radio receivers) is a
and program validation for analog devie-'
manual process requiring unique engineering/technician skills and generally a low initial
product acceptability. Successful analog ATPG would reduce the cost per test to 20 to 40
percent of the present cost. In the second area the problem has grown faster than the tool.
Most ATE manufacturers routinely use such digital ATPG tools as LASAR, D-LASAR, TESTGEN,
etc. However with thc trends toward large scale integrated arrays, the availabl2 ATPG arc
not 11equate. We need more powerful simulators to handle the large scale ICs comiig intr
use. A technology proposal for dollai saving solutions in this area follows.

TITLE:

Manufacturing Technology Project to Provide a Lower Cost Process for
ATE Software Production

System/Panel Area/Component:
(UUT) Software

Missile System Test Equipment/ATe/Application

Problem: Automated test equipment Zor missile system support offers advantage
in testing rate and operator skill trade-offs by performing tests accurately
anc consistently under step-by-step control of a prepared test jrogrdm. The
test programs, like manual test procedures, are unique to the tested items and
their preparation is a significant non-recurring cost. Dependinq on tho' number
of tested items, the cost of test program preparation can be larger than the
test equipment hardware costs and is often the gating item .n meeting missile
system operational dates.
Proposed Solution: The t~o primary ost drivers in test program preparation
ate (1) test design and (2) program validation. Validation is significant
because it is necessary to verify adequate test design. Higher confidence an
test

desion will rpdupc

cotq

of validation

Tha f..t- A.,-.

to computer-aided-design technology applied to fault diagnosis of missile system
electronic, electro-optic, and electro-mechanical subsystems. Some progress has
been made in automated program generation for digital circ-its, but much remains
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to be accomplished in test of LSI devices. Systems and circuit simulation technology
should be applied to test program preparation for analog subsystems and components.
Successful processes will reduce program unit costs by 40 tc 60 percent in test
design and 60 to 80 percent in validation.
Project Cost and Duration:
Task 1:

Extend digital ATPG to MSI, LSI

$200,000

Task 2:

Develop ATPG for analog components

$500,000
$700,000

Estimated duration of Task 1 is twenty four months, Task 2 is thirty six months.
Benefits: The bunefits to be derived are a reduction in non-recurring test program
preparation costs. Cost reduction would be on the order of 60 percent for program
unit costs. Typical present day costs of q50K per tnst program could be expected
to be reduced to $20K. For a single missile system requiring 200 test programs,
a savings of $6 million could be achievable with additional down-stream recurring
cost savings in test program maintenance.
Assumptions: Missile system support concepts will continue to require intermediate
and depot level maintenance with repair by component replacement.
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MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY PROJECT TO REDUCE
NON-RECURRING COSTS OF AUTOMATIC TESTING SOFTWARE

P. W. Shelton, Director o, Engineering Product Support Services
and
M. T. Ellis, Program Manager of ATE/Test Systems
PRO Electronics
Syosset, New York

ABSTRACT
The high cost of generating Test Program Sets for the Automatic Test Equipment (ATE)
that the modern complex weapons systems dictate is evident to everyone irvolved in the
support of these systems. This paper suggests two ways of significantly reducing that
cost. One approach involves the discipline and management techniques involved in the
generation of the test programs themselves. The other approach involves an overall
systems approach to reduce the redundancy usually incurred in generating separate and
distinct test programs for the factory acceptance ATE and the field maintenance ATE
stations. The complete integration of manufacturing acceptance testing with field maintenance testing will be inherent in the latter cost reduction approach.

INTRODUCTION
The complexity of modern weapons systems has reached the point where manual checkout
has become unrealistic; the use of Automatic Test Equipment (ATE) with its associated
high speeds and improved confidence levels is now mandatory for many systems and system
components.
While the use of ATE can reduce the life-cycle support costs of the weapons systems,
it brings with it an initial cost, which, to the uninitiat-d, may appear staggering.
It
is not unusual to find hardware procurement coF.s of several millions of dollars, and,
while this is palatable for hardware which can be seen and measured by standard criteria,
the software cupport bill, sometimes approaching $100 million for a modern military aircraft, is indeed a hard pill to swallow. This paper will examine how and where these
software costs are spent, and will show how, by a methodical approach to analysis of
problem areas, significant cost savings may be achieved.

THE PROBLEM
While the apparently high cost of ATE Test Program Sets (TPS's) is of almosc universal concern within the support and testing community, too little has been done t0
systematically reduce these costs. Much attention has been focused on the test programming language. The subject of language standardization has been approached with such
goals as "....
design of a test language to reduce the cost of test programs by it least
an order of magnitude."
rhis represL'tU a very commendabie goal, which has not been
realized, and probably will not be realized becau'e it ignores rhe nature of the problem
and the actual Test Program Set cost distribution. This paper wi!l first addrcss 0he
cost of TPS development by analysis of the actual TPS cost distribut;on.
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A second problem which aggravates the cost for Test Program Sets is that there is
usually k hidden cost due to redundancy. Separate and distinct TPS's are generated for
the same unit under test (UUT) for factory acceptance testing and field maintenance testing. By a properly managed systems approach, the field maintenance test programs can be
obtained at significant savings once the factory acceptance test programs are generated.
In examining this problem it will be shown that the solution must start with the initial
concept of factory acceptance and field maintenance testing.
PROPOSED SOLUTIONS
In addressing the cost of TPS generation one should never lose sight of the fact that
TPS generation is a closed loop process beginning and ending with the unit under test
(UUT). (See Figure 1.)
The whole process begins with an analysis of the operation and
system requirements of the UUT and ends with the minimum amount of testing to ensure that
those requirements are adequately nrformed during intended usage.
The first step in proposing methods of reducing the cost of Test Program Set generation must be a more detailed analysis of the cost distribution of the effort.
Figure 2 shows a simplified flay chart of the phases of TPS development. To analyze
the relative cost of each phase it is necessary to obtain quantitative data for a representative population of units under test (UUT's). From a maintenance standpoint, we can
subdivide the population into two types of units: Shop Replaceable Assemblies (SRA's)
and Weapon Replaceable Assemblies (WRA's). WRA's are typically the "black box" level of
equipment; for example, a transceiver set. The SRA level refers to plug-in modules and
subassemblies; for example, a printed circuit card. The analysis shown refers to SRA
level UUT's, and specifically to printed circuit boards of both analog and digital design.
The percentage of cost per phase state for black-box assembly TPS development is approximately the same as tiat for development of plug-in modules.
Based on a sample of approximately 300 VAST modules, with about two-thirds being
digital and one-third being analog, the percentage of cost per phase state for TPS development is as follows:
Cost

1. Test Requirement Generation

40

2.

10

Code - Compie

3. Adapter Design and Fabrication

20

4.

20

Debug and Validation

5. Documentation
TOTAL

10
100

The first phase, that of Test Requirement Generation, involves the analysis of the
UUT, the test environment, and the methods of testing consistent with the end test
results and confidence levels. This phase will involve such things as definition of a
failure, definition of fault isolation requirements and preparation of test plans, and
nArnm-tpr tnlranrp

rnnqiqt~nt with these coals.

In short, this first ohase lays the

foundation upon which the remainder of the TPS generation task will be built. Its importance is reflected by the fact that approximately 40 percent of the total effort is
expended in this phase.
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Figure 2.

Test Program Generation

-

A Five-Phase Approach

The second phase involves the conversion of the test requirements into a form
acceptable to the ATE. For most computer-controlled test systems, this is a two-step
process. The first step normally consists of coding, or writing a test program in an
English-like test program language. The second step consists of translating (or compiling) this program into a direct machine-executable code; in this format it is referred
to as the Object Program.
For digital modules the cost of the second phase can be reduced by combining Autom- ic Test Generation (ATG) with a software processor to eliminate the coding effort.
In this manner, the process from circuit modeling, required for ATG, to Object Program is
handled by computer programs.
The third phase, design of an adapter or Interface Device, is normally done in parallel with the program coding. The Interface Device (ID) will allow the ATE to interface
with the UUT. This adapter may take the form o; a simple, hardwired unit designed to
accommodate differences in connectors, or it n,.y include active or passive components to
provide specific signals or signal conoationing not available from the ATE.
It should
be noted that while the final design of the ID is done in this phase the desi2 , dpproach
will have been determined in Phase I. Further, the ATE design should minimize the complexity of the ID's.
The fourth phase, Debug and Validation, involves bringing together the outputs of
Phases 2 and 3 and integrating these with the UUT and the ATE. While at first glance it
may appear that most of the debug effort consists of correcting errors from these phases,
in actual fact, most of the time (and hence money) spent in this phase is due to imperfect execution of Phase 1, the Test Requirement Generation.
The debugging in Phase 4 is concluded by some formal, previously defined validation
whih will demonstrate the final item quality.
The fifth phase, Documentation, is the effort necessary to:
(1) process and deliver the TPS documentation, including ATP's (Acceptance Test
-A t:c
Procedures) and ATR's (Acceutance Test Report-I), for tho tcern,
version of the Interface Devices.
It also includes the processing and delivery of the
MIL-D-iOOO drawings for the Interface Devices, the Diagnostic Flow Charts and Source
Deck Listings;
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(2) generate and deliver the MTPSI's (Master Test Program Set Indices), the SER's
(Support Equipment Requirements), SEL's (Support Equipment Lists) and
(3) maintain configuration and documentation control, and suppot a documentation
data bank facility.
Documentation does not include, for example, the generating of factory operation
sheets, factory test procedures and deliverable drawings for ID's. These costs are included in Phase 3.

*

*

*confronted

One very important factor in reducing the overall cost of TPS generation is to ensure that the effort is performed in accordance with strict discipline. It is, after
all, essentially an extensive software development effort and the cost of software development is unforgiving of a lack of applied discipline. Based on experience wit. approximately 500 test programs over the past 5 or 6 years, PRD has developed a management/
implementation plan which takes the basic five-phase approach and divides it down into
11 sub-phases with definitive review and checkpoints along the way. These checkpoints
allow management to enforce the proper discipline as an on-going process rather than be
with a fiasco at the time that the development of a TPS was supposedly completed.
It is apparent, based on the task description and cost breakdown presented previously, that the most significant area for potential cost savings must be in the Test Requirement Generation Phase. As mentioned earlier, in addition to reducing the direct cost of
that phase itself, a better quality test requirement specification will also be reflected
in terms of reduced debug costs.
The following are some of the factors which, if properly taken into account during
this phase, will significantly reduce the overall cost of TPS development:
"

Attention should be constantly focused on the fact that the objective is
"maintenance" and "factory acceptance" testing as opposed to "design verification" testing.

*

Testing should be as simple as possible since this will reduce the cost of TPS
development in every phase, particularly the debuj phase.

*

The testirl of the UUT should be approached from a systems point of view; i.e.,
optimum utilizaton of the overall "system" which consists of the language,
compiler, UUT an6 Interface Device, in addition to the test station hardware
and on-station software. PRD has repeatedly demonstrated, via pilot programs,
that less expensive TPS costs, shorter station run-times and less complex Interface Devices are the results of the proper "systems" approach.

*

Automatic Test Generation (ATG) shouid be used to the maximum extent possible
, as previously mentioned, auto-coding should be employed in conjunction with
ATG.

*

The development of TPS's must be broken down into clearly defined phases which
can be reviewed and monitored by management as an on-going process.
Design-to-Guidelines for TPS's must be established so that the maximum of standardization that is practical is achieved by the entire work force involved in
TPS's for all of the units under test of the weapons systems. This ensures that
test programs for common circuits are designed only nnra enA_ es.. by-pod ct
asuWs that the debug effort is done only once.

Figure 3 sommarizet the cost reduction trend that can be achieved by utilization of
the foregoiog techniques. The dotted curve shows the initial unit cost to the U.S. Navy
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of a group of avionic Test Program Sets and the Navy's projection at that time of the
theoretical decrease In cost that might be obtained based on standard learning curves.
Using the initial ArE cost as a baseline, the solid curves show unit cost for PRD to
develop equivalent SRA Test Program Sets for two pilot programs (F-14A and S-3A modules)
and VAST Self-Test Test Programs. It should be noted that the cost for the VAST Self-Test
Test Programs reflects a completely military type of contract performance with full documentation and Navy surveillance and acceptance testing of each Test Program Set. The
F-14A and S-3A Pilot Programs were not formal programs nor was a complete set of documentati.n generated. However they serve to set cost goals that should eventually be obtained.
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Figure 3. VAST Program TPS Cost Reduction - 1971 thru 1975
If we compare PRD's current cost per SRA Test Program Set (0.30 in a normalized basis)
with the theoretical goal the Navy thought possible (0.69), it is evident that a further
savings of 56 percent (0.69 - 0.30)/0.69 has been actually achieved on generation of VAST
Self-Test TPS's for plug-in modules.
Assuming that the cost of the development of Test Program Sets has been minimized,
life-cycle costs can be further reduced by elimination of the generation of redundant
TPS's for both factory acceptance testing and field maintenance testing. To achieve this,
PRD devised their "software transferability" concept. Essentially, the concept embraces
the idea that the Automatic Test Equipment used for factory acceptance testing of weapon
system modules can be a commercial subset (Simulator) of the militarized ATE system used
for field maintenance. If this is so, the systems software (language, compiler and associated software processors) can be so designed that a source program can be processed by
the software to output an object program for either the militarized ATE system or the
a TPS for a given
factory ATE system, i.e., software transferability. In this manner,
or Lihe
I*iT
,y
,
t..c-,
!rrytem
4:^o-ly
UUT need be develooed and dbitnna.
militarized ATE system. This same source program is then recompiled yielding an Object
Program for the other ATE system without incurring the cost of a completely new TPS.
Figure 4.Is a flow diagram of this concept, and Figure 5 is a pictorial representation of
the system elements involved.
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PRD has been involved, over the past decade, in the development and production of
VAST, AN/USM-247(V), a general-purpose militarized, automatic test system foi the U.S.
Navy. Inherent In the production of this test system is the development of self-test programs for each of the test system modules; thus allowing the system to, in fact, test
itself. The systems in question represent a cost of approximately $2 million per station;
therefore, it was mandatory that maximum use be made of each test station and, consequently,
debug time in a "hands-on" mode was at a premium.
By utilization of the Simulator to debug the self-test TPS'z, critical VAST station
time was saved while simultaneously producing TPS's for factory acceptance testing.
The VAST station contains approximately 1,000 unique modules. Initially, a subset of
300 modules, digital in nature, was chosen 'ind a commercial subset (VAST Simulator) factory
ATE station designed which was capable of testing these modules. The concept was proven
by the fact that the cost to develop a factory acceptance TPS after a self-test TPS was
debugged was only 18 percent of the cost ,o generate a factory acceptance TPS from ground
zero. The fact that the concept was proved by c..piling factory ATE Simulator TPS's once
field maintenance ATE Test Program Sets had been generated, instead of the reverse process,
was due to the chronology of the VAST and VAST Simulator programs.
A second VAST Simulator has now been produced which has the capability of testing a
sLbset of 700 of the 1,000 unique modules. This version is now demonstrating its utility
not only in the factory but also aboard ship. Because of the software transferability
concept, the Navy has the opt;on of testinr VASI modui3s either on VAST or the VAST Simulator while paying the cost for development of only one Test Program Set. It should be
noted that the Interface Devices can be used irerchangeably on the VAST or the VAST Simulator; therefore, the Navy saves the cost of pFocurement (and the space of storage aboar.
ship) of two different types of Interface Adapters.
Looking at the application of this concept in a future U.S. Army missile program, it
would be expected that the factory acceptance test programs would be generated initially
and the field maintenance programs derived frt-m these. Tl'e experience on the VAST program shows that the cost of generating a fild maintenance test prcgram for a plug-in
module once a factory acceptance test program is available, relative to generating a field
maintenanc, program from ground zero, is 67 percent or a savings of 33 percent. The fact
that it is not a much smaller percentage is -,,e to the increased formality, government
surveillance and acceptance, and documentatic. required for the field test programs as
opposed to the factory test programs. Th,- bd;ic "engineering" effort does not have to be
repe-'.ed. Let us assume that when the g.)und control electronic equipment and the missile
electronic equipment is considered, 300 unique plug-in modules are involved. Assuming
tenance ATE or the factory acceptance "Simulator," the cost of generating field test programs for all the plug-in modules would be reduLed by 16 percent (i.e., 50% x 33% = 16%).
To implement these approaches to the reduction of the non-recurring cost of automatic testing software on future Army mL.,ile systems, or Army weapon systems in general
for that matter, it is proposed that a manufacturing technology project to develop System
Design Criteria be initiated. The availab;iity of such criterip would enable the implementation of the software transferability concept and a disciplined management approach
to the generation of future test programs. It is envisioned that the output of the
project would be a series of reports which would define and list the specifications and
constraints necessary in the areas of:
I. TPS Development
2. Language J)evelopnrent and/or Use
3. Conpiler
4. Software Processors
5. Field Maintenance PTE Station
6. Factory Acceptance ATE Station (Simulator)
7. On-Station Software
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It is estimated that the project would cost approximately $98,000 and take about
6 months.
A partial list of the projected areas to be addressed in producing such System Design Criteria is as follows:
A. lest Program Generation
I. Define the phase states and checkpoints per phase state to permit management
review and control during each stage of TPS development.
2. Define the requirements of the Test Requirement Specification (TRS).
3. How do you ensure that the TRS reflects maintenance testing and not design
verification testing.
4. Define source documentation to be utilized as a basis for ,PS Developme t.
5. Guidelines for preparing test strategy.
6. What are UUT maintenance testing requirements.
7. Relationship of TPS's to weapons systems maintenance concept.
8. Relationship of overall and constituent functional operations of the UUT
to the key parameter3 to be tested.
9. Interrelationship of UUT and SRA tolerances (maintenance error rone).
10.

How the Interface Device (ID) is to be specified at the TRS level.

11.

Extent to which the TRS designer should influence the adapter design.

12. ATE data required for successful TRS design,
13.

How faults are defined. What cons.titutes a fault at the (1) maintenance
and (2) factory acceptance levels.

14. Who should prepare the TRS.
15. Who should prepare the TPS.
16. What the Diagnostic Flow Chart should and should not include.
17. What the Test Diagram should and should not include.
18. Relationship of alignments/adjustments and calibration to TPS.
19. How station run-time is minimized.
20. Where should entry points be.
21.

Design-to-Guidelines for TPS's to achieve maximum standardization in producing TPS's for the UUT's in the entire weapon system.

B. Software Transferability
1. Constraints on use of language elements.
2. Constraints on Software Pre-Processor.
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3.

Constraints in field maintenance ATE Simulator capability.

4.

Constraints on on-station software.

5. Constraints in TPS generation.

SUMMARY
The area of test equipment and its usage, perhaps beccuse of its backstage role,
lacks glamour. It is probably because of this that it has, until recently, failed to
receive due attention. Even now, most efforts are focused on the design of the prime
equipment and its associated software. Insufficient attention has been given to the
non-recurring cost of automatic testing software. This should be corrected since the
cost of ATE Test P.cgram Sets represents a significant portion of the non-recurring
support budget.
The studies recommended in this paper are intended to reverse this trend and save
money. The two suggested approaches taken together should save approximately 72 percent
(56% 4-16%) of the costs to generate TPS's for field maintenance of the plug-in modules.
In addition to the cost savings, very close integration of factory acceptance and field
maintenance testing is achieved.
All evidence indicates that an amount proportionate to that saved in the plug-in
module area can be saved in the WRA area by a well disciplined management approach to the
generation of TPS's. Test programs for military weapons presently represent investments
of hundreds of millions of dollars. Future investments will also be of this magnitude.
The potential

for dollar savings is enormous.

The modern army is based on reduced manpower and increased technology; to remain
effective its armory must receive effective maintenance. The studies proposed here are
designed to provide higher quality support at lower costs: in short, to optimize the
use of the constantly waning defense dollar, a goal to which we are all, industry and
military, firmly committed.
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SUMMAAY SHEET
Manufacturing Technology Project to Reduce Non-Recurring Costs of Automatic

Title:

Test;ng Software
System/panel area/component:

kcost.

Kproper

General/Missile Test Equipinent/Test Program

Problem: Increases in sophistication of weapon systems are d;ctating the use of omputercontrolled Automatic Test Equipment (ATE) for effective checkout and maintenance af these
systems. For complex weapon systems, the cost of test programs can approach $100 million.
Despite its high cost, the actual process of Test Program Set (TPS) development has had
inadequate attention in terr3 of standardization and management control to achieve minimum
Further, the separate and distinct generat'n of test programs for factory acceptance testing and f'eld maintenance testing is redundant and therefore unnecessarily costly.
Proposed Solution: PRO experience on the VAST program, AN/USM-247(V), has shown that a
strictly disciplined approach properly managed can reduce the cost of test programs by a
factor of approximately 2. Further, if at the outset of a weapons systems program the
systems approach is taken, the "software transferability" concept can be implemented, significantly reducing the redundancy usually incurred by developing separate and
distinct test programs for factory test equipment ond field maintenance testing. Implementation of the softwarp transferability concept involves the cctrol of the design of
the system software (language, compiler, and associated software processors), field maintenance ATE and factory acceptance ATE, to enabe the production of test programs for field
maintenance by rerunning the same source programs through the compiler and associated
software processors, once the factory acceptance testing program has been developed and
debugged on the factory acceptance ATE. In other words, manufacturing acceptance testing
and field maintenance testing are completely integrated.
It is proposed that a project to develop System Design Criteria be initiated which
would enable the implementation of the software transferability concept and a disciplined
management approach to the generation of test programs on future U.S. Army missile programs.
Proiected Cost and Duration:
Estimated Cost

$98,000

Estimated Duration
of Project

6 months

Benefits: By the implementation of a disciplined and effective management approach in the
generation of plug-in module Test Program Sets, this pro ect should save approximate!y
56 percent of the cost of generating field test programs.
By the application of the software t;ansferabiiity concept, an additional 16 percent
should be saved in the generation of field maintenance test programs for plug-in modules.
Taken together, the overall savings in the non-recurring ArE software cosc for plugin module field maintenance test programs should be reduced by approximately 72 percent.
Assumptions: I) The cost savings predicted for the development of TPS's can affect most
future programs and many current programs. 2) The cost savings resulting from implementation of the software transferability concept will apply only to future systems.
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Preceding page blank

TITLE:

Manufacturing Technology Project to Incorporate Micro-Processors
into Automatic Factory Test Equipment

SYSTEM/PAN L AREA/COMPONENT
TOW, U.S.-ROLAND, HELLFIRE/Test Equipment/Data Processors

PROBLEM:
The TOW, U.S.-ROLAND and HELLFIPE -'
low cost, high rate missile production progrms for
whi(.h factory test equipment is or
LI" be a major cost driver. Past experience in iv
plementing test equipment for missile pzoduction programs has indicated a need for cost
effective automation. Automatic test equipment implemented with micro-processors would be
less expensive to implement and to -upport over a program life cycle than manual, hardwire
controller or mini-computer controlled equipment for the following reasons:
1.

Fewer test stations required

2.

More flexibility for changes

3.

Less production floor space required

4.

More commonality in equipment design - thus teducing recurring implementation costs

5.

Lower maintenance costs

6.

Lower production test times

7.

More accurate testing

PROPOSED SOLUTION:
This Manufacturing Technology Project will develop a test oriented, micro-processor based,
modularized controller which can be bitilt into the test systens/product interface electrorics to perform those functions not being accomplished by mini-computers and hardwired controllers.
The tasks to be accomplished by this pr-ject would include formulation of modularized
micro-processor based test system controller architecture and the construction and prototype testing of the controller to develop performance/cost data for use in applicatJon
trade-off analysis in new automatic test system applications.

PROJECT COST AND DURATION:
Estimated costs are as follows:
1.

Define classes of functions performed by test system controllers

2.

Petermine input/output and interrupt requirements

3.

Develop a test oriented software environment with emphasis
on 'easy" interfacing oi CustoU lll'tLuC~s
..

4.

System design if moduJar micro-processor based contrciler
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$ 50,000
40,000

U,UUU
40,000

5.

Prototype and test the micro-processor based controller

TOTAL

$320,000

$510,000

Estimated project duration is 24 months.

BEN7FITSBer.-fits to be derived from this project are a reduction in recurring and non-recurring
test equipment implementation costs. These reductions are as follows:
1.

Reduction in recurring hardware costs for Data Processors

60%

2.

Reduction in recurring hardware costs for Cables/Harnesses

30%

NET REDUCTION OF REt, RING HARDWARE COSTS
3.

Reduction in non-recurring test equipment implementation
costs for software

16%

40%

NET REDUCTION Or NON-RECURRING COSTS

18%

ASSUMPTIONS:
The stared benefits are based upon current production experience and as such the following
assumptions apply:
1.

Future missile system technologies will lend themselves to automation techniques.

2.

Procurement quantities will be sufficiently large that the implementation costs of
automatic test equipment can be cost effectively amortized over the production run.

PARTICIPANT'S NAME AND TITLE,
ADDRESS AND TELEPHONE NUMBER

COMIPAL' NAME
HUGHES AIRCRAFT COPANY

J. L. FARNSWORTH
MANAGER, PRODUCTION ENGINEERING
HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY
P. 0. BOX 11337
TUCSON, ARIZONA 85734
(602) 294-5311 - Extension 6861
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TITLE:

Manufacturing Technology Project to Develop an Automatic
Fault Isolation System for Analog Circuit Assemblies

SYSTEM/PANEL AREA/COMPONENT:
TOW, U.S.-ROLAND, HELLFIRE/Test Equipment/Simulators, Data Processors, Processor Software

PROBLEM:
Automatic high rate functional testing of production analog circuit assemblies has resulted
in the detection of failures, usually within minutes or seconds, which require hours to
troubleshoot and repair by conventional methods. This situation has been known to tie up
large quantities -f production assets due to the slow, manual fault isolation and troubleshooting methods currently available.

PROPOSED SOLUTION:
This Manufacturing Technology Project would investigate and develop cost effective methods
of automatic fault isolation and troubleshooting of analog circuit assemblies. This project would include an investigation of product test access, development of prototype test
fixturing and investigation of automatic test equipment software fault isolation and decision making techniqueg.
PROJECT COST AND DURATION:
Estimated costs are as follows:
1.

Investigation and cost trade-off analysis of test
point access arrangements

2.

3.

4.

$ 40,000

Development and prototyping of probing techniques
and fixtures
.

100,000

Development of cost effective fault isolation
signal analysis technique

10,000

Implementation of a prototype instrumentation and
test bay

5.

.

.

....

290,000

Testing and cost benefit analysis of resultant methods

TOTAL

60,000

$650,000

Estimated project duration is 28 months.

BENEFITS:
Benefits to be der 4 ved from this project are a reduction in recurrins test costs In the
'ULLuingoperaclon by J>%.

ASSUMPTIONS:
The stated benefits are based upon current production experience and as such the following
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assumptions apply:
1.

Future missile system technologies will lend themselves to automatic fault isolation
techniques.

2.

Procurement quantities will be sufficiently large that the implementation costs of
automatic fault isolation equipment can be cost effectively amortized over the
production run.

PARTICIPANT'S NAME AND TITLE,
ADDRESS AND TELEPHONE NUMBER

CGMPANY NAME

J. L. FARNSWORTH
MANAGER, PRODUCTION ENGINEERING
HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY

HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY

P. 0. BOX 11337
TUCSON, ARIZONA

85734

(602) 294-5211 - Extension 6861

L
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TITLE:

Manufacturing Technology Project to Develop a High Rate Automatic Handling and
Testing System for Non-axial Lead Components

SYSTRA/PANEL APA/CGPONT:
TOW, HELLFIRE, U.S.-ROLAND/Test Equipment/Components
PROBLI4:
In low cost, high rate missile production programs rt~ere exists a need to test active
circuit components, DIP's, OP-AMP's, transistors, etc.; 100% for removal of defective
parts prior to installation into the next a'isembly. Sample testing is not totally adequate
to catch sufficient quantities of defective parts when applied to high volume production
programs. An automatic non-axial lead test system mould be less costly to implement and
maintain over the life of a high volume production program than the costs incurred in detecting, isolating, and replacing the defective components after installation into More
complex assemblies.
PROPOSE) SOLUTION:
This Manufacturing Technology Project will investigate sources of high rate non-axial lead
component handling and testing equipment. This project would include the development of a
system for handling, orientating, and actively testing non-axial lead components in the
quantities experienced in the TOW production -Idthose expected in the quantity production
of HELLFIRE and U.S.-ROLAND systems.
The major tasks to be accomplished by this project mould include the definition of a
prototypo test system and the pilot production usage of this system to develop maximum
efficie.y and cost data for use in analysis of applications for existing or future
missile programs.
PROJECT COST AND DURATION:
Estimated costs are as follows:
1.

Define system requirements

2.

Research existing non-axial lead test systems

3.

Design and fabricate a prototype test and handling system

4.

System evaluation and development

$10,000

5.

Cost data analysis for efficient applications

SI0,000

$35,000
$8,000

TOTAL

$130,000

$193,000

Estimated project duration is 16 months.
BE24EFTS:

Benefits to be derived from this project are a substantial reduction in the cost of testing missile assemblies, which contain non-axial lead components, and the decrease in costs
required for fault isolation and replacement of faulty components.
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This should result in

a reduction in recurring manufacturing costs of 1% per missile.
ASSUMPTIONS:
The stated benefits ara based upon current production experience and as such the following
assumptions apply:
1.

Puture missile system technologies will lend themselves to an automated non-axial lead
component test system.

2.

Procurement quantities will be sufficiently large that the implementation costs of an
automated non-axial lead test system can be cost effectively amortized over the producticn run.

3,

Component test instrumentation currently available at the Tucson Manufacturing Divisi,,n
will be used to support this task.

PARTICIPANT'S NAME AND TITLE,
ADDRESS AND TELEPHONE NUMBER

CCMPANY NAME
HUGHES AIRCRAFT CC4PANY

J. L. FARNSWORTH
MANAGER, PRODUCTION ENGINEERING
HU(ES AIRCRAFT COMPANY
P. 0. BOX 11337
TUCSON, ARIZONA
85734
(602)

1
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294-5211 - Exyension 686]

TITLE:

Manufacturing Technology Project to Test Electronic Components at Temperature
Extremes

SYSTEK/PANEL ARFA/CCHPONPNT:
TOW, HELLFIRE, U.S.-ROLAND/Test Equipment/Components
PROBLEM:
Due to the costs associated with using conventional environmental testing techniques most
electronic components are "accepted" for manufacturing use based on lot sample test resuIts. While this statistical sampling method assures that the majority of components
released to production do meet specification, it also assures that a finite quantity do
not. These faulty components are only identified after assembly, either during test or
in the field. The cost of detecting, isolating and correcting tkese component failurcs
this late in the product life cycle is high. A cost effective high rate environmental
test system for electronic components does not exist.

*

SOUJTION:
Develop an environmental test system which is economical to operate under high rate conditions and is capable of testing electronic components at temperature extremes. The
development of this system would involve the following efforts:
i. Define the requirements of the test system and each of its elements, i.e.,test rates,
component mix, measurement capabilities, temperature extremes, target operating cost.
2.

Implement a prototype of the test system.

3.

Pilot usage of the prototype test system to develop cost-benefit data to determine application trade-off criteria as a function of: component type, component usage, product complexity, product reliability, etc.

PROJECT COST AND DURATION:
Estimated costs are as follows:
1.

Definition of system requirements

2.

Design and implementation of prototype test system

3.

Testing and cost-benefit analysis of the prototype system

$30,000
$125,000

TOTAL

$15,000
$170,000

Estimated project duration is 18 months.

BENEFITS:
In addition to reducing mssile 1t1e Cytie wSL and improving field zeiUbiliL
duction in recurring missile manufacturing cost is estimated to be 1%.
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ASSUMPTIONS:
The stated benefits are based upon current production experience and as such the following
assumptions apply:
1. Future missile systems wili have envirormental and reliability requirements equal to
or more stringent than current missile systems.

2. Missile electronics will be at least as complex and performance criteria as high as
they are on existing missiles.
3. Component test instrumentation currently available at the Tucson Manufacturing Division

will be used to support tilis task.

*

CO4PANY NAME

*

HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY

PARTICIPANT'S NAME AND TITLE,
ADDRESS AND TELEPHONE NUMBER
J. L. FARNSUORTH
MANAGER, PRODUCTION ENGINEERING
HUGHES AIRCRAFT CCMPANY

P. 0. BOX 11337
TUCSON, ARIZONA
(602) 294-5211
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85734
-

Extension 6861

TITLE:

Manufacturing Technology Project to Develop Methods of Measuring Missile Weight
and Center of Gravity

SYST2MS/PANEL AREA/CGAPONET:
TOW, U.S.-ROLAND, HELLFIRE/Test Equipment/Assembly and Test

PROBLI14:

All missiles currently being manufactured at HAC Tucson and anticipated future missiles
require the measurement of weight and center of gravity of the complete missile and its
component subassemblies. This is usually accomplished by measuring the unit's weight and
moments about its three axes, relative to some location on the missile, then dividing the
moments by the weip'ht, to determine the center of gravity location. The weight of the
unit is obtained by weighing on a scale. Depending upon the accuracy requirements, two
techniques are used to make the moment measurements: 1) Direct type open loop method,
Both methods use a single
and 2) Null balance method (for most accurate requirements).
axis balance table that measures unbalance moments about one axis at a time. This requires positioning the unit on the balance table such that the moment about each axis is
measured separately. The center of gravity is then calculated by manually entering the
weight data and moment data into a calculator three separate times. This results in
large test times and possible tester error in reading and entering the measured parameter
into the calculator.

PROPOSE) SOLUTION:
This study proposes the development of a two axis system that simultaneously weighs and
determines the center of gravity of the unit in tun axes and displays the results in a
DVM or Printer.
This program activities comprise:
1. System analysis 3nd math model
2. Precision flexure conception and development
3. Displacement transducer selection and evaluation
4. Computation system
a.

Analog - if one measurement per axis is required

b.

Micro-processor - if multiple measurement averaging is required

5.

Error analysis

6.

Breadboard and evaluation

PROJECT COST AND DURATION:
Estimated costs are:
$17,000

1. System Analysis and Math Model
2. Precisior flexure conception and development
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$8,000

3. Displacement transducer selection and evaluation
4.

Computation system

5.

Error analysis

$5,000
$25,000
$7,500

6. Breadboard and evaluation

$24,000
TOTAL

$86,500

Estimated project duration is 12 months.
BEFITS:
Benefits to be derived from this project are:
1.

Reduction in total missile test time

45%

2. Reduction in possible tester error
ASSUMPTIONS:

The benefits as stated are based upon past production experience and time study analysis
of existing sy tems, and are justified if the current trend in Weight and Center of Gravity
measurements rtquirements continue as anticipated.
PARTICIPANT'S NAME AND TITLE,
ADDRESS AND TELEPHONE NURBER

COMPANY NAME
HUGHES AIRCRAFT CC-4PANY

i. L. FARNSWORTH
MANAGER, PRODUCTION ENGINEERING
HU(HES AIRCRAFT COMPANY

P. 0. BOX 11337
TUCSON , ARIZONA
(602) 294-5211
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85734
-

Extension 6861

TITLE:

Manufacturing Technology Project to Develop Accurate Methods of Measuring Medium
Range Leak Rates

SYSTEMS/PANEL AREA/CGMPONeNT:
TOW, U.S.-ROLAND,

HELLFIRE/Test Equipment/Assembly and Test

PROBLEM:
Leak rates ranging from 10 "1 to 10- 4 cc/sec are difficult to measure with any conventional
leak test equipment.
This problem becomes more difficult when these leak rates must be
measured under high rate production conditions.
The /n P test method can be utilized for leak testing but has inherent problems. The
test time is inversely proportional to the magnitude of the leak, resulting in excessive
test times for small leaks. Slight temperature changes cause pressure fluctuations
resulting in instabilities.
The- 5 mass spectrometer test method is an accurate method for measuring small leaks from
10
to 10-11 cc/sec. It must operate in a vacuum envirorment with the most common test
gas being helium. Some materials outgas when Dlacea in a vacuum resulting in excessive
pump down time that could damage the product. Helium gas permeates certain materials
used in missiles and is, therefore, limited in its utilization.
The electron capture detector has proven to be an effective instrument for qualitative
measurement of SF
It has drawbacks in quantitative measurement due to the heaviness
of SF6 and the difficulty of obtaining a homogeneous sample of test gas.
PROPOSED SOUTION:
It is the intent of this proposal to investigate and determine Lhe optinam method of
testing for leaks of this magnitude. Automatic sampling to reduce volume, use cf
orifices to control conductance, and proper vacuum level to control outgassing could be
incorporated with a mass spectrometer tube to measure leak rates as large as desired.
Vacuum equipment such as thermocouples or ionization gauge tubes could be used to
measure low pressure changes since temperature effects are minimal in a vacuum. If
helium is not acceptable as a test gas, a spectrometer tube can be modified to measure
another gas compatible with the product such as argon, neon, etc.
A /
P system could be designed that would work in a vacuum by using equipment mentioned
above minimizing the thermal expansion and conductivity.
The electron capture detector could be incorporated into a system that would perform
quantitative measurements by sampling. A chamber capable of mixing the trace gas and
background would be required.
The program would require procurement of detection components, pumps, valves controllers,
vacuum gauge tubes, raw materials, and miscellaneous materials. The program activities
would comprise:
I. Conceptual analysis
2. Components selection
3. Error analysis
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4.

Test plan

5.

Breadboard and evaluation

PROJECT COST AND DURATION:
Estimated costs are:
1.

$20,000

Conceptual analyis

2. Components selection

$55,000
$8,000

3. Error analysis
4. Test plan

$11,000

5.

$30,000

Breadboard PiLd evaluation
TOTAL

$124,000

Estimated project duration is 18 nw.nths.

BENEFITS:
Benefits to be derived from this program are:
1.

Achieved accuracy requirements

2.

Reduced total assembly test time by as much as 40%

ASSUMPTIONS:
Justification of this program assumes, continued storage of missiles in the present
conditions, the design of the subassemblies interface, remaining unchanged and the leak
rate requirements continuing in the ranges of current products.
PARTICIPANT'S NAME AND TITLE,
ADDRESS AND TELEPHONE NUMBER

COMPANY NAME
HUQ2ES AIRCRAFT COMPANY

J. L. FARNSWORTH
MANAGER, PRODUCTION ENGINEERING
HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY
P. 0. BOX 11337
TUCSON, ARIZONA 85734

(602) 294-5211 - Extension 6861
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T.tle: Manufacturing Technology Project to demonstrate the usefulness and &dvantages of
pattern recognition as a viable technology for automatic inspection.
SystemiPanel Area/Component: Test Equipment - mechanical parts and electronic assemblies
manufactured in large quantities.
Problem: Ccnsiderable costs are incurred in the inspection of critical parts and electronic assemblies which .r used in large quantities. In addition to the high labor
content in an operation of this type, the chance of human error because the repetitive
nature of the work is high, a fact which can have very serious consequences. Qualified
inspectors are scarce during emergency or wartime conditions.
Proposed Solution: An automatic inspection device using the principles of pattern
recognition reduces inspection costs and the chance of human error. It is proposed
that a system be designed and built, programmable for inspecting different configuratiuiw of missile parts to demonstrate the feasibility of the application of pattern
recognition as an inspection tool. Commercially available components would be used
wherever feasible.
Project Cost and Duration:

Estimated costs are as follows:
$225,000
$ 75,000
$300,000

Design and construction of system
Evaluation and demonstratizn of system
Total
Estimated duration of the project is 24 months.

Benefits: Two extremely important benefits would be derived froi this project
substantial reduction in labor content of parts inspection
virtual elimination of human error in inspection cycle.

...

Assumptions: The major suppliers of missiles and spare parts can be convinced of the
economic advantages derived from the use of the inspection system.
COMPANY NAME

PARTICIPANT'S NAME, ADDRESS AND PHONE

Westinghouse Electric Corp.

J. C. McVickers, Director
Production Technology
Pittsburgh, PA. 15235
412-256-7456
Alternate
F. J. Michel, Manager
Special Projects
Production Technology
Pittsbrgh, PA 15235
412-256-3548
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INVESTIGATION OF INTERFACE TEST ADAPTER FOR
MULTILAYER CIRCUIT BOARDS

James O'Brien
The Boeiug Company
Seattle, Washington

-j8124

SYSTEM/SESSION AREA/COMPONENT
All Systems/Test Equipment/Printed Circuit Boards

PROBLEM
It is necessary to perform in-process continuity, insulation resistance, and dielectric strength tests on bare printed circuit boards prior to assembly of component electronics. At present, this requires the docign and fabrication of a special test adapter
for each board configuration. This is a non-recurring manufacturing cost which becomes
rapidly more significant with decreasing test quantities.

PROPOSED SOLUTION
A universal adapter would seem to be the ideal solution; one which, with minimum time
and effort, could be adapted to fit any board configuration. However, there are many
problems to this approach which require investigation before it can be said that this is a
feasible solution.
A most cost-effective solution may be to streamline the present design and development of special test adapters. Present technology exists Jn the computer aided design and
computer aided manufacturing fields which might well be adapted to this purpose.
The purpose of this project would be to investigate these alternacives and develop a
working prototype of the most pratical one.

PROJECT COST AND DURATION
Engineering Effort
Materials

$50,000
3,000

TOTAL
Estimated duration of the project is 12 months.
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$53,000

BENEFITS
Our current interface adapters
cost between $2,000 and $4,000.
In addition, we
expend another $3,000 to $4,Cq0
to generate a test program. All
the
interfacing data
required to design an adapter
and to prepare a test program
is
in
our
com,uter aided design
data base.
could
It
is possible
save $4,000
to $7,000 tofor
develop
a test adapter
each multilayer
board concept
type. and a software package which

I
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EVALUATION OF CABLE TESTING METHODS

James O'Brien
The Boeing Company
Seattle, Washington

98124

SYSTEM/SESSION AREA/COMPONENT
All Systems/Test Equipment/Wire, Cables, and Harnesses

PROBLEM
There is much controversy concerning the testing of wires, cables, and harnesses.
The problem areas concern what test methods are really necessary to detect faults and
could present test methods cause dielectric degradation under certain conditions. The
limits of testing and the results of ovcrtesting need to be delineated.

PROPOSED SOLUTION
A review wo,!Id be made of all applicable literature on the subject. Manufacturers
of wire and cable and rf military products will be contacted. The review will result in
a report which will stmmarize the current state-of-the-art in cable testing. It would
recommend improved methods or point out areas where present knowledge is lacking and in
need of further research.

PROJECT COST AND DURATION
Dota Collection c-A Evaluation
Report, i'iepaiati)n

$12,000
4,000

TOTAL

$16,000

The duration of the study would be four mont is.

3ENEFTTS
Present Level I testing (go-no-go continuit, , short circuit, insulation reqistance)
takes approximately 1.2 hoars for a typical iOOC path circuit. Increasing the tesc -omplexity to Level 2 (continuity with measured resitance values, dielectric withstand,
insulation resistance, capacitance, and VSWR) increases the test time for the same circuit
to approximately eight hours.
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Since it is not always clearly understood just how much testing is required to prove
a circuit, it is probable that many circuits are overtested just to be "sure". As can be
seen from the "typical" circuit example, any extra testing adds significantly to test time
and cost. A better definition of cable testing methods and requirements would help to
avoid the high costs of overtesting.

1
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AUTCMATIC ADAPTIVE CONTROL PRINTED
WIRING BOARD PLATING SYSTEM

R. R. Schulze
Hughes Aircraft. Company
Fullerton, California 92634

SYSTEM/PANEL AREA/C%1PONENT
Various/Test Equipment/Printed Circuits.
PROBLEM
Many variable parameters are involved in the electro-plating of FWBs, e.g., solution
type, purity, temperature and contaminants; plating current density; PWB pattern density
and distribution; cleaning solutions and rinses; time in solution; time out of solution; etc.
To maintain overall quality of the finished PWB, very tight tolerances must be maintained
on each parameter. If a parameter drifts or ages, the entire process must stop until that
parameter is brought back into tolerance, or some other parameter(s) must be changed to
compensate.
Secondly, since plating sequences vary between part numbers and/or customers, the
small lot production facility must ".-e-tune" each time a different part type if processed.
PROPOSED SOLUTION
A computerized system which monitors and controls the many parameters of the total
plating operation. It must be adaptive, i.e., it must be capable of controlling one or
more parameters to compensate for drift or variance in other parameters.
The principle effort is the development of an algorithm, programmed and executed in an
inexpensive local minicomputer.
PROJECT COST AND DURATION
Estimated costs are:
Design, Code and Testing
Pilot Implementation
Total

$250,000
150,000
$400,000

Duration of this project is estimated at 24 months.
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BENEFITS
Benefits to be derived from the successful completion of this prect are:
"
*
"
"

Better quality PWBs.
Lower PWB costs by reducing labor and scrap.
Increased productivity.
Can be implemented in large or small shops alike.
ASSUMPTIONS

The stated benefits assume the availability of in-tank sensors and controls for
detecting and maintaining plating parameters.
If the plating operation is to be completely automatic, it also assumes a robot or
material handling system.
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HEAT PIPES IN HIGH POWER SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES

Dr. K. S. Sekhon
Hughes Aircraft Company
Fullerton, California 92634

SYSTEM/PANEL AREA/COMPONENT
"arious/Test Equipment/Environmental Control.

PROBLEM
Advances in semiconductor technology have opened the way for higher speed circuits
and higher component density, resulting in higher temperatures which adversely affect the
switching time, frequency response and reliability of the device. These thermal considerations are limiting the application of further developments in semiconductor technology.
Heat pipes, which use an evaporation-condensation cycle of a fluid powered by capillary
forces to transfer thermal energy, provide an alternative method for cooling high power
density devices by direct cooling of the semiconductor chip. Hughes-Fullerton has developed such a heat pipe for use in cooling power transistors. In a study for the United
States Army Electronics Command (Contract DAAO7-72-C-0021) Hughes located heat pipes
directly on the chips of 2N5701 transistors operating at 76 MHz. The heat pipe dramatically
lowered the operating junction temperature as the report fully documents. Test data shows
that the thermal resistance was cut by 80%. A significant increase in chip reliability results from decreased temperature. The heat pipe cooling technique is not limited to megaHertz devices, but can be extended to gigaHertz devices with still smaller chips. The
ajor problem with the incorporation of a heat pipe into a high power semiconductor is the
cost. The manufacturing costs have to be reduced significantly to make use of the already
developed neat pipe technology.

PROPOSED SOLUTiON
The purpose of this project will be to establish cost effective production techniques
for the manufacture Df heat pipes integral to semico nductor devices, Primary emphasis will
be placed on the following items:
Establish manufacturing techniques for wick attachment, shell fabrication
and shell bonding.
Establish a vacuum/fill station for high volume production.
Establish a test station for thermal and dynamic performance verification.
o

Procure necessary equipment for production procedures.

1
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Execution of a typical production run for verification of quantity production techniques.

This project will reduce the cost of manufacturing heat pipes for semiconductors from
$750 per device to $35 per device.
PROJECT COST AND DURATION
Pilot
Pilot
Pilot
Pilot

Equipment Design
Equipment Fabrication
Equipment Installation
Production and Technical Data
Total

$85,000
55,000
10,000
15,000
$165,000

Estimated duration of the project is 12 months.

BENEFITS
Benefits to be derived frcm project are a reduction in recurring costs to incorporate
heat pipes in high power semiconductors.
It is anticipated that this project will reduce
the manufacturing costs from $750 to $35 per device. Furthermore, it will:
* Make available techniques, procedures and data for the quantity production of
high ther-mal efficiency semiconductors utilizing internal heat pipes.
* Establish manufacturing methods and data to meet the requirements of high
power density R.F. semiconductors used in current and future electronic
systems. The application of heat pipes to semiconductor devices is not
limited to one type of chip or package configuration, but can be used for
any sealed package device provided that the wick and fluid are chemically
and electrically compatible with the semiconductor.
* Result in a significant increase in production rates and cost reduction.

ASSUMPTIONS
The stated benefits assume that a heat pipe/semiconductor production facility will
be set up and optimized. It also is assumed that production rate would be 250 devices/
month.
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CONTROL PARAMETERS FOR THE TIN/LEAD
PLATING AND FUSING OF PRINTED WIRING BOARDS

kJ.

R. Kubik

HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY
Fullerton, California 92634
SYSTEM/PANEL ARECOMPONENT
Various/Test Equipment/Printed Circuits.
PROBLEM
Parameters arid techniques for plating and fusing of tin/lead coated printed wiring
boards (PWBs) are not currently established per military documentation which results in
low yield production and less reliable electronic assemblies.
The quality of any tin-lead deposit is dependent on many factors, e.g., a receptive
clean metallic substrate, plating bath control, purity of anodes, bath impurity control,
micro and macro throwing power, optimization of alloy composition and brightener content.
Improper control of these factors results in poor solderability, etching difficulties, dewetting, and contamination, all of which impose problems in subsequent testing and production operations.
Current tin-lead fusing of PWBs is accomplished by either hot oil or glycol type
liquids, hot air knife or infra-red processes. Each method has advantages and detrimental
aspects which require evaluation. These variations in the heating techniques can also
affect the solderability and wettability of PWBs which in turn can necessitate the usage of
more active fluxes. Post fusing cleaning techniques become very important to assure freedom
from contamination.

PROPOSED SOLUTION
A program to investigate and establish limitations for process variables in both tin/
lead plating and fusing would alleviae many of the production yield and subsequent field
problems associated with PWBs. The work description for such a program is outlined beloh:
Tin Lead Plating
*

Establish optimum copper surface preparation parameters for Sn/Pb
receptivity.

*

Identify optimum plating bath criteria (solution, anode, current density,
etc.) correlated to SE and metallurgical data.

*

Evauate maximum impurity levels of foreign ions (metallic and organic)
in plating bath.
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*

Establish criteria for Sn/Pb plating bath maintenance (testing, carbon
and flow current treatment, etc.).

*

Relate all development to solderability of plated Sn/Pb.

*

Provide data for military and guideline documentation.

Tin Lead Fusing
*

Evaluate current fusihg processes (oil, hot knife, IR, etc.) in regard
to PWB types, effect on the PWB, solder sag, metallurgical aspects and
solderability.

*

Evaluate effectivity and contaminate effect of various fluxes used for
fusing processes.

*

Ascertain value, attributes and detriments of Sn/Pb preconditioners.

a

Establish optimum procedures and criteria for post fusing cleaning
of PWBs.

*

Supply data for military documentation.
PROJECT COST AND DURATION

Estimated costs are as follows:
$100,000.00
90,000.00

Tin lead plating
Tin lead fusing
Total

$190,000.00

Estimated duration of the project is 24 months.
BENEFITS
Benefits to be derived from this project include (a) the standardization of critical
manufacturing methods and criteria for PWB fabrication, (b) improved reliability, (c) less
rework, (d) higher production yield and (e) low production cost.
An example of savings for various systems is shown below, based on a 5% reduction in
manufacturing costs. The figures utilized are considered conservative for each system
(i.e., lower production rate and low average board costs).
PCB SAVINGS

SYS/YR

SYSTEM

SAVINGS
MYLB

TOTAL SAVINGS

36

$ 20, 25

$ 3,870

$ 24,795

DRAGON

6000

99,000

22,500

121,500

STINGER

9000

121,500

22,500

144,000

TOW

6000

99,000

15,000

4,000

ATI

120

15,300

2,850

18,150

3000

63,000

11,250

74,250

PERSHING

CHAPARRAL

$496,69>
Further savings would be realized if applied to other missile systems.
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ASSUMPTIONS
5% reduction is

assumed based on the average amount of labor and material costs

utilized in rework on rejection of boards due to improper solder.
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PRODUCTTON CLEA1'1INESS CRITERIA AND PROCESSES FOR
PRINTED WIRING BOARDS AND ASSEMBLIES

J. R. Kubik
Hughes Aircraft Company
Fullerton, California 92634

SYST aA/PANEL AREA/COMPONENT
Various/Test Equipment/Printed Circuits.

PROBLEM
Currently the military, through tne proposed MIL-P-)COO printed wiring board assembly
(PWBA) specification, has imposed a cleanliness requirement prior to conformal coating.
This document, to be released shortly by DESC, allows the use of rosin activated (RA) type
fluxes on the condition that a solvent extract of the assembly meets an ionic resistivity
value of no less that two million ohm-cm. The test method described is a procedure devised
by Bell Laboratories and modified by the Naval Avionics Facility, Indianapolis (NAFI). The
method has merit, but is not oriented to production use where the frequency of testing
necessitates simplicity and speed.
PROPOSED SOLUTION
The scope of this program will be to establish production cleanliness criteria and
processes for PWBs and PWBAs.
The projected NAFI resistivity value was based on idealistically sized PWBs (not lWBAs)
representing an optimum size of ten square inches of surface with very little reliability
data correlatable to a maximum ionic content that would degrade the electrical performance
of the PWB. Only a cursory irvestigation was instituted on the solvent cleaning systems to
remove contaminants, ions and soils from the system.

PROJECT COST AND DURATION
Estimated costs are as follows:
Materials
Eugineering Support and Technical Data

Total
Estimated duration of the project is 24 months.
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$ 25,000.00
120,000.00

$145,000.00

BENEFITS
The documentation resulting from this effort will relate to increase in reliability
of the PWBA and assembly service life. The net value will result in overall cost savings
by decreasing failure analysis, lowering replacement costs and reducing the quantity of
spare units. The cost saving resulting from these reductions is as follows:
&
*
*
*

Reduction in failure analysis: 1% of printed wiring board cost
Reduction in replacement cost: 20 of printed wiring board !ost
Reduction in spsre units: 2% of printed wiring board cost
Total: 5% of printed wiring board cost

An example of cost savings for specific missile systems is given below. The figures
utilized are conservative (i.e., the lower production rates and low average printed wiring
board costs are used).
SYSTEM

SYS/YR

PCB SAVINGS

MLB SAVINGS

TOTAL SAVINGS

36

$ 20,925

$ 3,870

$ 24,795

DRAGON

6000

99,000

22,500

121,500

STINGER

9000

12, 500

22,500

144,OO

TOW

6000

99,000

15,000

ATI

120

15,300

2,850

18,150

3000

63,000

11,250

74,250

PERSHING

CHAPARRAL

14,OOO

$496,695
Further savings will be realized if applied to other missile systems.

ASSUMPTIONS
It is assumed that successful completion and application of information gained from
an MMT program will result in a cost savings of 5% in printed wiring board fabrication by
reducing the need for failure analyses, replacement costs and spare units during fabrication.
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PRODUCTION CONTROL PROCESSES TO PREVENT PLATED-THROUGH-HOLE
CRACKING IN PRINTED WIRING BOARDS DUE TO "Z" AXIS EXPANSION

R. W. Korb
Hughes Aircraft Company
Fullerton, California 92634

SYSTEM/PANEL AREA/CtPONENT
Various/Test Equipment/Printed Circuits.

PROBLEM
The cracking of plated-through holes as a rasult of z-axis expansion is a significant
failure mode in multilayer printed wiring boards.
This type of cracking is due to the differential expansion characteristics of epoxy glass laminates and copper plating. It is
normally observed after the solder fusing or reflow operation where the board has been exposed to a temperature of 400 - 5000F.
Multilayer printed wiring boards supplied to MIL-P-55640 require thermal stress testing which prohibits any -vidence of fractures of the copper plated holes after a ten second
solder float test in solder maintained at 550 F (288C). At the present time many military
contractors are experiencing considerable difficulty and inconsistency in meeting this requirement.
PROPOSED SOLUTION
Although the causes of plated-through-hole cracking appear to be well understood, the
remedy, i.e., to achieve sufficient ductility of the copper in the plated-through-hole, has
not beer established. Although there are several factors involved, ductility is basically
dependent upon the plating system, operating conditions and additives.
This project will develop, evaluate and establish the optimum manufacturing processes
and techniques required to plate multilayer circuit boards capable of consistently meeting
the thermal stress requirement of MIL-P-55640.
PROJECT COST AND DURATION
Estimated costs are as follows:
Analytical testing
Engineering manpower
Total
Estimated duration is 24 m

$29,00..(
91,000.00
$120,W0 .00O

.
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BENEFITS
Benefit to be derived frbm this project is a reduction in recurring hardware costs.
This reduction is as follows:
Reduction in reject boards:

13% of printed circuit board cost.

An example of cost savings for specific programs is shown below. Figures utilized
were lower production rates and low MLB manufacturing costs. This can be considered conservative.
SYSTEM

SYS/YR

MB SAVINGS

36

$ 10,O62

DRAGON

6000

58,500

STINGER

9000

58,500

TMW

6000

39,000

ATI

120

7,hlO

3000

29,250

PERSHING

CHAPARRAL

$202,722
Further savings can be realized if applied to other missile systems.

ASSUMPTIONS
It is
Currently, PTH cracking is one of the factors causing high rejects on MLBs.
assumed that a considerable reduction kl3 ) in rejects will occur with successful completion of this program.
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OPTIMIZED SuLDERING TECHNQ1UES FOP
PRINTED WIRING BOARDS AND ASSEU.LTES

J.

R. Kubik

Hughes Aircraft Company

Fullerton, California 11634

SYSTEM/PANEL AREA/CCMPONOJIT
Various/Test Equipment/Printed Circuits.

PROBLEM
The soldering of components to printed wiring boards (P.'Bs) continues to be a problem
Due to the
in the fabrication of highly reliable printed wiring board assemblies (R4BAs).
requirements invoked and certain liitations Lnposed on the process, high production costs
are incurred due, in many cases, to rework. Two factors greatly affecting the fabrication
and assembly of PCBs are (1) the flux used and subsequent cleaning and (2) the component
lead solderability. Presently, the use of RA fluxes is not permitted by military specification, however, RMA fluxes (which are permitted) do not always provide adequate cleansing
action, thus affecting solderability. On the other hand, using an RA flux can result in
corrosion during service if the assemblies are not cleaned adequately subsequent to soldering. An added variable is the difference in component lead solderability. Certain leads
require special pre-tinning prior to a given solder assembly process, thus adding cost to
the program.

PROPOSED SOLUTION
The project would provide a study of the two primary problem areas, (1) a study of
corrosion effects of fluxes on PWBAs and (2) a study covering the standardization of component lead materials. By performing a controlled study of the corrosion effect from
various classes of fluxes, the procedure for post flux cleaning can be established to provide highly reliable boards and assemblies. The study would also delineate specific cleaning procedures for the various fluxes. Concurrently, the study to cover standardization
of component lead materials would also alleviate the need for various fluxes.

PROJECT COST AND DURATION
Estimated costs are as follows:
Corrosion effects of fluxes
Standardization of component leads
Total

Estimated duration of proJect i.

Ph mrnfhn.
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$125,200.00
75,00.O0
$200,030.00

BENEFITS
Benefits derived from this project are a reduction in fabrication costs for FWBAs
in all military systems using soldered PWBs and PI.TBAs.
It is anticipated 2% of assembly costs will be saved.
for specific missile systems is shown below.
SYSTEM
Pershing

SYr /YR

An example of cost savings

ASSEMBLY SAVINGS

36

$123,984 .00

Dragon

6,000

600,000.00

Stinger

9,000

720,000.00

TOW

6,000

576,000.00

ATI

120

90,720.00

Chaparral

3,000

372.000.00
$2,482,704.oo

Additional cost savings will be realized if applied to other systems.

ASSUMNTIONS
It is assumed that successful completion of thi3 program will reduce rejection
rates and rework costs of PWBAs by No of total cost.
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PRODUCTION PROCESS FOR RMOVING EPOXY
SMAR IN PLATED THROUGH HOLES (PTHs)

R. W. Korb
Hughes Aircraft Company
Fullerton, California 9263

SYSTEM/PANEL AREA/CC&APONENT
Various/Test Equipment/Printed Circuits.
PROBLEF,:
A major cost factor in producing high reliability printed wiring oards is the removal of epoxy smear prior to plating the through holes. The most efficient present
method is iapor honing using specially designed machines. Present equipment, however, is
limited by hole diameter to board thickness ratio. Consequently its effectiveness is
reduced in high density boards used in missile systems. Also the process causes an elongation of the boards which creates registration problems in high density close toleiance
c:.rcuits. Typical board growth on a machine specifically designed for printed wiring
boards is 0.008 inch over a 20 inch length on the first pass. This distance increases to
0.01D inch on the second pass, 0.01 on the third and 0.012 on the fourth pass.
Present vapor honing machines are also partially dependent on close controls in drilling and chemical cleaning which adds to the cost.
PROPOSED S lUTION
Hughes-Fullerton, Ground Fystems Group, has designed, built and tested a vapoz honing
machine that directs an abrasive slurry through the hbles without damaging the external
crpper layers. As a result, processing times cow. be extended tc enable heavy smear rem°oval without reliance on chemical cleanin, -'r clos', co'trols nr drilling. Processing does
not cause any s ignificint elongation of the printed -wiring board as found in conventional
equipment.
Initial measurements rhow a ,Yrowth f o:.ly - W05 inch over an 18 inch leneth.
At the present time only a protstype model of the macK±±n. has been built. This machine is
too slow for production use, however, the initial 'rsilts
are excellent.
It has dem:xstrated that f-reeftu passage , f an abrasive slu cy through the holes effectively re.rves
epoxy smear. Further .ffort is required, howev-r t it;rease the speed and e.ffi...
f
the maehine.
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PROJECT COST AND DURATION
Estimated costs are as follows:
$ 50,000.00
Machine design
60,000.00
Machine fabrication
50,000.00
Pilot operation and optimization
50.000.00
Engineering support and technical data
$210,000.00

To'al

The duration of this project is estimated to be 24 months.

BENEFITS
Benefit to be derived from this project is a reduction in manufacturing cost for
high density printed wiring boards. This reduction is as follows:
*

Reduction in reject ports:

105 of hardware cost

* Reduction in processing cost:
* Net reduction:

3% of hardware cost

13% of manufacturing cost

An example of cost savings for specific missile systems is given below. Conservative figures were used in obtaining the data (i.e., lower production rates ad low 11B
costs).
SYSTEM

SYS/YF'

!.a3 SAINCS

36

.,10,062.00

Dragon

EC00

58,500.00

Stinger

9,000

58,500.00

TOW

6,000

39,000 00

ATI

120

7,410.00

3,000

29,250.00

Pershing

Chaparral

20", 022.00
Additional vnvings would be reilized If applied to other missile systems.

ASSUM-TIONS
ill be developed c'1pable of
The stated benefits assume that i production nchine -processing 120 8" x 10" printed circuit bnards per hour.
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UPGRADING AND STANDARDIZATION OF PRINTED WIRING
BOARD MATERIAL AND RELATED SPECIFICATIONS

J. R. Kubik
Hughes Aircraft Company
Fullertc i, California

92634

SYSTEM/PANEL AREA/CO4PONENT
Various/Test Equipment/Printed Circuits

PROBLEM
Primary and secondary docunents applying to printed wiring boards that are imposed
by the military require upgrading and standardization in order to provide more meaningful
coverage at a redaced cost. Although good basic specifications have been written that
cover most aspects of printed wiring boards, they require changes that would not only
enhance their value, but result in better standardization and unifon ity in design and
manufacturing.
PROPOSED SOLUTION
A considerable amount of work has been done in the form of industry surveys relating
to current documentation requirements.
This work was performed under government contract
and identifies many areas where changes would be beneficial. These chaixges would be in
the form of refinements to existing requirements and the inclusion of coverage for items
not presently mentioned such as ancillary materials for staking, thermoconductivity, potting,
thermal mounting plates, flexible board systems, polyimide materials and microdevices.
There is also a need for standardization among military specifications regarding design
allowables, use of type RA fluxes, solder fitting of interfacial holes and guidelines as
to the use of pliant buffer materials on glass components.
An overall program is proposed
to identify specific specification problems and recommend solutions.
PROJECT COST AND DURATION
Estimated costs are a.3follows:
Engineering Review
Documentation
Total

$i0,OOO.0O
80,000.00
$160, Oo. no

The estimated duration of the program would be 21 months.
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BE1MKFITS
This program would provide more reliable printed circuit boards at a reduced cost.
It is anticipated that a 2% savings in circuit board costs would be realized. An
example of cost savings for specific missile systems is given below. Pro lu-tion rates
and PCB costs used in the calculation are considered conservative.
SYSTEN

SYS/YR

Pershing

36

$ 8,370.00

$1,548.00

$9,918.30

Dragon

6,00

39,600.0

9,000.00

48,6oo.oo

Stinger

9,000

48,600.00

9,000.00

57,600.00

TOW

6,000

39,600.00

6,000.00

45,6oo.oo

ATI

120

6,120.00

1,1 0.OO

7,260.00

3,000

25,200.00

It500.00

29,700.00

Chaparral

FlJB SAVINGS

MB SAVINGS

TOTAL SAVINGS

$198,678.00
Further savings would be realized if applied to other missile systems.

ASSUMYIIONS
It is assumed that an overall cost savings of 2% in subsequent production would be
realized through successful completion of this program.
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HEAT PIPES FOR CIRCUIT CARDS

Dr.

K. S.

Sekhon

Hughes Aircraft Company
Fullerton, California 92634

SYSTFM/PANEL AREA/COPONENT
Various/Test Equipment/Environmental Control.

PROBLE4
Current and future advances in high power density microcircuits such as computer
memories, high power transistors, LSI wafers and other high perf. nuance integrated circiits wil necessitate the use of sophisticated, but inexpensive cooling techniques, The
circuit. card heat pipe, already developed by hughes-Fullerton, can meet tne current and
future cooling requirement for high power density components. It can handle power levels
three to five times greater than those of existing cooling techniques and still maintain
uniform temperature over the e'atire card. This circuit card heat pipe can be used whenever circuit card power densities exceed the limitations of conventional convection and
conductio:i cooling techniques. Weight and space savings will result from consolidation of
the electrio;al components from several conventional cards onto a single high power density
card with heat pipe.
Standard heat pipes for circuit cards have been developed and small batch quantities
have been manufactured. However, there is a gap between the present prototype production
and mass production to be cost effective. The present manufacturing method costs $400 per
heat pipe which makes production economically unattractive.
Manufacturing methods can be
optimized to redace this cost significantly to approximately $40 per heat pipe.

PRnPOSED SOLUTION
The purpose of this project All be to establish quantity production techniques for
circuit card heat pipes. Significant system cost reductions will result when production
quantities
f the circuit card heat pipes are manufactured.
To reduce ma:ufacturing cost,
primary emphasis will be placed on the following items:
*

Eztabljsh a wick attachment technique to replace the costly spot welding
used f ,r prototype fabrication.

*

Establish a low cost shell st~inping technique to replace the chemical milling
operation used for prototype faz.rication.

*

Establish a shell bondirg technique suitable for quantity production.
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*

Establish a vacuum/fill station for the accurate dispensing of small quantities
of heat pipe fluid to at least ten heat pipes at one timF.

S

9Establish a test station for circuit card heat pipe performance verification under dynamic conditions.
*

Exccute a short production run to verify established procedures.

*

Provide data for fabrication specifications.

This project will reduce the cost of manufacturing heat pipes for circuit cards from

$400 to $40 for each unit.

PROJECT COST AND DURATION

Pilot
Pilot
Pilot
Pilot

Equipment Design
Equipment Fabrication
Equipment Installation
Production and Technical Data
Tocal

$100,000
30,000
5,000
5,000
$140,000

Estimated duration of the project is 1? months.

BENEFITS
The objective of this project is to make available techniques, procedures and data
for the quantity production of low cost, light weight, high thermal efficiency circuit
card heat pipes. This project is essential to establish manufacturing methods and data to
meet the requirements of current and future high power density electronic systems.
The application of circuit card heat pipes is not limited to one type of system, but
can be used whenever high power density and high packaging density circuit cards are required. This project would result in a significtnt increase in production rates and cost
reduction. The current prototype manufacturing cost is $4OO/unit. With the establishment
of mass production engineering techniques characterized above, the manufacturing cost in
high volume is estimated at $ 4 0/unit or a 901 cost reduction.
ASSUMPTIONS
The stated benefits assume that a circuit card heat pipe production facility would
be established tnd optimized. It is also assumed that the production rate would be at
least 250 units per month.
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CONTINUOUS MONITOR SYSTEM

Joint Industry/Army Conference on Missile Manufacturing Technology Test Equipment Panel.

INTRODUCTION
This paper
hardware:
assessment
of digital
stored for

addresses itself to one of the problems of mass production of sophisticated
The problem of continuouo monitoring of the manufacturing process for the
of the final product. The Continuous Monitor System enables the vast amount
data generated during the production cycle of a product to be recorded and
quality assurance and failure analysis.

The proposed equipment does not address itself to any one manufacturing process or any
missile system in particular.
It is proposed as a capability which will enable new production methods to be utilized by monitoring the production process so that ordnance can
he manufactured and stored, confident that it will perform to specification when called
upon.

Problem Definition Lnd Proposed Solution
Prior to the advent of the high density digital recorder, it was not oractical to simultaneously use large numbers of high resolution sensors because the amount of digital data
generated was too much for the on-line computers to handle, and the amount of magnetic
tape required to store the data for off-line analysis became unwieldy.
The Continuous Monitor System became a vi.,bla product with the advent of the high density
digital recorder. The high density digital recorder will store data at a packing density
of 800 kilobits to the inch. At this packing density, it is possible to monitor 100 high
resolution sensors for 8 hours or 3000 high resolution sensors for 20 minutes. Whereas
this represents the maximum capability of the Continuous Monitor System, a typical system
is likely to monitor 100 channels of 200 Hz data for 8 hours with a 1% resolution, or
50 channels of the same data for 8 hours with a O.IA resolution. Another example is 100
channels of 5 kHz data monitored for 20 minutes with a resolution of 0.1% or the same
data monitored for 40 minutes with a 1,4resiltuion. From the above, it can be seen that
the Continuous Monitor System has considerable glexibility in its application.

Comparison with Conventional Methods
An example of present monitor methods is taken from the production of solid propellants.
Production of this material is monitored and due to the high frequency nature of the data,
the data is recorded in analog format on magnetic tape or with light sensitive paper. The
Continuous Monitor System is able to digitize these high frequency components and record
them in digital format for computer analysis.

*

The Continuous Monitor System records the data on magnetic taoe. This enables the data to
be rapidly located and anaiyzed in a differerit time frame from that at which it was
recorded. As an example, 8 hours of wroduction monitoring can be analyzed in 20 minutes
and the data can be easily and permanently stored for !ailure analvsis, should the need
arise.
A second example of how the Cont~nuous Monitor Svstom r;n
'c, ccs
I-at oi
L2.c ieorani and analysis ot data taken from the final checkout of a missile within its
silo. The Continuous Monitor System will enable 1000 or more parawoeters to be simultaneously monitored and data analyzed in a faster or slower time frame at the discretion of the
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equipment officer. The Continuous Monitor System can also be used to program the checkoit
of the installation with the checkout sequence recorded on the high density digital
recorder and the acceptance limits stored along with the checkout sequence for comparison
with the measured parameter.

Project Cost and Duration
The following estimated costs are for two (2) basic configurations: The first, Item A,
will provide for continuous monitoring of 50 high resolution sensors; the second, Item B,
will provide for the simultaneous monitoring of 1000 sensors:

Item A
Description

Qty

Cost/Unit

Cost/Total

2

$25,670

$51.340

Record Electronics
Digital Sig Input

I lot
I lot

15,000

15,000

2,500

2,500

Output Filters

I lot

1,000

1,000

Tape Transports

System Engineering

50,000

Documentation

NRE

INC

)

Installation & Checkout

INC
$119,840

Total
Item B
Description

Qty

Cost/Unit

Cost/Total

I

Tape Transport

$29,980

$29,980

Record Electronics

1 lot

30,000

30,000

Digital Sig Input

I lot

30,000

30,000

System Engineering

r75,000

"

Documentation

NRE

INC

)

Installation & Checkout

INC
$164,980

Total
The estimated duration of the project is 240 days.

COMPANY NAME

PARTICIPANT'S NAME, AE- ESS AND PHC"E

Bell & Howell
Datatape Division

Anthony G. Fairfield
300 Sierra Madre Villa
Dasadena, California
9l09
213-796-9381
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Title:
Improved Microcircuit Reliability with reduced total cost by using
High Temperature Operating Tests (KTOT).

area/component:

System/panel:

ALL. MISSILES/Guidance and Control/Microcircuits

Problem: The many manufacturing and performance advantages of using microcircuits
are compromised due to either device reliability problems or the high cost of processing reliable devices. Both manufacturing and maintenance costs are increased
due to unreliable microcircuits.
Proposed solution: Microcircuit costs reflect material, labor and yield losses. The
major cost factors are created by the yield losses that occur after the labor intensive
assembly and test activities. The solution is to use HTOT testing techniques early
in the microcircuit manufacturing cycle. If successful substantial device cost reductions should be possible.
Estimated costs are as follows:

Project cost:

Demonstration Experiment
Engineering Services for Microcircuit
Manufacturer Help and Facility Design
Total

$600,000
250.000
$850,000

Benefits: The benefits to be derived from this project are a reduction in recurring
hardware costs and a substantial improvement in device reliability. The cost reductions are as follows:
INITIAL CONDITIONS:
Yield Baseline As Follows:

Linear Chips

-

Linear Packaged Product
Digital Chips
Digital Packaged Product
Cost:

30%
6.67%
42%
40%

$.14 each
$.07 each

Chips

Linear
Digital

HTOT

$100 per wafer

Assemly & Test
Linear
Digital
SAVINGS:

FINAL
YIELD
20%
40%
60%
80%
99%

SI.65 each
$1.11 each
7 SAVINGS
L;NEAR
DIGITAL
49
75
83
7
87
30
90
44
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Assumptions:
follows:
Digital:
Linear:

Microcircuit final yields will Improve due to early HTOT testing as

75 to 95% Yield
40 to 75% Yield

McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company

-

East

Mr. Mort Stitch
Dept. E-261
Box 516
St. Louis, Missouri

63166

(314) 232-6662
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